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The problem of indifference and
homogeneity in Austrian

economics: Nozick’s challenge
revisited

Igor Wysocki
Nicolaus Copernicus University

Abstract
The pivotal point in the Austrian literature on homogeneity, choice
and indifference was constituted by Nozick’s On Austrian Method-
ology. Nozick provoked a long debate on the above notions within
Austrianism. The aim of this paper is to elaborate such an account of
homogeneity that would take the sting out of Nozick’s challenge and
allow for non-trivial formulation of the law of diminishing marginal
utility. Hence, we shall first take a closer look at the debate on indif-
ference within the Austrian camp, while defending and building upon
the Hoppean account vis-à-vis Block’s criticism. Our justification
of the Hoppean position shall consist in showing that his account of
the correct description of an action is not an ad hoc move aimed at
solving just one problem of indifference but is highly intuitive and
widely applicable. We conclude by restating the above-mentioned law,
thus demonstrating that the Nozickian objection can be successfully
addressed.

Keywords
indifference, choice, homogeneity, Nozick’s challenge.
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10 Igor Wysocki

1. Introduction

In 1977, Nozick wrote his seminal paper On Austrian Methodology
(Nozick, 1977) thereby levelling a challenge at the entire Austrian

school of economics. Nozick’s critique pertained to all sorts of claims
Austrians made, ranging from acting on strict preference vs weak
preference, through the doctrine of sunk cost and Austrian avowed
apriorism, to their theory of time preference. However, it was Nozick’s
claim1 that, logically speaking, Austrian’s formulation of the law of
diminishing marginal utility must rely on the notion of indifference
that stirred a long-lasting and still inconclusive debate on the role of
the said concept in Austrian economics. This indictment by Nozick
(1977, pp.370–371) is so important for the entire Austrian edifice2

that it merits being quoted in full:

Indeed, the Austrian theorists need the notion of indifference
to explain and mark off the notion of a commodity, and of
a unit of a commodity. If everyone or one person prefers one
homogenous batch of stuff to another homogenous batch of
the same shape of the same stuff (perhaps they like to choose
the left-hand one, or the one mined first), these are not the
same commodity. They will have different prices. Particular
things x and y will be the same commodity (belong to the same
commodity class) only if all persons are indifferent between
x and y. Without the notion of indifference, and, hence, of
an equivalence class of things, we cannot have the notion of
a commodity, or of a unit of a commodity; without the notion
of a unit (‘an interchangeable unit’) of a commodity, we have
no way to state the law of (diminishing) marginal utility.

1 This claim was even dubbed as Nozick’s challenge by Hudik (2011).
2 As we are about to see, it is the very formulation of the law of diminishing marginal
utility and the universal law of time preference that logically depends on the notion of
indifference.
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Nozick’s view is that the statement of the law of diminishing marginal
utility presupposes the employment of the notion of indifference (or
the one of the same commodity3). Therefore, it seems that homogene-
ity of economic goods is no mere epiphenomenon playing no role in
praxeology as such. Quite the contrary, the notion of indifference is
purportedly essential for understanding the logic of human action. To
appreciate the disagreement between Nozick and Austrians, it would
suffice to realize that the Austrian dogma—adhered to by some of its
most prominent figures, e.g. Rothbard and Block themselves—was
that indifference is praxeologically irrelevant, and as such it cannot
make any difference to human action. Or, in other words, man does
not act on indifference. More specifically, Austrians of orthodox per-
suasion (Rothbard and Block4) relegate indifference to the realm of
mere psychology. Those insights were most tellingly captured by
Rothbard (2011, p.304) in the following passage: “Indifference can
never be demonstrated by action. Quite the contrary. Every action
necessarily signifies a choice, and every choice signifies a definite
preference. Action specifically implies the contrary of indifference.
The indifference concept is a particularly unfortunate example of the
psychologizing error.” It is also Hoppe (2005) that wants to banish
the concept of indifference out of the realm of human action. And it is
precisely this relation of logical equivalence between indifference and
no choice that constitutes the crux of the Hoppean (2005) solution. To
put his point in still different terms, suppose we take a set of various
economic means and the equivalence relation (that of indifference)
on this set. The relation of indifference would divide our original set
into mutually disjunctive equivalence classes, which means that all
the units in each class are the units between which the economic actor

3 The relation between the two is to be probed later.
4 Block (1999, pp.22–24) conceives of indifference as “vague, psychological category”.
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is indifferent. This in turn would mean that the actor cannot choose
between the units within those equivalence classes. Conversely, if he
can choose between any two units, these units must belong to distinct
equivalence classes. Incidentally, we will revisit the original Hoppean
solution when defending his account vis-à-vis Block’s criticism in the
forthcoming part of the present paper.

However, let us not precipitate things at that introductory stage.
Instead, let us conclude the present section by setting the agenda for
what is to follow. The present paper proceeds in this manner: section
2 takes the task of elucidating such critical concepts as indifference,
homogeneity and same good, with the relations between them being
heeded too. Section 3 is dedicated to the detailed analysis of Nozick’s
challenge concerning the alleged necessity of the adoption of the
concept of indifference within Austrianism. The burden of section 4
is to show the inadequacies of Block’s attempt to deal with Nozick’s
problem. Section 5 tries to show the superiority of the Hoppean
account of choice and indifference over Block’s, while at the same
time dispelling a possible objection to the effect that the Hoppean
solution is simply an ad hoc conceptual move designed to obviate
one particular problem. Section 6 tries to extend Hoppe’s conceptual
framework in order to reformulate the law of diminishing marginal
utility in a way that apparently obviates Nozick’s challenge. Section 7
concludes the paper.
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2. Mapping the conceptual terrain

Before we move on to analyze the Nozick’s challenge and to sub-
sequently revisit the debate on indifference, as it unfolded within
the Austrian camp, we need to clarify some critical concepts and
straighten out possible misconceptions.

First and foremost, there is a subtle terminological distinction
that needs elucidating. So far, we have been using the words indiffer-
ence, homogeneity or same commodity (or same good for that matter)
in a rather cavalier fashion and the inquisitive reader might wonder
whether we treat them synonymously or there are possibly some more
interesting relations between them. First, let us note that Austrians, as
pretty much all economists, are concerned not with things (or physical
objects) as such but with economic goods and the latter are only in the
eye of a beholder. The relation between things (the ones being able to
satisfy potential human needs) and economic goods is that of inclusion.
In other words, all economic goods are physical objects but not vice
versa. What it takes then for a physical object to count as an economic
good is that it must be valued positively; or, it must be believed5 to

5 This very caveat related to the actor’s beliefs is of utmost importance here. It is
because we maintain that Austrians, with their commitment to radical subjectivism,
ought to reject the Mengerian (2007, p.52) contention that a thing can be ranked
as a good only when it has “such properties as render the thing capable of being
brought into a causal connection with the satisfaction of this need.” This is too strong
a requirement. If I deal with some units that I believe (even if falsely) satisfy the
same list of ends, I would be inclined to price them identically. Moreover, I would
believe that giving up one unit of this apparent supply would mean the resignation from
the satisfaction of the least pressing need they are all believed to satisfy. Therefore,
I should not have any preference for giving up any particular (marginal) unit over any
other. We contend that these implications are sufficient to find such units the ones
of the same good. Incidentally, this radical subjectivism reflected in conceiving of
things as means, that is in the contention that the sufficient condition for a thing to
become a means is that the economic actor must merely believe that it can serve his
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be able to satisfy an actual human need (or to use the parlance of
neoclassicals: it must have positive utility). Therefore, economists
are concerned with only this subset of things which are economic
goods. And for a thing to constitute an economic good, what it takes
is at least one economic actor that believes (falsely or not) that the
physical object in question is able to satisfy at least one of his actual
needs. Incidentally, note that given Austrian extreme subjectivism, no
case can be made for any entailment between physical sameness and
indifference (economic sameness). Machaj’s (2007, p.232) celebrated
example was that a ring (of a specific physical constitution) on one’s
fiancée’s finger is not economically identical with a physically iden-
tical ring “given to her by a total stranger on the street.” So, it looks
as though physical sameness does not entail economic sameness. In
other words, even if x and y are physically indistinguishable, x and
y do not necessarily constitute economically homogeneous units. Or
to use a different jargon referring to the same fact, even if x and y are
physically identical (down to the level of particles), there may be
some actor who may not be indifferent between the two. Instead, he
may strictly prefer one over the other.6 Nor does indifference entail
physical sameness. This statement is even more incontrovertible for
it is readily imaginable that two units are slightly physicallydifferent
and yet, this difference cannot translate (by the lights of the economic
actor) into an economic difference. In fact, we do not need to be so
cautious with our examples here once we subscribe to the view that for
units x and y to be subsumable under the rubric of the same economic

end, was aptly captured by Mises (1998, p.92): “Goods, commodities, and wealth and
all the other notions of conduct are not elements of nature; they are elements of human
meaning and conduct. He who wants to deal with them must not look at the external
world; he must search for them in the meaning of acting men.”
6 In other words, numerical identity might matter even in the absence of any qualitative
differences between two objects.
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good, it is enough that they are believed to be equally serviceable
in the eye of the economic actor doing the valuation. Suppose our
actor believes (correctly or not) that—relative to his needs—an apple
juice and mineral water are equally good; that is, he believes that
there is no such end that an apple juice would satisfy but mineral
water would not and vice versa. Granted, there are actually many
non-overlapping needs that apple juice and mineral water can satisfy
but why should the economic actor care about it. These may not figure
in his value scales either by virtue of the fact that the actor is unaware
of these possible services the two goods might render or he might not
value them at all. Such an actor would be prone to regarding apple
juice and mineral water as economically indistinguishable. If he were
forced to give up a unit of apple juice or the one of mineral water,
he would be indifferent between the two. And crucially, given his
beliefs, he would price them equally. Having established that physical
sameness is logically independent of economic sameness, what is still
left to explain is the relation between indifference and homogeneity.
Here, following a common parlance, we submit that one would be
ill-advised to treat them synonymously. It appears to be intuitively
clear that homogeneity is a relation between economic goods, whereas
indifference is a mental state (a belief) of an actor. Specifically, indif-
ference has such a propositional content (believing that x and y are
economically identical) that it cannot motivate an actor to act on it. By
contrast, homogeneity is a relation holding between economic goods.
However, remember that economic goods are not mere physical goods.
The former are in the eyes of an economic actor.7 So, the question

7 There are mind-boggling complications involved in counting the number of economic
goods supervening on physical objects. Let us take the Rothbardian (2009, pp.73–74)
example with eggs and modify it slightly to illustrate our point. Suppose we have 3
eggs and let 1 egg serve the end of throwing it at our enemy’s window (we have 3 of
them, so we can throw one egg at one enemy’s window). With 2 eggs we might already
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arises: under what conditions would two physical units constitute the
same economic goods? The answer seems all too obvious: only when
an actor is indifferent between the two. So, the relation of equivalence
appears to hold between an actor being indifferent between physical
units x and y and these units being economically homogeneous. In
other words, when an actor is indifferent between physical units x and
y, this fact entails that x and y are exemplary of the same commod-
ity (the same economic good or economic homogeneity). And vice
versa, when physical units x and y are economically homogeneous,
this fact entails that there is an economic actor who would be indiffer-
ent between these two. Note that Nozick’s requirement for the same
commodity is too strong. He demands that “all persons are indifferent
between x and y.” This however, given Austrian subjectivism, would
be a massive coincidence. To settle the issue that physical units x and
y are a part of the same supply, it would take establishing that literally
all the persons are indifferent between the two—the sheer impossibil-
ity. Instead, Austrian economists must perceive the same supply as
relative to a given economic actor. Physical objects x and y might be

prepare scrambled eggs (which is our second most valued end) and with 3 eggs we
might make an omelet. How many economic goods (given our value scale) do we have
having 3 eggs? It looks as if we already have 3 of them since we can use all of them in
order to annoy our enemies. Additionally, we have 3 distinct 2-egg combinations to
make scrambled eggs (although there seems to be one type of economic good here,
with the marginal unit being a 2-egg combination). So, do we already have 6 economic
goods or four of them? The unit of 3 eggs put together constitutes a separate economic
good for it is only that large a marginal unit that allows us to prepare an omelet. So
in the end, how many economic goods do we have? Seven of them? The difficulty in
counting seems to consist in two problems: a) do we count token economic goods or
types of economic goods? and b) should we, when counting, add up all marginal units
(1 egg, 2 eggs and 3 eggs)? After all, all these units are not jointly possible. In fact, if
we decide to use all of our eggs to make an omelet, all other ends cannot be satisfied
(no throwing eggs at windows, nor preparing scrambled eggs) as we would be left with
no eggs. All in all, for the time being, we prefer to remain agnostic on these issues
although they definitely merit a separate paper.
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considered the same economic good by person A but person B might
as well consider them economically distinct. What is more, person
C might find them both economic bads. Having said that, let us now
proceed to interpret what putative formidability of Nozick’s challenge
consists in.

3. The analysis of Nozick’s challenge

First and foremost, Nozick’s challenge may be construed as a purely
logical objection to Austrian repudiation of indifference. After all,
remember, the gist of Nozick’s objection was that without the concept
of indifference, Austrians would be unable to formulate the law of
diminishing marginal utility. Indubitably, in this respect Nozick is
right. The law of diminishing marginal utility8 has it that when we
deal with a supply of economically same units, each additional unit
we value less; or, in other words, each additional unit is of lower
utility. To put it formally, n+1th unit of a given supply is of lower
utility than nth unit. And conversely, n-1th unit of a given supply is
of higher utility than nth unit thereof. This in turn means that the
utility of the marginal unit in a smaller supply is higher than the
utility of a marginal unit in a bigger supply of the same commodity.9

Hence, Nozick correctly notes that this law craves for an independent
understanding of the notion of homogeneity. For suppose, an Austrian

8 Rothbard (2009, p.25) states the law of marginal utility very succinctly and very
clearly indeed. His definition assumes the following form: “Thus, for all human actions,
as the quantity of the supply (stock) of a good increases, the utility (value) of each
additional unit decreases.”
9 In fact, this is the reason why Rothbard (2009, pp.21–23) speaks of the law of
marginal utility instead of the law of diminishing marginal utility. After all, as shown
above, marginal utility may increase once the supply of a good shrinks.
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proponent objects that there is no such logical requirement and that
the notion in question may be defined within the very law somehow
along these lines: we can easily establish whether x, y and z are units
of the same economic good and we would do so by checking whether
these units obey the law of diminishing marginal utility. So, generally
speaking, what an Austrian adherent would effectively say is that
units of the same good are such units that obey the law of diminishing
marginal utility. Incidentally, similar remarks would apply to Austrian
formulation of the universal law of time preference.10 Austrians hold
that for one (and the same!) end,11 each actor would prefer to achieve
it sooner rather than later. Note, this law also presupposes the notion
of the same good—but this time in a sort of atemporal way for it is
the same economic good that is carried over time (we may obtain it at
t1 or at t2). When asked how we should understand the concept of the
same good presupposed by the universal law of time preference, an
Austrian economist might reply12 in a similar fashion: we can easily
learn whether x1 (some economic good at t1) and x2 (some economic
good at t2) are the units of the same good. We would do so by checking

10 Then again, we believe there is no clearer exposition of the said law than the
following passage from Rothbard (2011, p.15): “A fundamental and constant truth
about human action is that man prefers his end to be achieved in the shortest possible
time. Given this specific satisfaction, the sooner it arrives, the better. This results from
the fact that time is always scarce, and a means to be economized. The sooner any end
is attained, the better. Thus, with any given end to be attained, the shorter the period of
action, i.e., production, the more preferable for the actor. This is the universal fact of
time preference.”
11 Note that since we value means instrumentally (that is only as much as they con-
tribute to the satisfaction of our ends), the universal law of time preference must
derivatively apply also to means. Since for any given end, we would rather achieve it
sooner rather than later, we must also prefer to employ (or come into possession of
them) necessary means sooner rather than later.
12 As brilliantly observed by an anonymous reviewer, the following analysis of the law
of diminishing marginal utility does not imply that Austrians failed to formulate the
law in non-trivial terms. This would indeed be uncharitable. Yet, our point is more
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whether an actor would now necessarily prefer x1 to x2.13 But these
two apodictically true statements come at a price. For the consequence
of the lack of the independent (of the laws in question) notion of the
same good, would turn those laws into concealed tautologies. Consider
yet again,

modest. We claim that the law under consideration would be necessarily tautological
unless we independently elaborate on the notion of homogeneity (same good), which
is precisely what is going to be done in the forthcoming parts of the paper.
13 In fact, it was Rothbard (2011, pp.15–16) himself who resorted to this tautologous
defense of the universal law of time preference, which is evidenced by the following
passage: “Time preference may be called the preference for present satisfaction over
future satisfaction or present good over future good, provided it is remembered that it
is the same satisfaction (or “good”) that is being compared over the periods of time.
Thus, a common type of objection to the assertion of universal time preference is that,
in the wintertime, a man will prefer the delivery of ice the next summer (future) to
delivery of ice in the present. This, however, confuses the concept “good” with the
material properties of a thing, whereas it actually refers to subjective satisfactions.
Since ice-in-the-summer provides different (and greater) satisfaction than ice-in-the-
winter, they are not the same, but different goods. In this case, it is different satisfactions
that are being compared, despite the fact that physical property of the thing may be
the same.” Whereas in the body of the text we considered the possible Austrian
rejoinder in the form of saying that the same good can be conceptualized as the one
that obeys the universal law of time preference, Rothbard merely contraposes by saying
that if there is an apparent preference for a future good (ice cream in summer) over
a present good (ice-cream in winter now), these two cannot constitute one and the
same economic good. So, not only is the Rothbardian solution clearly circular, but
also it gives the impression of fudging the notion of the same good. It may seem that
whatever counterexamples to the law of time preference one may possibly come up
with, Rothbard would rebut it by claiming that his critic invokes two distinct economic
goods. This is yet another indication that an independent concept of the same good is
logically required.
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1) (the law of diminishing marginal utility14): a supply of econom-
ically same goods constitutes such a collection of units that
each additional unit therein is valued less than the previous
unit, and

2) (the definition of a supply of economically same goods): what
we here mean by a supply of economically same goods is such
a collection of units that each additional unit is valued less than
the previous unit.

Since any good definitions are equivalences and the definiens may
be substituted for definiendum salva veritate, let us substitute for
“a supply of economically same goods” in 1) our definiens in 2). We
would end up with

3) A collection of units that each successive unit is valued less
than a previous unit constitutes such a collection of units that
each successive unit therein is valued less than the previous
unit.

Now, it is clearly visible that 3) is a tautology in its open form. Inci-
dentally, if we were to understood the same good as the one that obeys
the universal law of time preference, then this law in turn would be
rendered equally uninformative. A concealed tautology would turn
into a tautology in its open form via exactly the same reasoning (see:
steps 1-3 above). So, the main thrust of Nozick’s objection can be in-
terpreted as saying that without an independent notion of indifference,

14 We take the liberty of providing our own (and not Rothbardian) formulation of the
law of diminishing marginal utility only because our version makes the ultimately tau-
tologous character of the reasoning under consideration more conspicuous. Moreover,
as conceded in footnote 12 above, the (explicitly) tautologous formulation of the law
cannot be attributed to any particular Austrian.
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the law of diminishing marginal utility15 would be simply trivial. It
would not state an interesting (and non-trivial) relation between two
different properties of units in question; 1) that of belonging to the
class of economically same goods and 2) that of being valued less
and less on the margin once the class in question has fewer and fewer
members. By contrast, a tautology would state a trivial truth: a prop-
erty is identical with itself. In our case: the property of belonging to
the class of economically same goods is the same as the property of
belonging to the class of economically same goods. This, however, is
a far cry, to say the least, from stating a meaningful economic law.

Second, we must also concede to Nozick that pricing of the com-
modity also seems to rest on the notion of indifference. Then, if
Austrians fail to somehow accommodate indifference into their theory,
this would have disastrous consequences for their entire conceptual ed-
ifice. After all, it must be borne in mind that the market (equilibrium)
price of a given product is a function of supply and demand. And the
demand curve is but a reflection of the diminishing marginal utility of
a given product. That is, the demand curve—rather unsurprisingly—
slopes downwards because the more we have (of a given product), the
less we value marginal units. And it is precisely why we are ready to
buy more (of pretty much anything) only when the successive units of
the product in question cost less and less. Therefore, it is clear to see
that the demand curve reflects the logic of diminishing marginal utility.
Hence, Nozick is right. If we fail to reconcile the notion of indiffer-
ence with the law of diminishing marginal utility, then, while having
a distorted notion of the law, our idea of the demand curve would be
flawed too. And this in turn would adversely affect the concept of
the market prince since the market price is a function of the demand

15 As demonstrated in passing above, Nozick’s objection would apply with the equal
force to the universal fact of time preference too.
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curve. Yet, we believe that all these problems can be overcome once
we make the concept of indifference a function of the correct descrip-
tion of an action,16 very much in the vein of Hoppe (2005). And it is
the building upon this author’s account (simultaneously defending it
against Block’s objections) that we shall now turn to.

4. Why Block’s account of indifference is
inadequate

The first Austrian to recognize the force of Nozick’s challenge was
Walter Block. This is evidenced in the way Block (1980, p.423) ac-
knowledges the gravity thereof before he even tackles indifference: “I
consider Nozick’s next attempt to show the necessity of indifference
as one of the most brilliant and creative criticisms that has ever been
levelled against any aspect of Austrian theory.” But how does Block
try to take the sting out of Nozick’s objection? Since we are going

16 As suggested to me by an insightful anonymous reviewer, the word “correct” in the
Hoppean (2005) phrase “correct description of an action” does not refer to any norma-
tive standard. Rather, it is ultimately a matter of fact. Indeed, “correct” description of
an action captures the mentalist (or internal) aspect of action; that is, how the actor
herself conceives of what she is doing. Still in other words, the correct description of
action picks up only those elements which were chosen and which were thus strictly
preferred to perceived alternatives.
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to suggest a more satisfactory solution than the ones hitherto ven-
tured within the debate on indifference,17 Block’s (1980, pp.423–424)
wrestling with the challenge merits being quoted in full

Suppose that, for example, a person has a stock of some com-
modity. This means, of course, that he considers each unit
equally useful, desirable, serviceable. . . Let us presume that
he has 100 lbs. of butter and now for some reason desires to
give up one of these units of butter. And let us say, further,
that he arbitrarily picks one such unit, say, the 72nd one. Noz-
ick would say that ‘the person does not prefer giving up this
one to giving up another one’ [. . . ]. But this interpretation is
clearly unsatisfactory. For if the person didn’t really prefer
to give up this (72nd) one, why did he pick it to be given. So.
we are forced to conclude that the butter units were not really
interchangeable from the point of view of an actor involved in
the selection process. Thus, we seem to be forced to deny that
there is ever any such thing as a commodity, surely a ludicrous
position.

And we concur. Surely, it is a ludicrous position; yet, it is precisely
what Block’s account is doomed to conclude for it is inherently unable
to square the two apparent facts: 1) that those units of butter are really
(ex hypothesi) “equally useful, desirable, serviceable” and 2) that 72nd

17 There were many contributors to the debate on indifference within Austrianism,
regardless of whether they directly address the Nozick’s challenge or not. These
include—among others—Block (2009a,b); Block with Barnett (2010); Hudik (2011);
Rothbard (Rothbard, 2011). Moreover, less characteristically within Austrianism, there
is a dissenting view to the effect that praxeology should embrace acting on weak
preference (rather than strict one), and thus possibly also on indifference. This view
is represented by, e.g., Machaj (2007); O’Neill (2010). The reason the present paper
focuses on the discussion between Block and Hoppe is that, first, these two authors
are particularly eloquent in presenting their respective (and contrasting) views; and
second, they by far contributed most to the entire debate in question.
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one was ‘picked up’.18 As we are about to see, the whole problem
trades on the concept of ‘picking up’. Block seems to be lured into
thinking that the imagined actor does pick up the 72nd unit where he
says: “For if the person didn’t really prefer to give up this (72nd) one,
why did he pick it to be given”. Fair enough, if we assume that he
did pick up19 this very unit, he must have preferred giving up this
one to giving up any other, which simply logically follows from the
concept of ‘picking up’ employed herein. And yet, why should we
beg any questions? It is to be established first that the actor does
indeed pick up the 72nd unit. For settling this issue has a bearing on
whether he prefers giving this unit to any other or he does not. And
this in turn determines whether the actor conceives of the 72nd unit as
the unit of the same supply (with all the other units of butter) or he
conceives of the stock before him as consisting of two distinct classes:
a) a homogeneous class of 99 units (still intact) and b) a singleton
containing the very pound of butter given up.20 Therefore, it seems
that something has to give here: either 100 units were not in fact

18 Now, we must make a slight concession in order to avoid begging any questions at
this point. The concept of ‘picking up’ does not conveniently play on the equivocation
between preference and indifference since it unambiguously suggests the former. Our
point, by contrast, is to say that somehow (in a sense) 72nd unit of butter was ‘picked
up’ but this notion of picking up is sort of non-preference implying (or, positively
speaking, indifference-implying). As noted, however, the notion of ‘picking up’ (as
commonly used) A over B implies that we prefer A to B; after all, we want preferences
to guide actual choices. As it will transpire, what captures the above scenario (with
pounds of butter) much better is the description that 72nd unit was not chosen (or
picked up for that matter) at all. Yet, let us not precipitate things. We will come to this
issue once we tackle Hoppe’s account.
19 Then again, the notion of ‘picking up’ invoked here is the normal preference-
implying one.
20 We still hasten to add that ‘given up’ here should not imply that the very item was
dispreferred. The correct description of the action in case (and that is the point we
shall press in the forthcoming part of the paper) all 100 units were perceived as equally
serviceable is that the actor could not—logically speaking—choose between them.
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perceived as equally useful or they indeed were but the actor did not
(in a relevant sense) choose to give up the 72nd unit. So, Block cannot
have it both ways. But before we embark on further considerations,
let us cite the apparent solution Block (1980, p.424) offers:

I think that this problem can be reconciled as follows. Before
the question of giving up one of the pounds of butter arose,
they were all interchangeable units of the commodity, butter.
They were all equally useful and valuable to the actor.

But then he decided to give up one pound. No longer did he
hold, or can he be considered to have held, a homogeneous
commodity, consisting of butter pound units. Now there are
really two commodities. Buttera, on the one hand, consisting
of 99 one-pound units, each (of the 99) equally valued, each
interchangeable from the point of view of the actor with any
of the other in the 99-pound set: on the other hand, butterb,
consisting of one pound of butler (the 72nd unit out of the
original 100 butter units, the one, as it happens, that he chose
to give up when he desired to sell off one of his pounds of
butter). In this case buttera would be preferable to butterb, as
shown by the fact that when push came to shove butterb was
jettisoned and buttera retained.

We will offer two interpretations of the above passage. One perusal
will construe of what Block seems to mean literally, whereas the
other will attempt to interpret him charitably, thus rendering Block’s
statement true but irrelevant. So, as hinted at above, Block seems to
imply that the choice constitutes a sort of breaking point, after which
there are no longer homogenous units but the formerly homogenous
collection is now divided into two sets: in one of them we still have
homogenous units and the other set is a singleton, with the element not
being homogenous with the remaining elements in the previous set.
The problem with this contention is that Block must either invalidate
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his assumption that they were homogeneous before the choice in order
to explain why the choice (i.e. picking up the least preferred unit of
butter, as opposed to the remaining ones) took place. Alternatively,
if he maintains that the units in question are indeed equally useful,
then he cannot explain why this particular unit of butter was picked
up because they were assumed to be equally valuable in the first place.
Nozick’s challenge comes with vengeance to Block and the reason
is precisely that the latter author has a distorted idea of choice.21

To appreciate this indictment of ours more clearly, let us press the
problem of choice (and what exactly is chosen) a bit harder. What
prompts Block to believe that it was the 72nd unit—as opposed to
just a unit—that was given up in the above-considered scenario? We
would like to venture a hypothesis that Block (however implicitly)
could have believed that whatever made the sentence “72nd unit was
exchanged for money” true (with the truth-maker in question being
the entire action-token in which all the details are provided: there was
a particular unit exchanged for a particular banknote at a particular
time and space via particular bodily movements etc.) is the same as
the propositional content of the actor’s intention. But this is highly
improbable. This would predict that—at least in this case—there
was only one possible (and extensionally defined) state of affairs
which would satisfy the actor’s intention. If Block were to think so,
he would wind up advocating perfect heterogeneity of means, being
left with no hope of intelligibly conceiving of the same commodity.
After all, choices reflect strict preferences and if everything (down
to the level of the most minute details) is chosen, then at least for
this actor, the supply of the same commodity is an empty category.22

21 This idea of choice is going to be remedied by Hoppe (2005), as we are about to see.
22 Strictly speaking, the equivalence classes of the same commodity would be always
singletons.
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However, it seems quite obvious that the actor’s desire can be satisfied
in an almost infinite number of ways. If we want to buy bread in
a local supermarket, it might be the case that we are indifferent even
between supermarkets (because, say, they are equidistant and almost
qualitatively identical) or between types of bread etc.—not to mention
that it would be absurd to claim that we choose every single detail
of our route to a supermarket.23 So, there are infinitely many bodily
behaviors and infinitely many routes that would do equally well from
the actor’s perspective. Now, combing these two infinities would yield
a Cartesian product, with every member thereof being equally good
for that actor. In other words, any combination of a particular route
and a particular bodily behavior under consideration would do as well
as any other relative to the satisfaction of his particular intention.
Concluding, it would be a fatal mistake to confuse a particular state
of affairs (as specified in extensional terms) which actually occurred
with a content of the actor’s intention, with the latter being almost
always intensionally specified. Granted, the content of the latter is
propositional but the proposition (that this or that happens) is normally
satisfied by infinitely many particular states of affairs—but not by
only one. And because the actor’s intention can be satisfied in so many
various ways, he must be indifferent between some aspects of this
multitude of states of affairs. And because he is indifferent between
them, he does not choose between them. Having established that this

23 The same—rather commonsensical—point was pressed by Davidson (1963, p.688):
“If I turned on the light, then I must have done it at a precise moment, in a particular
way—every detail is fixed. But it makes no sense to demand that my want be directed
at an action performed at any one moment or done in some unique manner. Any one of
an indefinitely large number of actions would satisfy the want, and can be considered
equally eligible as its object.”
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possible retort Block might have availed himself of would not succeed
either, let us move to the second perusal of the above-cited fragment
from Block.

On the second reading, Block’s position may be rendered true but
then it would amount to the mere restatement of the law of marginal
utility. In other words, what Block might mean is that after the
choice24 of a particular unit of butter out of 100 of them we deal
with a new supply of 99 units thereof. Before any action was taken,
the marginal value of each of those units was the least important goal
each of them could satisfy. Now, whichever unit was gotten rid of, the
marginal value of the remaining units must have increased. Hence,
if Block ends up with 99 units of butter, it is a matter of course that
now the value of each of them (that is of a marginal unit) is higher
than what it was when he had 100 of them at his disposal. Yet, as
indicated above, this is tantamount to the mere restatement of the law
of marginal utility and therefore irrelevant.25 Specifically, it yet again
fails to explain why the choice—as Block claims—of this particular
unit took place. Having said that, it is about time to go on to consider
the Hoppean account of choice and indifference.

24 But now, it is rather a choice between having an exchange (of a unit of butter for
money) or refraining from it.
25 Note that if Block’s response is read as the mere restatement of the law of marginal
utility, then it might be argued that it is not only irrelevant to the problem at stake but
also question-begging: the response is called upon to vindicate the law of diminishing
marginal utility against Nozick’s challenge, yet it depends for its success on the
restatement of the law as a valid one. Furthermore, as we shall argue towards the end
of the paper, the law in question is best understood, when grounded in the Hoppean
correct description of an action and supplemented by sound counterfactual reasoning.
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5. Hoppe’s account as a remedy for Block’s
shortcomings

In this section, we are going to argue for two points: a) not only
can a choice be modelled in such a way as to logically exclude the
possibility of choice under indifference and b) there are additional
reasons why we should endorse the Hoppean correct description of
an action. We are going to stress on multiple occasions that it is not
the case that the Hoppean account is just an ad hoc proposal aimed
at solving the problem of indifference, for if it were so, it might
be claimed that Hoppe does not solve the problem of indifference
and apparent choice among the units of the same supply but simply
assumes it away: after all, Hoppe suggests understanding choice as
such that it necessarily excludes indifference.

Let us now try to determine whether the Hoppean (2005) account
fares any better when confronted with Nozick’s challenge. First and
foremost, it must be noted that—unlike Block’s solution—it involves
both doing justice to indifference26 (at least admitting that a man
can be genuinely indifferent between some options) and barring it
steadfastly from the realm of choice. Briefly speaking, Hoppe (2005)
maintains that one cannot make a choice under indifference. This “can-
not” is definitely of logical nature and so, the truth of the proposition
that a man cannot choose when indifferent derives its truth solely from
its constituent concepts. Specifically, Hoppe defines choice in such
a way that it entails the lack of indifference. That is, if man chooses x

26 It should be constantly borne in mind that, after all, according to the majority of
Austrians, indifference is not a praxeological concept (see: footnote 17). This is due
to the fact that indifference cannot be demonstrated in action, as is usually reiterated
by Austrians (see Block, 2009a; Block and Barnett II, 2010; Rothbard, 2011). By no
means can we deduce from any actual choice whether we were confronted with the
units of the same good or with the ones of distinct goods.
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over y, he is not (and, logically speaking, cannot) indifferent between
the two. And conversely, he defines indifference in such a way that
the very fact that the actor is indifferent between x and y implies that
he does not (and cannot) choose between the two.27

Based on the original Hoppean account just adduced, the follow-
ing two relations must hold:

1. an actual choice between units → strict preference for one of
the units;

2. indifference between units ↔ no possible choice between the
units.

At this point, we would do best to obviate one possible objection that
might be raised against Hoppe. Note that it might be claimed that it
can surely be the case that one cannot choose A over B even if one
is not indifferent between the two and the reason might be that A is
unavailable. Then it would look as though it is only indifference that
entails the impossibility of choice, whereas the impossibility of choice

27 Then again, if this were all there is to the Hoppean account, it would hardly count
as a solution to Nozick’s challenge. By contrast, Hoppe does indeed appeal to Searle’s
(1984) distinction between internal-mentalist and external-behaviourist aspect of one’s
action, which definitely provides an independent reason counting in favour of the for-
mer’s solution to the problem of indifference (vis-à-vis choice) in Austrian economics.
In the forthcoming part of this section, we are going to build upon and thus sharpen
Hoppe’s (Searle’s) insight by demonstrating that the there is a deep distinction between
a description of one’s action under such an aspect that makes it intentional and the
description of what one did (whether intentionally or not). As we shall argue, the
former captures not only the idea of what is chosen but also accounts for which maxim
one acts on, thereby making it very useful in the assessment of the moral worth of
one’s actions. Briefly speaking, our agenda henceforth is to show that the Hoppean
solution involving the correct description of an action is a powerful explanatory device
shedding light on many aspects of human life, while not being a mere stipulative ad
hoc move (the definitional exclusion of indifference from the realm of choice) aimed
at saving Austrian economics from Nozick’s challenge.
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would fail to entail indifference. However, this merely psychological
(in the absence of action) fact that an actor prefers A over B would
be of no interest to Austrian economics with its commitment to the
doctrine of demonstrated preference (see inter alia Rothbard, 2011).
Simply stated, the actor’s preferences that cannot be demonstrated
in action are not part and parcel of this school of thought. Therefore,
whenever we speak of the possibility of choosing A over B, this
presupposes that both A and B are available. And that is why the
only reason why an actor cannot choose (given our presupposition)
between A and B is that he is indifferent between them. And this is
why it is the relation of equivalence that holds between indifference
between some units and an inability to choose between them. Having
preempted this possible rejoinder, let us cite some textual support
confirming that Hoppe (2005, p.91) indeed perceived the relation
between choice and difference in the way reconstructed above:

Likewise, a mother who sees her equally loved sons Peter and
Paul drown and who can only rescue one does not demonstrate
that she loves Peter more than Paul if she rescues the former.
Instead, she demonstrates that she prefers a (one) rescued child
to none. On the other hand, if the correct (preferred) descrip-
tion is that she rescued Peter, then she was not indifferent as
regards her sons.

Clearly then, if the mother chose (the preferred description) to save
Peter, she thus demonstrated the strict preference for him over Paul,
which exemplifies relation 1) cited above; whereas the relation 2)
is most tellingly (however indirectly) elucidated with the proverbial
Buridan’s ass wavering over two identical bales of hay (Hoppe, 2005,
p.91):

Lastly, consider Buridan’s ass standing between two identical
and equidistant bales of hay. The ass is not indifferent and yet
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chooses one over the other, as Nozick would have it. Rather, it
prefers a bale of hay (whether it is the left or the right one is
simply not part of the preferred choice description), and thus
demonstrates its general preference of hay to death.

The relation 2) can easily be inferred therefrom: the ass being indif-
ferent between these two bales of hay, did not choose between them;
rather, he chose a hay over death, which, eventually, implies its pref-
erence for the former over the latter. Having said that, it is high time
to ask what are the merits (or demerits?) of the Hoppean account?
And in particular: why is the Hoppean account superior to Block’s
and how does former address Nozick’s challenge? To test Hoppe’s
position, let us apply it to the scenario of giving up a pound of butter
cited above.

There are two logical possibilities here. If the actor views all
100 units of butter as genuinely equally serviceable, then all of them
fall into the rubric of the same economic good. Then any correct
description of his action would not involve any choice between these
units. It is certainly the case that it is strict preference that guides the
actor’s choice; yet, this choice is not between the units assumed to be
equally serviceable.28 It is this very point that Block does not concede,
thereby running into all the above-mentioned conceptual problems. So,
positively speaking, how to account for the transaction that occurred?
The solution seems fairly straightforward: since the actor did indeed
give up the 72nd pound of butter (while holding all of them equally
serviceable), he must have preferred giving up a unit of butter for
some pecuniary equivalent. In other words, the actor preferred one
unit of butter less, but some increment of money to retaining his entire

28 Remember, all these units would then fall into the same equivalence class (with in-
difference between the equivalence relation dividing all economic means into mutually
disjoint classes) within which an actor does not (and cannot) choose.
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stock of butter but depriving himself of an opportunity to earn this
money. The second possibility is that the correct description of an
action is that the actor really dispreferred that 72nd unit that he actually
gave up. If so, that unit was not the same economic good as all the
other units in the first place and therefore, trivially, the original supply
of 100 units was heterogeneous. At the very least, there were at least
two classes of economic goods involved as the unit actually given up
was ex hypothesi (due to the correct description of the action) valued
less than any other.

For the time being, let us return to the celebrated Hoppean thought
experiment with mother saving either Peter and Paul from drowning
and let us suppose that Block could still argue that the mother could
not be indifferent between Peter and Paul under any circumstances
once she saved Peter. The bone of contention then would be the act of
saving Peter and whether the fact that the mother (at least according
to one description of her action) did save Peter in turn implies that the
mother did indeed choose to save Peter. Let us analyze more closely
this tack that Block might try. Block’s point against Hoppe would be
decisive if the act of saving a particular child (under this description)
instead of another were inherently preference-implying. That is, Block
would succeed if we can infer from the fact of saving a particular child
(or from bringing about the event of a particular child being saved)
that this particular child was preferred to the other. Yet, there is a deep
distinction favored by Davidson (2001) between what an actor does
(including his primitive action consisting in his bodily movements up
to everything they cause) and what he does intentionally. As Davidson
(2001, p.45) put it: “[. . . ] although intentionality implies agency, the
converse does not hold.” Therefore, it would simply beg the question
to say that by the act of saving Peter the mother demonstrated her
preference for Peter over Paul. As established above by alluding to
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the Davidsonian insight, from the event that the mother authored, we
cannot infer which aspects thereof were informed by her preference.
Therefore, not to beg any questions, we should treat the act of saving
Peter in the non-choice—(and hence also non-preference)—implying
sense. Alternatively, just to remain neutral on whether the mother
did actually choose to save Peter or chose to save a child, we could
say that what the mother in fact did was to save Peter. After all, to
say that the mother saved Pater is only to attribute her agency to
this event (in other words, it is to say that she authored the event of
Peter having been saved), which does not imply that she saved Peter
intentionally. And this is the key insight which, in our view, counts in
favor of the Hoppean account. Just to reiterate, there is a distinction
to be drawn between the authored event (Peter being saved) and this
description of the mother’s action that makes it intentional (e.g. saving
a child). It is only the latter description that accounts for what the
mother intended to do, and hence chose. Therefore, we can easily
conclude that it is only some aspects of the authored event that an actor
intentionally brings about or chooses to bring about. For example,
assuming that the latter description is a correct one, the mother was
not choosing between her children, although it is true what she in
fact did was to save Peter. Finally, authored events are defined in
extensional terms (with all minute details being fixed), whereas the
actor’s intentions (strictly speaking, their propositional content) is
envisaged in intensional terms. And it is what Hoppe (2005) hints
at throughout his paper: it is the idea that what the actor genuinely
chooses is reflected in his (from his privileged first-person point of
view) preferred description of the action.

To further reinforce the Hoppean point of the correct descrip-
tion of an action, we can also resort to Parfit’s (2011, p.289) incisive
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remarks (though literally located within the context of Kant’s philoso-
phy) related to the issues of adequately describing on what maxims
people actually act:

Whether some act is wrong, Kant’s formulas assume, depends
on the agent’s maxim. Of the maxims that Kant discusses,
most involve some policy, which could be acted on in several
cases. Two maxims may be different, though they involve the
same policy, because they involve different underlying motives
or aims. Two merchants, for example, may both act on the
policy ‘Never cheat my customers’. But these merchants act
on different maxims if one of them never cheats his customers
because he believes this to be his duty, while the other’s motive
is to preserve his reputation and his profits.

This quote could aptly illustrate our (and Hoppean) intuition that
two identical behaviors could then translate into two distinct actions,
depending on the way we frame our goals. Or to use Parfit’s language,
the actor’s observed particular behavior cannot unambiguously point
to a maxim he is acting upon for the former may be compatible with
practically infinitely many varieties of the latter. After all, the relation
between a maxim and behavior is many-to-many. A given maxim an
actor is acting upon may be instantiated in infinitely many behaviors
and vice versa: as we say, a given behavior may translate into many
maxims. And now, the way of getting to a correct description of
an action was brilliantly illuminated by Parfit (2011, pp.289–290).
The author considered acting on the following highly specific maxim:
stealing some wallet from some woman dressed in white who is eating
strawberries while reading the last page of Spinoza’s Ethics. Ethical
objections connected to acting on such rare maxims aside, the author
suggested the following to determine which maxim is actually guiding
our actor:
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This objection can be partly answered. Just as it is a factual
question what someone believes, or wants, or intends, it is
a factual question on which maxim someone is acting. And
real people seldom act on such highly specific maxims. When
we describe someone’s maxim, as O’Neill and others claim,
we should not include any details whose absence would have
made no difference to this person’s decision to do whatever he
is doing. In a realistic version of my example, I would have
stolen from my victim even if she had been dressed in red, or
had been eating blueberries, or had been reading the first page
of Right Ho Jeeves! My real maxim would be something like
‘Steal when that would benefit me.’

So now, do not the above considerations perfectly correspond with
the Hoppean distinctions between choice, indifference and the correct
description of an action? To put it more specifically, it should by
now seem obvious that physical objects A and B cannot constitute
two distinct economic goods when they do not figure in the correct
description of an action. In other words, whether A or B is employed
cannot make a difference to the actual maxim we are acting on. If our
maxim (preferred description of an action) is to save a child, it simply
follows that any child would do equally well. The mother cannot be
rendered worse off when Peter (or Paul for that matter) is saved simply
because both of these scenarios count as the satisfaction of the very
same policy of ours. And that is the reason these two (only seemingly
distinct) goods are actually the same economic good and it is precisely
for the very same reason that we do not choose between them.29

Finally, let us note that Nozick’s challenge leaves the Hoppean
position unscathed. Nozick’s point is simply irrelevant once we sub-

29 First, it appeared as if indifference between A and B analytically entailed the
impossibility of choosing between A and B (what we christened Hoppe’s stipulative
move). Now it seems we found another reason why indifference between two units
and the impossibility of choosing between them must go hand in hand.
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scribe to the Hoppean account of choice. To conceptualize a supply,
Austrians have to employ the notion of indifference—fair enough. Yet,
whenever any two units are the units of the same commodity, they
shall never figure in a description of one and the same action. In other
words, once any two items represent the same economic good, there is
no choice between them. Therefore, a choice under indifference—an
anathema to Austrians—is rendered impossible now. We might also
put the above point in the jargon of philosophers of actions, when
two—economically identical—goods are at stake, our goal (maxim)
is satisfied to the same degree regardless of whether one good or the
other is employed. Since the correct description of an action might be
mute on the employment of a particular good (as opposed to the use
of a type of good), it follows that two numerically distinct physical
items being equally serviceable in the performance of an action in
question must count as the same economic good simply because the
satisfaction conditions of our actions30 do not discriminate between
these two units.

6. Extending the Hoppean framework: stating the
law of diminishingmarginal utility

Before we sharpen the formulation of the law of diminishing marginal
utility, we need to take heed of one conceptual trap we might fall into.
As we were pointing out throughout the paper, the meaningful (non-
trivial) formulation of this law depends on the independent notion of
the same economic good. Additionally, we posit that a given stock
of units may be considered by an economic actor as a supply of the
same commodity only relative to a given moment. Strictly speaking, it

30 These, of course, follow from the correct description of an action.
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is a matter of course that human action is sequential (in a temporal
sense) by nature; yet, an actor at t1 may envisage the way he is going to
employ consecutive units at later times. This double time indexation—
one standing for a given moment in which an actor envisages the
employment of his successive means and the other standing for the
actual time at which they are employed—is necessary. For suppose
arguendo that our only time indexation is the time of the actual
employment of the means for the satisfaction of our goals.Then, we
submit, the hope of formulating the desired law would be forlorn. In
fact, if we apply the said single index, we would observe that the
marginal utility increases once we deal with fewer and fewer units.
Certainly, it is impossible to still speak of the same commodity when
the marginal utility varies. So, generally speaking, if we have n units
of apparently the same commodity, and once we employ the nth one,
we end up with the supply of n-1 units. The marginal utility of the
latter supply is higher than in the original one. However, even the
above statement is one not entirely correct. For, remember, to state
that the marginal utility diminishes once the supply gets smaller and
smaller, it must be the supply of the same economic good. As we
can see, the single indexation would not enable us to formulate the
law of diminishing marginal utility. Rather, it would depend on the
very law we are trying to formulate. Note, our aim still is to develop
a robust notion of a supply of the same commodity. Only then can we
show that marginal utility would indeed increase once the said supply
shrinks.

So, just to introduce our allegedly necessary double indexation,
let us put forward the following notation. As promised, each unit is to
be indexed for time twice in the following manner:
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1. It is going to be indexed for the time of its actual employment,
with the time being indicated in the subscript. So, u23 is to be
read as the second unit employed at t3 (time 3).

2. Additionally, it is going to be indexed for the moment in which
an actor imagines its future employment, with this moment
being indicated in the superscript. So, adding to our previous
example, u21

3 is to be read as how an actor imagines at t1

how the second unit is to be employed at t3. Note, we allow
the time variables in both indices to range from the present
(t1) onwards up to the conceivable future. Yet, the time of
envisaging the employment of the units must be earlier than
the actual employment of the units. In other words, the natural
number in the superscript must be lesser than the number in
the subscript. After all, intuitively speaking, once a means was
utilized, there is nothing to economize any longer.

So, armed with the above formal notation and having in mind the
condition that given units can be viewed as constitutive of a supply
of the same commodity only relative to a given moment, we can now
state what it is for a given set of units to be perceived as economically
identical. What would, for example, make u1 and u2 units of the same
commodity, as viewed now (at t1) by an economic actor? Formally
speaking, it would mean that for any t (in the subscript, which is the
time of the actual employments of these units), the actor is indifferent
(now) between u11

t and u21
t . To put it verbally, at least as of now,

the actor believes that he can swap these units in any time in the
future without any loss of utility (or satisfaction for that matter). Still
in other words, he now believes that it is a question of indifference
whether he employs u1 at any time instead of u2 at that time. Note
that we can easily understand that a unit can preserve its economic
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identity over time, which, incidentally, does not run counter to the
universal fact of time preference. After all, we assume as a correct
description of our consecutive actions that a given unit (say, u1) over
certain time is equally serviceable as any other unit in our set. If an
actor believes that u1 can be put to use at t1 as well as at, say, t8,
then there is no preference for the employment of this unit now to
its employment later. By no means does that threaten the universal
law of time preference. Quite the contrary, when we genuinely find
(now) some set of units equally serviceable across a given range of
time, then, logically speaking, these units are viewed as economically
identical across that time. In other words, for any unit in that set,
there is no preference for its use at any particular time over any
other. When it comes to the satisfaction of ends, the situation is
diametrically different. We do satisfy our ends in a descending order
of their importance over time. Yet, our means are believed (correct
description of an action) to be equally serviceable over that very
time. By assumption then, any of the said units can be equally well
employed at any time.

Let us represent our rather intuitive findings more rigorously and
generally. Let S be a set of n number of units, which are believed to
be equally serviceable. Let e be a number of ends each of the units
is believed to be able to satisfy equally well. Let also n ≤ e. The last
requirement is important for if n were greater than e, then some of the
units in S would not count as economic goods (for a proper subset
of S would already satisfy all the ends the means are supposed to
be able to satisfy). Now as long as we consecutively allocate any of
these units to less and less important ends (starting from the most
important one), then there are e! number of scenarios an actor would
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be indifferent to.31 Remember, the indifference relates to the means
consecutively employed, but not the ends. The latter are obviously
satisfied in the descending order of importance.

To conclude, let us show that the law of diminishing marginal
utility firmly rests on correct description of (sequential) actions and
does not depend on any actual employment of the units of the same
commodity in question. Let us consider a set of units at time t1.
Suppose an actor has at his disposal three eggs, which he finds equally
serviceable. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume each of these
eggs can equally well satisfy three needs (in the descending order of
importance):

1. Throwing one at one’s enemy window;
2. Eating one hard-boiled;
3. Eating one soft-boiled.32

As established above, if our three eggs are believed to be able to
equally satisfy these three needs, we would end up with 3! (which is
9) possible scenarios of satisfying these ends with our three economic
goods among which our actor would be indifferent. The value of the
marginal unit now is the third end since it is this end that one would
not satisfy if one were to give up or lose one of his eggs. Now, we
claim that the law of diminishing marginal utility (in a truly Austrian
spirit) does not depend on the actual employment of our eggs. Rather,

31 The number of ends unsatisfied will be e-n. These will be the ends figuring at the
bottom of the actor’s value scale. Furthermore, as we can see, the Hoppean account can
be given a temporal dimension. Now we can say not only that saving Peter is as good
as saving Paul now but also that some (temporal) sequences of actions are considered
as good as some other. In our case discussed above, there are e! of such equally good
sequences of actions from the perspective of some economic actor.
32 Also, for the sake of simplicity, let us assume that our marginal unit here is just one
egg; that is, there no ends that are to be satisfied with either two or three eggs (put
together) from the perspective of this actor.
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the law should be conceived of counterfactually. That is, holding an
actor’s correct description of his ends and his relative value rankings
fixed, we should imagine how the same actor would value a marginal
unit of his shrunk supply. To illustrate, suppose an actor lost his third
egg and is now (contrary to fact) left with only two of them. Then,
the value of his marginal unit would be the second end (eating it
hard-boiled) for if he were to lose either of the two remaining eggs,
the need that would be then left unsatisfied would be eating an egg
hard-boiled. So, we posit, while building upon the Hoppean correct
description of an action, that the law of diminishing marginal utility
can be derived solely from the Hoppean account coupled with purely
counterfactual reasoning (by keeping the ends as envisaged at t1 as
well the relative ranking thereof equal). To summarize, it seems that
the original Nozickian challenge can be adequately replied by the
Hoppean account. What is more, the latter accommodates indifference
and keeps it steadfastly from the realm of choice—very much in line
with the demands of praxeology itself. Finally, after developing the
notion of the same economic good, the sharpened Hoppean theory
enabled us to clearly formulate the law of diminishing marginal utility.

7. Conclusion

The ultimate aim of this paper was to reply Nozick’s challenge. In
the meantime, we spelled out the implications of Nozick’s criticism,
which led us to the conclusion that the independent notion of the same
economic good is very much needed. Then, on our way to sharpening
the Hoppean account, we defended Hoppe vis-à-vis Block’s criticism.
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We concluded that Block’s position inherently fails to capture the
notion of the same commodity, while Hoppe’s fares very well in this
respect.

Eventually, we developed a formal notation to elucidate the no-
tion of economic sameness, having built up on the Hoppean correct
description of an action. Sticking to the Hoppean insight that there is
no choice within the class of economically identical goods, we identi-
fied the number of possible scenarios (of sequentially employing the
means to less and less important ends) among which an actor must
be indifferent once he conceives of the units he is about to economize
as equally serviceable. We concluded by claiming that the law of
diminishing marginal utility can be derived solely from the Hoppean
account, aided by counterfactual reasoning.
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Mathematics andmetaphysics: The
history of the Polish philosophy of
mathematics from the Romantic era

Paweł Polak
Pontifical University of John Paul II in Krakow

Abstract
The Polish philosophy of mathematics in the 19th century is not a well-
researched topic. For this period, only five philosophers are usually
mentioned, namely Jan Śniadecki (1756–1830), Józef Maria Hoene-
Wroński (1776–1853), Henryk Struve (1840–1912), Samuel Dickstein
(1851–1939), and Edward Stamm (1886–1940). This limited and in-
complete perspective does not allow us to develop a well-balanced
picture of the Polish philosophy of mathematics and gauge its in-
fluence on 19th- and 20th-century Polish philosophy in general. To
somewhat complete our picture of the history of the Polish philoso-
phy of mathematics in those times, we here present the profiles of
some lesser-known Polish Romantic philosophers of the 19th century,
namely Karol Libelt, Bronisław Trentowski, and Józef Kremer. We
discuss their contributions to the philosophy of mathematics and their
metaphysical perspectives, and we also show how their metaphysical
ideas have found some continuity in the studies of some Catholic
philosophers.

Keywords
history of Polish philosophy, philosophy of mathematics, Józef Hoene-
Wroński, Karol Libelt, Bronisław Trentowski, Józef Kremer, Marian
Morawski.
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Introduction

Histories of the Polish philosophy of mathematics predominantly
focus on the 1920s and 1930s, which was a period of rapid

development for the philosophy of mathematics, largely due to the
developments and successes of Polish mathematicians (e.g. Murawski,
2004, p.325). From earlier periods (i.e., pre-20th century), however,
few philosophers of mathematics are mentioned. This limited perspec-
tive derives from a general lack of knowledge about the history of
Polish scientific philosophy, with many earlier contributions being
poorly acknowledged and remaining unrecognized.1 The most repre-
sentative picture of this state for the history of the Polish philosophy
of mathematics can be found in Murawski’s book The Philosophy of
Mathematics and Logic in the 1920s and 1930s in Poland. In this,
Murawski (2014, p.1) states:

In fact, before [the] 1920s and 1930s, no serious philosophical
reflections on mathematics and logic existed in Polish science.
Naturally, this does not mean that philosophical concepts con-
cerning mathematics and logic, developed in interwar Poland
[. . . ] were formulated in an intellectual vacuum and that earlier
there had not been any reflections on mathematics and logic
in Poland

Murawski mentioned only “six figures that exerted certain influences—
each one made a completely different impact—on the further devel-
opment of the concepts in question” (Murawski, 2014, p.1). These
were Jan Śniadecki and Józef Maria Hoene-Wroński (turn of the 18th

1 A very detailed historical background of Polish scientific philosophy in the 19th cen-
tury has been provided by Jan Woleński (2015), but he did not mention the 19th-century
Polish philosophy of mathematics, focusing instead on the interwar (1918–1939) pe-
riod.
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and 19th centuries) and Henryk Struve, Władysław Biegański, Samuel
Dickstein, and Edward Stamm (turn of the 19th and 20th centuries).
In a footnote, Murawski also mentioned a seventh person, namely
Władysław Gosiewski (1900s).

Fresh research into the history of Polish philosophy has docu-
mented several interesting contributions to the philosophy of mathe-
matics, with them surprisingly thought to have origins in Romantic
(idealist) philosophy. This is surprising because the philosophy of the
Romantic period is generally considered to be anti-scientific.

In this paper, we show how the reflection on mathematics in Pol-
ish philosophy developed over a period ending in the early 1870s.
We posit that the studies from this period created the foundations for
philosophical reflection on mathematics in the 20th century, despite
the fact that the Polish philosophy of mathematics in the 20th century
broke with the previous century’s ideas. In other words, the reflec-
tions on mathematics from the 19th century were relatively quickly
forgotten. The main aim of this paper is therefore to recall and analyze
these forgotten, yet historically important, contributions to the Polish
philosophy of mathematics.

In what follows, we analyze the development of the Polish philos-
ophy of mathematics and reveal its unique and specific tradition of
philosophical reflection.2 We begin by discussing the background to
the Polish philosophy of mathematics in the 19th century. Next, we
present the precursors of this discipline and describe how Romantic

2 It is interesting, from a historical point of view, that even in a time when positivism
was supreme in Polish thought, the metaphysical approach to the philosophy of math-
ematics was still practiced. It may have been because of the tradition of scientific
philosophy in Poland. This supposition was confirmed in the studies of the Krakow
and Lwów schools for the philosophy of nature at the turn of the 19th and 20th cen-
turies (Heller, 2019; Polak, 2016; 2019b; Heller and Mączka, 2007). In this paper, we
question whether this tradition could also account for the specificity of the 19th-century
Polish philosophy of mathematics.
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(idealist) philosophy kindled an interest in the philosophical aspects
of mathematics in later periods. Finally, we discuss how the meta-
physical tradition in the philosophy of mathematics has influenced
Catholic philosophy. The paper ends by giving some conclusions and
general observations about the philosophy of mathematics’ history in
Poland.

Background to the 19th-century Polish philosophy
of mathematics

Polish culture in the 19th century was strongly influenced by a very
unfavorable geopolitical situation. Poland was partitioned between
Russia, Prussia, and Austria (later Austria–Hungary). The loss of polit-
ical independence and the subsequent persecution and suppression of
the Polish language and culture strongly influenced 19th-century Pol-
ish philosophy, and the philosophy of mathematics was no exception
to this.

In the early 19th century, the philosophy of mathematics was
studied in four scientific centers: Wilno (now Vilnius in Lithuania),
Poznań, Krakow, and Warszawa (Warsaw).3 By the second half of the
century, only Krakow and Warszawa continued these studies. At the
turn of 19th and 20th centuries, a new philosophical center appeared
on the scene, namely Lwów, which is now Lviv in Ukraine.

3 Hoene-Wroński, who worked mainly in France (especially Paris), was the exception
here. Despite his works being written in French, Hoene-Wroński’s ideas had a strong
impact on some Polish philosophers.
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Forerunners of the philosophy of mathematics in
Poland

One of the earliest Polish philosopher of mathematics4 was the math-
ematician, scientist, and philosopher Jan Śniadecki (1756-1830), who
was one of the most interesting representatives of Polish Enlighten-
ment philosophy (e.g. Murawski, 2014, pp.1–5; Straszewski, 1875).
Śniadecki’s Enlightenment ideas were not necessarily novel, yet they
were distinguishable from other contemporary Enlightenment works
because of their original arrangement (Roskal, 1994). Śniadecki’s
philosophy had some influence on philosophical studies at Vilnius
University,5 as well as Krzemieniec High School, which depended

4 For example, one can mention here jesuit Adam Adamandy Kochański SI (1631–
1700), a mathematician and Polish philosopher of the early Enlightenment. He can
be regarded as a precursor of the philosophy of mathematics in Poland. In the light
of current research it can be concluded that his correspondence with famous scholars,
especially with Leibniz (see Kochański, 2005; Kochański and Leibniz, 2019; Polak,
2019a), contains many interesting remarks; however, apart from some metaphilo-
sophical issues (mathematical philosophy), they do not have the fully crystallized
character of philosophical reflection on mathematics. It is therefore worth undertaking
a systematic, in-depth study of this historically important issue.
5 A good example is Jacek Krusinski’s paper “On ways to usefully learn mathematical
sciences” [O sposobach pożytecznego uczenia się nauk matematycznych]. Krusinski
discusses the nature of mathematics from the perspective of education (Krusinski,
1806). Another example can be found in Józef Twardowski’s work entitled “General
remarks on the order of mathematical truths, especially Algebra and on ways of their
interpretation” [Ogólne uwagi nad porządkiem prawd matematycznych, szczególniej
Algebry i nad sposobami ich wykładania], which was published in Tygodnik Wileński
(1806). In his study of the history of mathematical and physical sciences in Wilno,
Józef Bieliński ironically mentioned that Twardowski’s successor, Antoni Wyrwicz,
also practiced the philosophy of mathematics. Bieliński accused Wyrwicz of teaching
the philosophy of mathematics instead of mathematics itself. This is how Bieliński
characterized those lectures: “The general view of mathematics is that arithmetic is the
study of the properties of numbers bounded by units; that lower algebra-magnitudes
are not bounded by units; higher algebra that traces the properties of functions of
manifold form; that in differential and integral calculus, the properties of all func-
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on Vilnius University.6 The Enlightenment tradition (including Śni-
adecki’s philosophy) in the Polish philosophy of mathematics was
relatively short-lived, however, with it having limited impact on other
thinkers.

Many Polish philosophers in the 19th century perceived Śniadecki
to be the founder of Polish modern philosophy in general, yet his
philosophy of mathematics did not gain much recognition. It is likely
that Śniadecki’s empiricism, as well as his cautious Enlightenment
approach to the ontology of mathematics, was not inspiring enough
for the subsequent generation of Polish philosophers.

tions are expounded by increasing or decreasing their variable magnitudes; that the
calculus of variations disassembles the properties of all functions in general by chang-
ing their form-[the lectures] though fair, somewhat but insufficiently understood and
developed, aroused in him a particular passion. [Ogólny pogląd na matematykę, że
arytmetyka jest nauką własności liczb ograniczonych jednostkami; że algebra niższa—
wielkości nie ograniczonych jednostkami: algebra wyższa, że śledzi własności funkcyj
rozmaitej formy; że w rachunkach różniczkowym i całkowym wykładają się włas-
ności wszystkich funkcyj, powiększając albo zmniejszając ich zmienne wielkości; że
rachunek waryacyjny rozbiera własności wszystkich w ogóle funkcyj przez zmianę ich
formy-aczkolwiek sprawiedliwe, poniekąd lecz niedostatecznie pojęte i rozwinione,
wzbudzało w nim szczególne zamiłowanie]” (Bieliński, 1890, pp.21–22).
6 Interesting philosophical remarks about mathematics can be found in Wojciech
Jarkowski’s small book Mowa Woyciecha Jarkowskiego do uczniów przy rozpoczę-
ciu kursu w dniu 2. miesiąca października 1805 roku w Krzemieniecu miana [Woy-
ciech Jarkowski’s speech to the students at the beginning of the course on Octo-
ber 2, 1805 in Krzemieniec]. Wojciech Jarkowski (1767–1836), a former student
of Śniadecki, stated directly his master’s influence (Jarkowski, 1805, p.9). In his
view, mathematics is treated traditionally as an abstraction from reality, but in his
interpretation, the mathematical nature of reality makes physics possible, which is
interpreted as applied mathematics, so it is closer to the modern concept of mathe-
matical nature. Jarkowski also opened an axiological reflection on mathematics by
describing their “virtues.” This axiological approach was important in the 19th-century
debates around the role of mathematics in education, but this topic is beyond the
scope of this paper. For the sake of completeness, it should be added that Wojciech
Zborzewski’s (1795–1860) attempts to construct a philosophy of mathematics were
also mentioned, but the manuscripts that were mentioned can no longer be found
(“Nowiny”, 1845; Majorkiewicz, 1847, p.341).
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A major shift in Polish philosophy began over 1804–1817 (i.e.
with the rejection of the enlightenment’s eclecticism see Tatarkiewicz,
1970; Jaworski, 1997). This shift may be attributed to the works of
Józef Maria Hoene-Wroński (1776–1853), the creator of an original
idealist philosophy called “Absolute Philosophy” or “Messianism.”
Hoene-Wroński was to become a key figure in the 19th-century Polish
philosophy of mathematics.7

Hoene-Wroński was without doubt the forerunner for the meta-
physical perspective on mathematics in Polish philosophy. He was
first to use the term “philosophy of mathematics” to denote the sci-
ence of the principal laws of mathematics. He divided mathematics
into algorithmie (universal algorithms) and geometry. He caught the
attention of Polish philosophers despite his major work being initially
published in French (Hoene-Wroński, 1811, see also his English work:
1820, p.14nn).

Hoene-Wroński also introduced some key concepts into the Polish
philosophy of mathematics. He conceptualized mathematics as a sci-
ence dealing with form (based on distinguishing form from the content

7 During this period, we should mention Feliks Jaroński (1777–1827), who taught
philosophy at the Department of Philosophy of the University of Krakow. In his
book O filozofii [On philosophy], he analyzed the relationship between metaphysics
and mathematics. According to him, metaphysics, geometry (i.e., mathematics), and
physics all derive from philosophy in general. Jaroński considered algebra and geome-
try to be part of ontology and thus “concerned with quantity” (Jaroński, 1812, p.35).
Jaroński also believed that metaphysics should strive for accuracy and clarity, such as
in geometry and algebra: “Mathematics supports philosophy by its method of proof
and strict rigor in thought” (Jaroński, 1812, p.48). Through this textbook, Jaroński
introduced Polish students to some elements of Kant’s philosophy of mathematics
(i.e., synthetic a priori cognition in mathematics) (Jaroński, 1812, pp.156–157, 197).
However, he did not take them directly from Kant’s work but rather from a book by
Gottfried Immanuel Wenzel (1754–1809). Wit Jaworski (1997, p.52; similarly 1872,
p.193) was right to conclude that Jaroński’s knowledge of Kant’s philosophy was
superficial, so he simply cannot be considered a Kantist.
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of the physical world), with the forms of space and time being the
“true object of mathematics.”8 There is no doubt that Hoene-Wroński’s
philosophy developed under the influence of Kant’s philosophy.9 He
introduced the concept of the “metaphysics of mathematics,” which,
according to him, consisted of objective laws for the objects of mathe-
matics (i.e., the principal laws of mathematics).10

Hoene-Wroński also considered the concept of infinity. He was
aware that infinity is involved in the metaphysics of calculus, and he
interpreted infinitesimal quantities as “purely subjectives” (Hoene-
Wroński, 1814, p.35nn). He stated that without the idea of infinity,
mathematics would be impossible.11 His philosophical views led him
to accept the idea of an actual infinity, a concept that opened up many
interesting philosophical questions.

Hoene-Wroński strongly influenced prominent Polish Romantic
philosophers like August Cieszkowski, Bronisław Trentowski, and
Karol Libelt (e.g. Wójcik, 2013, p.16).12 Hoene-Wroński is regarded

8 Hoene-Wroński stressed that space and time are objects of mathematics when we
consider them from an objective point of view as properties of the physical world (see
the footnote in Hoene-Wroński, 1811, p.2).
9 For the Kantian influence on Hoene-Wroński’s philosophy, see e.g. (Wagner, 2014;
2016, chap.3).
10 See (Wagner, 2016), as well as (Pragacz, 2007). Hoene-Wroński’s original concepts
were also briefly described by Roman Murawski (2014, pp.5–7), who pointed out that
Hoene-Wroński’s metaphysical attitude was typical for the Polish Messianist group,
although this is not precisely characterized. For this analysis, it is more accurate to use
the term “Romantic philosophers,” because their attitudes towards Messianism and
Hegel’s philosophy vary.
11 “Nous dirons plus: Ce n’est que par l’infini qu’est possible la science des Mathéma-
tiques. En effet, sans l’infini, nous n’aurions, en Géométrie, que des lignes droites, et,
an Algorithmie, que la simple sommation (addition et soustraction); et l’on voit bien
si avec ces élémens grossiers, on aurait pu construire une science.” (Hoene-Wroński,
1814, pp.43–44)
12 Traces of Hoene-Wroński’s philosophy can also be found in the works of less famous
philosophers of this era, such as Tyszyński (1854, pp.81–82).
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as a one of the guiding spirits of Polish mathematics in the late 19th

century (cf. Wójcik, 2013, p.15). While Hoene-Wroński’s metaphysi-
cal tradition in the Polish philosophy of mathematics only lasted about
a century, some aspects of Wroński’s philosophy are still of interest
(Wagner, 2014; 2012).

Karol Libelt: Idealist origins of a mathematical
nature

After Hoene-Wroński’s studies, Polish philosophers of mathematics of
the 1840s turned toward idealistic philosophy. The crucial philosophi-
cal problem then became about the relationships between mathematics
and logic, as well as the ideas that grew out of the new Heglian logic,
which was in reality a kind of metaphysics.

This new direction of philosophy was characterized by rejecting
the anti-metaphysical attitude of the Enlightenment. Very interest-
ingly, and significant in this context, is Karol Libelt’s critique of Jan
Śniadecki’s works. Libelt’s study was published anonymously under
the title “Filologia, filozofia i matematyka uważane jako zasadnicze
umiejętności naukowego wychowania [Philology, philosophy, and
mathematics conceived as fundamental domains of scientific educa-
tion]” in Tygodnik Literacki 1838, no 17-20 and 28-29, and 1839, no
13-16 (Libelt, 1838, full edition 1850).13 Libelt had studied mathe-
matics and philosophy in Berlin before teaching mathematics and
publishing a high school textbook (Libelt, 1844).

Libelt (1850, p.240nn) ardently opposed Śniadecki’s philosophi-
cal views, and he described his new philosophy by contrasting it with
Śniadecki’s ideas.

13 Here for convenience, we quote the full edition (Libelt, 1850).
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Mathematics, for Libelt, was a discipline that was close to, and
almost entwined with, philosophy. He found significant similarities
between these two domains, such as deductive form and the style of
abstract thinking. In Libel’s view, both domains touched sensible and
“over-sensible” objects through specific mind activity. Mathematics,
Libelt posited, differed from philosophy in not being a fundamental
science, because mathematics needs some concepts, which it “bor-
rows from philosophy.” He listed two basic, intuitive concepts, namely
space and time, which were inspired by Kant’s philosophy of mathe-
matics as interpreted in the framework of Heglian philosophy (Libelt,
1850, p.269).

Libelt also drew a distinction between pure and applied mathe-
matics and highlighted the differences between the main domains of
pure mathematics, namely geometry, algebra, and arithmetic.

In another article, Libelt (1842, pp.65–67) presented an interesting
view about mathematics’ relationship to nature. According to him,
reality embodies mathematical properties, so a mathematician can
consequently abstract these properties from reality:

Mathematical truths are purely objective, they are outside us,
and in us only is the knowledge of these truths. Number and
figure, like time and space, are forms abstracted from the
world, full of latent content, or hidden properties, which math-
ematical reason has detected in them (Libelt, 1842, p.66).14

This perspective led Libelt to formulate his controversial thesis:
“Mathematics does not teach anything about the abstract that does not
exist in reality” (Libelt, 1842, p.65). That his view was so close to

14 „Prawdy matematyczne są czysto przedmiotowe, są zewnątrz nas, a w nas tylko jest
wiedza tych prawd. Liczba i figura, jak czas i przestrzeń są formy ze świata zdjęte,
pełne utajonej treści, czyli ukrytych własności, które rozum matematyczny w nich
wykrywał.”
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later concepts of the nature of the mathematical was made possible by
his idealistic metaphysical interpretation. (This interpretation stated
that if reality is founded as an ideal, it simply embodies ideal prop-
erties that, by abstraction, can be used in a conceptual analysis.) Of
course, Libelt’s view differs from the modern concept of mathematics,
because in his approach, mathematics is limited to objects abstracted
from reality. In other words, Libelt rejected the possibility that pure
(i.e., non-abstracted) mathematical objects exist. It is interesting that
Libelt accepted the concept of infinity in philosophy yet believed
that mathematics dealt only with finite values and sometimes only
“touches the infinity.”

Libelt also tried to characterize the relationship between mathe-
matics and physical reality. He concluded that mathematical objects
are approximations in an infinity of real, physical objects. In this view,
mathematics is the oath between cognition a priori and a posteriori,
a kind of epistemic bridge between two domains of cognition. For
him, mathematics dealt with the forms (of space and time), while
metaphysics dealt with the contents,15 an observation that Libelt made
in the introduction to the second edition of his book Philosophy and

15 „Czym jest matematyka dla formy (przestrzeni i czasu), tym jest metafizyka dla
treści. Matematyka czysta tak w geometrycznym, jak arytmetycznym swym dziale, jest
równie oderwana, najściślej lo[g]iczna, wysnuwająca się z najprostszych wyobrażeń
przestrzennych i liczbowych, w zupełnej odrębności od materyalnego świata. A prze-
cież ciała niebieskie w nieskończoności przestworza wirujące, słuchają tych prawideł
elipsy, paraboli i hiperboli, które matematyk abstrakcyjnie jako prawdy niewzruszone,
w tych liniach ostrokręgowych odkrywa; a przecież prawa optyki i mechaniki wedle
prawideł matematyki czystej się tłomaczą. I dla tego tak ogromnej wartości stała się
matematyka zastosowana. Podobnie ma się z filozofią spekulacyjną, co do treści otacza-
jącego nas świata, co do znaczenia nas samych i wszelakich ludzkości stosunków,
co wszystko doprowadza nas ostatecznie do Boga, jako do ostatniej wszystkiego
przyczyny” (Libelt, 1874, p.IX).
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Critique. His Platonic views were related to his idealistic philosophy
(Libelt, 1874, p.95), and they seem to have evolved from his earlier
interpretations of mathematical objects (Libelt, 1842).

Bronisław Trentowski’s post-Heglian approach

In the 1840s, the most prominent Polish philosopher of mathemat-
ics was Bronisław Trentowski (1808–1869), who was the author of
the influential work Chowanna czyli system pedagogiki narodowej
(Trentowski, 1842a,b).

The relationship between mathematics and logic was especially
described in this book (Trentowski, 1842b, sec.51). Later on, he deep-
ened his analysis of the mentioned relationships in his next book enti-
tled Myślini czyli całokształt lo[g]iki narodowej (Trentowski, 1844a;
1842b). Trentowski was working in Germany after migrating there,
but he published his works mainly in Poznań.

Trentowski was the first Polish philosopher to use the Polish term
for “the philosophy of mathematics” (i.e., filozofia matematyki).16 For
him, this branch of philosophy was part of the future philosophy of
form (filozofia formy). He described it as follows:

The philosophy of nature’s form, which is space, time, and the
shape of matter. This is geometry, arithmetic, and mechanics,
so generally the philosophy of mathematics [Filozofia formy
natury, którą jest przestrzeń, czas i postać materyi. Jest to
Jeometrya, Arytmetyka i Mechanika, czyli w ogóle filozofia
matematyki] (Trentowski, 1844a, p.7).

16 Hoene-Wroński actually used this term first, but as he wrote in French, the Polish
translations of his books came after the publication of Trentowski’s book.
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The philosophy of form was conceived by Trentowski in opposition to
the existing philosophy, which he denoted the “philosophy of contents”
(filozofia treści). For Trentowski, this distinction facilitated an analysis
of the formal relationship between mathematics and logic. According
to him, any similarities between mathematics and logic could only be
formal, because they are both “sciences of the form,” but mathematics
is based on forms of thinking rather than the abstraction of contents.
Thus, he rejected any idea that logic could be reduced to mathematics
and vice versa. In his view, mathematics and logic together constitute
a “science of form.”

Terntowki’s other contributions to ideas in the philosophy of
mathematics included a reflection on the fundamental problems of
modern philosophy, such as the ontological status of mathematical
objects, the description of mathematics from a metaphysical point
of view as the “science of external existence” (Trentowski, 1842b,
p.324), an attempt at explaining the psychological attitudes needed for
mathematical thinking, and a discussion of mathematical problems
that were previously analyzed by Hoene-Wroński (e.g., infinity). With
the benefit of hindsight, many of Trentowski’s concepts seem very
speculative, controversial, and sometimes even bizarre.

Trentowski’s concept of mathematics as being a branch of the “sci-
ence of form” and the idea of a mathematics–logic relationship were
critiqued by Józef Ignacy Kraszewski (1812–1887). For Kraszewski
(1847, pp.28–29; 1862, pp.28–29), Trentowski’s concept of constancy
for mathematics and logic was improvable. Some of Kraszewski’s ob-
jections were hardly irrelevant, because for Kraszewski, mathematics
was an abstraction from space, time, and shape, with it capturing only
the quantitative aspects of physical reality.
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Józef Kremer: Reflections onmathematics in
a Heglian philosophy framework

A special place in the history of 19th-century Polish philosophy
is occupied by a philosopher from Krakow called Józef Kremer
(1806–1875). Kremer was strongly influenced by Hegel, but he tried
to build his own philosophy.17 In addition to Hegel’s work, Kremer
also studied the ideas of Trentowski and Libelt, and these influences
can be specifically seen in the context of Kremer’s pedagogic and
aesthetics research (Trentowski, 1842a,b; 1844a,b; Libelt, 1845).

Kremer was chosen as an example here because he is the only
well-known member of the Krakow philosophical milieu that was
connected with the Towarzystwo Naukowe Krakowskie (Krakow Sci-
entific Society) in the 19th century, so the philosophy of science in
19th-century Krakow certainly warrants further study.

Like Trentowski, Kremer was interested in the relationship be-
tween mathematics and logic, but his concept of logic differed some-
what from that of his predecessors.18 He described logic as a “science,
which has absolute thought and its development as a subject” (Kremer,
1849, p.112), such that it was a discipline closer to the former meta-
physics and ontology (Kremer, 1849, p.114). In this view, mathematics
became a part of logic and ontology, with it aiming to describe the
quantitative aspect of being. For Kremer, mathematics was a part of
general philosophy (Kremer, 1849, p.9), but he perceived mathematics
as applied general (i.e., theoretical) thought:

17 The most accurate description of the relationship between Kremer’s and Hegel’s
philosophies can be found in (Struve, 1881).
18 In his first philosophical publication (Kremer, 1835a,b), Kremer made some cursory
philosophical remarks about mathematics. Kremer’s mathematical models were strictly
limited in how they could be used to describe reality. Kremer thought that each level
of organization in reality needed another set of concepts to describe it.
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Mathematics is not the science of pure thought but rather
the application of it to quantity and space, and as such, it is
limited by quantity and space. Mathematics does not include
philosophy, but philosophy includes mathematics.19

Kremer’s studies were significant because they paved the way to think
about logical and mathematical ontology, which is closer to the later,
more modern, concepts of scientific philosophy.

Some remarks about the Polish philosophy of
mathematics in the Romantic period

The Romantic period, which was dominated by idealism, awoke in-
terest in a philosophical reflection on mathematics. The philosophers
of this era began to perceive the deductive nature of philosophy as
a generalization of the deductive character of mathematics. The ideas
of that period were strongly influenced by German philosophy, mainly
Hegelian idealism, and any influence from other philosophical schools,
such as the post-Kantian critical philosophy of the Friesian school
(see e.g. Pulte, 2013)20 is rather hard to locate.

19 „Matematyka nie jest umiejętnością myśli czystej, ale raczej zastosowaniem jej do
ilości i przestrzeni: dla tego ogranicza się ilością i przestrzenią; dla tego matematyka
nie obejmuje w sobie filozofii, ale filozofia zawiera w sobie matematykę.”
20 Post-Kantian philosophy was generally known to Polish philosophers to some
extent. The history of philosophy by W.B. Tennemann, translated into Polish by J.H.S
Rzesiński and published in Krakow, testifies to this (Rzesiński, 1837, pp.184–189),
as well as the encyclopedia entry (“Fries (Jakób Fryderyk)”, 1862). We could even
find a reference to the Friesian method in Michał Wiszniewski’s book (Wiszniewski,
1834, pp.169–170), which was also published in Krakow, although it is interpreted
as a pre-positivist approach. In this book, Wiszniewski analyzed the methodological
role of mathematics in science and revealed the limits of Bacon’s concept of the
inductive method (Wiszniewski, 1834, pp.131–139). Wiszniewski was a graduate of
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One can find original ideas and even original concepts in the
works of Polish philosophers (see the philosophy of Hoene-Wroński),
but in general, reflections on mathematics had little to do with the
practice of mathematics itself.

We could conclude that until the 1870s, the most important prob-
lems of the philosophy of mathematics for Polish Romantic philoso-
phers, Wroński excepted, were the relationship between mathematics
and logic and the ontology of mathematical objects. For most of these
philosophers, mathematical objects existed as Platonic forms in an
absolute mind. Unfortunately, most of those philosophers generally
held a very narrow concept of mathematics as a formal science for
quantitative aspects of reality. Because of this limited perspective,
their reflection was unfruitful and uninfluential, and it is of merely
historical significance now. Regardless of the rather limited import of
these philosophers on the future development of philosophical ideas,
their studies undoubtedly led to the philosophy of mathematics being
later recognized as something important.

It is not easy to provide an objective evaluation of the contribution
that this period made to philosophical thought. On the one hand, its
studies demonstrated the importance of philosophical reflections on
mathematics, but on the other hand, the use of too many oversimplifi-
cations hampered any development of new perspectives. Despite the
lack of any lasting influence, this period of development for the Polish
philosophy of mathematics introduced the metaphysical (ontological)
interpretation of mathematics, which may well be its only lasting
contribution.

the Krzemieniec High School, which had a strong tradition of Śniadecki’s philosophy.
The philosophers associated with the Krzemieniec High School attempted to develop
a philosophy of mathematics in the spirit of the Enlightenment (see Jarkowski above).
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Among the Romantic philosophers who studied the philosophy
of mathematics were some lesser-known thinkers, but their contribu-
tions were regarded as being controversial and never gained wider
recognition. For example, Józef Żochowski (1801–1851) mentioned
the philosophy of mathematics as a part of the philosophy of science
in his book Filozofia serca, czyli mądrość praktyczna (Żochowski,
1845, pp.1, 202–203). However, his bizarre views on the relationship
between mathematics and astronomy and his views on the nature of
mathematics were curiosities rather than serious philosophical reflec-
tions, something that unfortunately fits well with the still-common
stereotypes of romantic philosophy.

The philosophy of mathematics andmodern
Catholic philosophy: The case of Stefan Pawlicki

and Marian Morawski

The Romantic era created a stable tradition of taking a metaphysi-
cal approach to the philosophy of mathematics, although the level
of these reflections and the degree of understanding for contempo-
rary mathematics were very limited. This metaphysical tradition con-
tinued in a specific, modernized Catholic philosophy, namely Neo-
Scholasticism, which developed in the latter decades of the 19th cen-
tury. Given the differences between the Romantic philosophies and
Neo-Scholasticism, it is important to note that these philosophical
schools shared the common conviction that metaphysics must be
defended from positivist anti-metaphysical attitudes.

The importance of Neo-Scholasticism grew rapidly from the
1870s, especially after the publication of the encyclical Aeterni Patris
(Leo XIII, 1879). Catholic philosophy at that time was typically lim-
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ited to modernized versions of medieval scholastic philosophies, and
philosophers focused on scientific problems due to a need to respond
to the challenges posed by the positivist philosophical worldview.
For the same reason, they ardently defended metaphysics and meta-
physical thinking, and mathematics generally played a minor role in
scholastic philosophy due to Aristotle’s methodological concept of
metabasis. In fact, the formal independence of the scholastic method
of mathematics was the main obstacle in opening up a dialogue with
science, where explanations were essentially mathematical, even if the
mathematical models were not explicitly formulated. In this context, it
is worth exploring the possible influences that the Polish metaphysical
tradition of mathematics had on Christian philosophy.

In Polish Catholic philosophy at the end of the 19th century, two
interesting reference cases for the philosophy of mathematics can be
found in the works of two Krakow scholars, namely Marian Morawski
(1845–1901) and Stefan Pawlicki (1839–1916). The discussions be-
tween these two philosophers, who represented two different schools
of thought, gave shape to a specific, localized (i.e., Krakow-centric)
variety of Christian philosophy. Through the example of these two
thinkers, we will show how the tradition of metaphysically reflecting
on mathematics was adapted to the different approaches to create the
modern Catholic philosophy.

Marian Morawski: An apologetic use of the philosophy of
mathematics

Marian Morawski, a Jesuit, represented the typical approach to
modern Christian philosophy, which is regarded as a revival of scholas-
ticism. Although a traditionalist, he practiced philosophy in an original
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way that had wide social impact. (His books were reprinted many
times until the outbreak of World War II as an important aid to modern
apologetics.). Morawski is regarded today as one of the most impor-
tant figures in the early development of Polish Neo-Scholasticism.

In his most important monograph, Filozofia i jej zadanie [Philoso-
phy and Its Task], Morawski (1877) discussed the traditional concepts
for the philosophy of mathematics, although this was unfortunately
influenced by his apologetic perspective. Morawski treated mathemat-
ics as a science of “quantity and space,” while philosophy provided its
fundamental concepts and axioms (Morawski, 1877, pp.22, 27, 273).
Morawski thus interpreted the meanings of the axioms of mathematics
realistically. This was typical for the Neo-Scholastic approach, but
it also fitted well with the existing metaphysical tradition for mathe-
matics. Morawski believed that the axioms of mathematics capture
a priori the truth about the nature of formal entities (Morawski, 1877,
p.263 (footnote 1)). Consequently, Morawski claimed that the axioms
of Euclidean geometry are indisputable, because they express the truth
about reality (Morawski, 1877, p.134). This was clearly an anachro-
nistic position, since the Krakow Jesuit was evidently unaware of
the existence of non-Euclidean geometries and their philosophical
implications. What is worse, however, is that in subsequent editions of
the book, this clear anachronism was not corrected (see for example
the third edition Morawski, 1899, p.163).

Morawski’s interest in the philosophy of mathematics was clearly
related to his critique of August Comte’s positivism (Morawski, 1877,
pp.174–175). Morawski correctly criticized Comte’s approach to
mathematics by pointing out the purely deductive nature of the dis-
cipline, but this was for apologetic aims, so it could not effectively
contribute to developing the philosophy of mathematics.
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The apologetic use of some problems from the philosophy of
mathematics can also be found in another widely propagated book
of Morawski entitled Celowość w naturze: studyum przyrodniczo-
filozoficzne [Purposiveness in nature: A scientific and philosophical
study] (Morawski, 1887). In the first edition of this book, Morawski
suggested that in their existence, natural entities are solving problems
of a mathematical nature (Morawski, 1887, p.54). It is an interest-
ing idea about the mathematical nature of reality, but it was only
mentioned by Morawski incidentally.

He also explained the uniqueness of the concept of God by com-
paring it to a mathematical concept, although God has a genuine (i.e.,
non-abstract) existence. Since the second edition of this work, the
specificity of mathematical concepts was stated directly: “Only in the
purely abstract sphere, as in mathematics, do concepts completely
determine the essence of things—otherwise they are indefinite and
useless, while our concepts of concrete things are alwaysincomplete
and to a certain extent indefinite” (Morawski, 1891, pp.213–214).21

It is not surprising that in this quoted fragment, Morawski recalled
the classical concept of essence, demonstrating that the metaphysical
tradition of the philosophy of mathematics was being directly adopted
by the rising Neo-Scholasticism.

Morawski’s approach became rather typical of later iterations of
Neo-Scholasticism, so for more original ideas that developed within
Catholic philosophy, we should look elsewhere.

21 „Jedynie w sferze czysto abstrakcyjnej, jak w matematyce, pojęcia zupełnie określają
istotę rzeczy — inaczej są nieoznaczonemi i nieużytecznemi, pojęcia zaś nasze
o rzeczach konkretnych są zawsze niezupełne i w pewnej mierze nieokreślone [. . . ].”
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Stefan Pawlicki’s original contributions

An original contribution to the philosophical reflection on mathe-
matics, in the context of modern Catholic philosophy, was offered by
another priest, namely Stefan Pawlicki, who played a very important
role in reviving Polish Christian philosophy. He was not a follower
of Neo-Scholasticism, and his original philosophy can be partially
explained by his unique background.

Stefan Pawlicki was an assistant professor at the Warsaw Main
School during its short existence from 1862 to 1869, and there he
taught philosophy with Henryk Struve. Their philosophy, while linked
closely with science, was “positivistic in spirit” (Jadacki, 1997, p.147)
while still retaining their own original, critical, point of view. In 1868,
Pawlicki went to Rome and became a priest before turning to Christian
philosophy. He became the first chair of Christian Philosophy at the
Faculty of Theology of Jagiellonian University in Krakow (1882).
He later moved to the Faculty of Philosophy at the same university
(1894). His nomination was connected with the movement to restore
Christian philosophy that was announced by the Encyclical Aeterni
Patris of Pope Leo XIII (1879). Pawlicki was directly nominated by
the Pope for his position. (For more on this topic, see the works of
Głombik (1973) and Kępa (2000)). This gave Pawlicki the freedom
to pursue his philosophical search and allowed him to formulate an
exceptionally original conception, at least for the time, of Christian
philosophy.

Pawlicki was a famous historian of philosophy, but he also cre-
ated a new Christian philosophy that differed from the typical Neo-
Scholastic one. This philosophy was based on both science and per-
sonal experience (i.e., self-knowledge). Through its ideas, Pawlicki
influenced the development of the philosophy of science in Krakow
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(Polak, 2017). We can find interesting remarks about the philosophy
of mathematics in his main book Kilka uwag o podstawie i granicach
filozofii [Some Remarks on the Foundations and Limits of Philosophy]
(Pawlicki, 1878).

In Pawlicki’s view, the entirety of science is tied up with philos-
ophy, with the borders between science and philosophy being fuzzy,
permeable, and historically changeable. Mathematics was the first
science that evolved from philosophy, so these domains of knowl-
edge must be genetically close. For Pawlicki, every science needed
philosophy to provide proof for its fundamentals, based on Aquinas’
sentence: “nulla scientia probat principia sua, sed probat alia ex eis
(Summa theol. p. 1 q. t a. 8)” (Pawlicki, 1878, p.7).

Pawlicki strongly critiqued the 19th-century idealism. However,
from the Polish idealists, he and Struve accepted the idea of math-
ematics “borrowing” some concepts from philosophy. This led him
to stress the importance of philosophy to mathematics in justifying
its foundations, something that could only be done by metaphysical
philosophy (Pawlicki, 1903, p.459 (footnote 2)).

In the footnotes and comments to his History of Greek Philosophy,
Pawlicki also made some interesting remarks about mathematics. In
his critique of Plato, he was inspired by Struve’s concept of meta-
mathematics. He also quoted Dickstein’s concept of mathematics and
reality relationships. He also acknowledged the traditional concept
of mathematics as a formal science. He used all these concepts to
critique Plato’s concept of real existence for mathematical objects
like triangles (Pawlicki, 1903, pp.469–470). He further posited that
the relationship between mathematics and reality had been accurately
described by Dickstein.

Pawlicki’s view on the philosophy of mathematics was not orig-
inal, but he successfully used Struve’s and Dickstein’s concepts in
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his critical evaluation of ancient philosophy. This demonstrates the
openness and novelty of Pawlicki’s philosophy, a feature that is strik-
ing when compared with the works of other Christian philosophers,
including beyond Polish Neo-Scholasticism.

In summary, the use of the contemporary philosophy of mathe-
matics was an important innovation in the history of philosophy at
the turn of 19th and 20th centuries.22 Indeed, it represented the most
important and original contribution to the development of the Polish
tradition of reflection on mathematics that had been made by Christian
philosophy in the 19th century.

Conclusions: Metaphysics for mathematics as
a distinctive feature of the 19th-century Polish

philosophy of mathematics

The purpose of this study was to further our academic understanding
of the history of the Polish philosophy of mathematics. We have re-
viewed the relatively short history of the Enlightenment’s reflection
on mathematics that was connected with the figure of Jan Śniadecki,
something that developed mainly in Wilno and Krzemieniec. We have
shown that the mainstream philosophical thought, which was later
called the metaphysical tradition, was formed from metaphysical con-
siderations about mathematics that connected with a clearly defined
concept of mathematics as a science for the quantitative aspects of
reality. This tradition, which began with Hoene-Wroński’s absolute
philosophy, continued developing until the 1870s.

22 For more information on Pawlicki’s methodology for historiography and philosophy,
see Mróz (2008).
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We observed that in this tradition, which was originally intro-
duced by Hoene-Wroński and inspired by the Kantian philosophy of
mathematics, there was an almost constant collection of concepts and
problems. Surprisingly, the Polish Romantic philosophy inspired by
Hegel, which is generally badly regarded in the philosophy of science,
turned out to be fruitful for the development of the Polish philosophy
of mathematics. The crucial contribution that was made here was the
new concept of logic that Hegel introduced, because this inspired
a re-examination of the relationships between mathematics and logic.

Further research could explore how this stable tradition evolved
into the modern Polish philosophy of mathematics of the 20th cen-
tury. In other words, it is worth analyzing the process by which the
metaphysical approach came to be rejected in the philosophy of math-
ematics in Poland.
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Canwe remain rational in the large
world? On some unexpected
consequences of ecological

rationality

Marcin Gorazda
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Abstract
The paper outlines various concepts of rationality, their characteristics
and consequences. In the first, most general part, the metaphysical,
instrumental and discursive rationality is distinguished. The follow-
ing part focuses on instrumental rationality and the rational choice
theory and ordinal and cardinal utility, expected utility and game
theory, respectively. All those concepts are summarised as being the
most mathematically elegant and mostly decidable and helpful in the
decision-making process. Giving primacy to individual preferences
and withholding the judgment on their “objective” value, they are also
devoid of double standards. They are, however, strongly normative
and weakly coincide with actual agents’ behaviour. Empirical findings
on agents’ decision making seem to demonstrate their irrationality,
unless we introduce into the analysis different concepts of rational-
ity, namely based on costs efficient heuristics, inclusive fitness and
ecological rationality. They are discussed respectively, and although
they seem better to explain the set of humans’ seemingly irrational
behaviour, they are likely week in predicting that behaviour. They are
also losing their normative dimension and thus cease to be helpful in
decision making. Applying the particular theory of rationality, either
descriptively or normatively, seems to depend strongly on the envi-
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ronment, which can be characterised by its extension from a small to
a large world. The more the small world’s features an environment
reveals, the more effective is the application of the particular model
of rationality. Beyond the small worlds, rule stochasticity, underspec-
ification and misspecification and the only reasonable method are
consecutive trials and errors, which eventually may reduce the large
world to the small one.

Keywords
rationality, rational choice theory, ecological rationality, inclusive
fitness, decision theory.

Introduction

So long as we can trackback humans’ reflections on life, one
of the most important dilemmas was making a good decision

and what it means “good” in principle. Although the dilemma has
never been decisively resolved (and probably will never be), at the
very beginning, those who pondered over it were at least able to
indicate the examples of “good” and “bad” decisions. They often
concluded that those “better” were made deliberately (not impulsively
or emotionally), with the engagement of our reason (lat. ratio). They
were rational. Reasoning solely does not suffice. It needs instructions,
how to reason reasonably or rationally. Here begins the story of the
ambiguity of the term rationality. B.Brożek rightly notes that the
problem of rationality may be inherently unresolvable, as “setting the
criterion of rationality requires a prior knowledge of how to do this
rationally” (Brożek, 2007, p.158). So we find ourselves in a vicious
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circle with no way out. It has not deterred, however, the philosophers
to undertake the efforts. So, in the philosophical literature, we have
plenty of concepts of rationality and thus plenty of definitions to which
we can refer. Although the problem has never been resolved, there are
signs of particular progress, or at least a shift in analysis, which goes in
line with the general approach to many other philosophical problems.
At the beginning of known considerations, rationality was placed
in the abstract, transcendent realm and conceived as the objective,
unshakable patterns of humans’ behaviour, which must be correctly
recognised and obeyed. It had strong normative connotations. It did
not matter how humans actually behave or justify their decisions. It
only mattered how they ought to behave. The shift, which may be
called epistemological-behavioural, was towards the comprehensive
reflection on how humans recognise and internalise those “patterns”
and how they actually behave and are in harmony with the progress
in cognitive psychology and evolutionary theory. This paper is about
the shift from “metaphysical” to “ecological” rationality and on some
consequences on the latter, which raises the question of limits of our
rationality.

Three different concepts of rationality

In antiquity and the Middle Ages, philosophers were bound to the con-
cept of metaphysical rationality. The world was perceived as a highly
ordered structure, governed by the predefined rules, usually of divine
origin, relatively stable and cognisable. Logos encompassed both nat-
ural and moral laws, which were indistinguishable by their nature.
The principles of rationality belonged to this transcendent sphere.
To decide rationally meant to recognise, be aware and follow those
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principles. Even if they were sometimes perceived as changeable, the
change itself was embedded into the order and had its reasons. This
mode of thinking dominated over centuries, at least until the early
modern times, and is still vivid in some branches of Christian philoso-
phy, where often to be rational means to fulfil God’s will or where the
principles of reason are engaged to justify the rationality of religious
beliefs (Wszołek, 2004; Jordan, 2006; Gorazda, 2009). The most im-
portant problem usually pointed out at the metaphysical rationality
is the problem of rational principles cognition. Even if one assumes
that there is an ontologically ordered structure, taking into account
numerous theories of that structure, one can hardly find a reliable
method to recognise it and even harder the principles of rationality
within it. The decision of those principles admission is in fact, an
act of belief combined with the previous ascription of credibility to
specific human authority, responsible for the proper “transmission” of
the hidden, ontological knowledge to her disciples.

Due to those dubious metaphysical roots, instrumental rationality
became dominant at the beginning of the 19th century, although some
traces can be found even earlier. In this approach, the rational action
is determined by the desired end. One abstracts from the judgement
on the end itself, which is placed beyond the interest of the judge and
belongs to the private sphere of the acting agent, focusing instead on
the appropriate means to achieve an end. The early consideration in
this spirit gave rise to the foundation of the decision theory. One of the
most outstanding examples was the so-called “Pascal’s wager,” where
the eschatological ends were analysed instrumentally, and those con-
siderations led to the construction of the proto-decision-matrix (Jor-
dan, 2006). The “means-ends” concept of reason was developed and
influenced American pragmatism and legal realism strongly, J.Dewey
being the one who proposed and defended the idea of consequen-
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tialists logic as a foundation of social action (Dewey, 1924). Legal
realists soon discovered the fundamental problem with consequential-
ists logic in law-making—the problem with ends-defining. Without
the reference to any metaphysical ideals (God’s law, natural law or any
other) or at least to any commonly shared values, we are blundering
in the ethical vacuum without good reasons to justify any proposed
end to be followed. The ends proposed by the ruling authority usually
fulfilled a concept of what is worth pursuing, but not precisely the
commonly approved concept (Pound, 2006; Gorazda, 2017).

The third concept (or rather a group of various concepts) of ratio-
nality is an attempt to face those two problems, namely the problem
of metaphysical decidability or “transferability” and the problem of
“ideological vacuum.” It is discursive or communicational rationality,
which emerged in the 20th century and can be briefly described as
referring to the criteria of rationality acceptable in the idealised discus-
sion. Brożek finds the sources of this rationality in Kant’s categorical
imperative, although in contemporary philosophy, the better repre-
sentative is R. Alexy (1992). The main feature which distinguishes
this concept is the reference to the chosen form of universality. In the
case of Kant, these are “principles which can be conceived and willed
as universal law” (Brożek, 2007, p.170). In the case of Alexy the
universality originates from the “conditions of rational, practical argu-
mentation [...], system of rules of discourse.” (Alexy, 1992, p.235).
Alexy is quite specific in formulating those rules and puts among
them the principle of truth (compliance with beliefs), three Rationality
Rules (common and open access to the discourse, liberty of speech,
no coercion), Rules for Allocating the Burden of Proof and Rule of
Justification. Whenever the rules are met, the attendees are capable
of reaching the universal agreement on the particular norms “when
the consequences of generally following that norm for the satisfaction
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of the interests of each and every individual are acceptable to all by
reasons of arguments” (Brożek, 2007, p.172). Following the detailed
reasoning Brożek concludes that “practical discursive rationality is an
admissible interpretation of practical rationality as defined by Kant”
(Brożek, 2007, p.173). Although the reference to some form of uni-
versality expressed in the idealised discourse was supposed to solve
the “ideological vacuum” of instrumental rationality, it has not done
its job entirely. Discursive pragmatical rationality remains vouge and
undecidable, at least within a certain scope. Firstly it does not avoid
the trap of the vicious circle. We see that to determine if the decision
is rational, we need to determine the principles of rational discourse
previously, and at least some of them are debatable. Should we re-
ally provide open access to the discourse for everybody who wishes?
What about the anti-vaccine movement or global warming denialists?
Should we introduce as a principle the requirement of a certain level
of expert knowledge? Secondly, even the discourse which perfectly
fulfils all the principles may lead to various solutions, equally possible
and admissible though contradictory. Thus we find ourselves again in
the point of departure, which is unresolved undecidability.

Rational choice theory

Having sketched the three different concepts of rationality and point-
ing out their strong and weak points, let us turn again towards in-
strumental rationality, which is the base in contemporary mainstream
economics. It is almost traditionally approved that the first philoso-
pher who rejected the concept of metaphysical sources of good and
evil, and thus the concept of metaphysical rationality was Thomas
Hobbes. He reduced human moral actions to fulfilment of an individ-
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ual appetite or desire, and therefore Brożek, instead of writing about
instrumental rationality, writes of Hobbesian one. Actions subordi-
nated to an individual desire aim to maximise individual utility, which
recalls the utilitarian ethical doctrine and the definition of wealth in
economics. Utilitarian ethics, in basic terms, seems primitive. Good is
whatever is desired by an agent. But the shift in the mode of thinking
was tremendous. Hobbes and their utilitarian disciples asked what an
agent desires instead of pursuing her deemed metaphysical sources of
good and evil or any universalities. Or, in other words, they watched
her preferences revealed by her choices. For the sake of simplification,
we will not go deeper into the problem of preferences themselves, i.e.
whether they are revealed or hidden and whether they have different
levels or not.1 The most crucial element referred directly to the topic
of the paper is that, once we assume that the satisfaction of one’s pref-
erences is an end to be reached, and, due to the scarce resources, we
cannot satisfy all of the preferences at any given time, we need rules
to determine whether an applied order of preference satisfaction is
rational or not. Those rules constitute rational choice theory which has
three main sub-theories applicable in different circumstances. Those
are ordinal utility theory, cardinal utility theory and game theory. All
of them are pretty complicated when one goes into detail. Still, it is
not the paper’s subject to outline those details, but rather to catch the
essential features, which would further be used to set them against the
“rationality” principles empirically observed as applied by humans,
which significantly decline from the patterns of ration choice theory.2

1 The problem of preferences is extensively considered in (Hausman and McPherson,
2006) and in (Kowalski and Kwarciński, 2016).
2 More about rational choice theory can be found in (Hausman and McPherson, 2006;
Kowalski and Kwarciński, 2016). We wrote about it in (Gorazda and Kwarciński,
2020). Game theory and its axioms are outlined in classical work of J.von Neuman
and O. Morgenstern (1944).
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The term utility has relatively negative connotations for philoso-
phers and humanists and is usually bound to the monetary dimension.
It is justified by the way how economists typically apply the term
in their models. It is, however, a simplification. Originally utility is
connected with nothing more or less than preference satisfaction, re-
gardless of the nature of preference. If an agent gives up a crowded
and noisy party with her friends and chooses the peaceful and silent
prayer in the temple instead, it is a sign of particular preference sat-
isfaction, which has nothing in common with monetary values. In
circumstances when an agent faces a set of alternative choices, we
may say that her revealed choices are rational if they meet two con-
ditions, being axioms of ordinal utility theory, namely completeness
and transitivity. The former requires that whenever an agent is set
against alternatives to be chosen, she cannot withhold her choice or be
irrelevant but should make a decision on her preference, even if she is
indifferent to alternatives being set before her. Thus completeness re-
quires at least a weak ordering of one’s preferences. The latter axiom
says that whenever an agent is faced with three alternatives A, B and
C, and she prefers A over B and B over C, he must choose A over C. If
our preferences were intransitive, then we would risk being exploited
by those with transitive preferences. Hausman and McPherson (2006)
demonstrate the risk of exploitation by the so-called “money pump
argument,” where each exchange according to one’s preferences is
connected to some monetary compensation expressing the difference
in their strength. An agent with intransitive preferences, after several
exchanges, remains with nothing. The proof is exciting and funny, but
we also need to remember that this fundamental theory of rationality
requires no valuation of our preferences. Under conditions of certainty,
we do not need to determine how much we value particular goods we
tend to choose or the exact difference between those we choose and
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those we reject. The case is radically different in a situation of risk or
uncertainty. Both are defined by the fact that an agent is incapable of
determining precisely if the expected reward occurs after the choice is
made. The risk is measurable, while the uncertainty is not. Measuring
the risk means to ascribe to the alternative a specific value (likeli-
hood) from within 0 and 1, where 0 means absolute certainty that
the expected reward will not occur and 1, the absolute certainty that
the reward will occur. Whenever we have to make a rational choice
in such circumstances, we need to apply the cardinal utility theory,
which means the minimum requirement to determine the measurable
difference between alternatives. The difference needs to be measured
as otherwise, we would not be able to calculate the “expected value”
(or “expected utility”) of a chosen alternative. The latter is a result of
the multiplication of an estimated likelihood and utility value.3 Once
we do the proper calculations, we can compare the choices taking into
account the measurable risk or uncertainty. Although very useful and
elegant, the theory is full of paradoxes and traps, which make them in
specific circumstances undecidable. Even worse, in daily choices, the
people seem not to apply it or not to apply it correctly. The estimation
of likelihood is the first barrier hard to overcome. D. Kahneman, the
forerunner of research on human irrationality, in his book, Think-
ing Fast and Slow (2011) presents an example of such a likelihood
miscalculations the so-called “Linda problem,” well known also as
a conjunction fallacy. The participants of an experiment were sup-
posed to read the basic characteristics of Linda. She, during her studies
in philosophy, revealed concern on social justice and discrimination
and political engagement in the anti-nuclear movement as well as
superior intelligence. After having read the text, they were asked to

3 The axioms of expected utility theory is much more complex then ordinal utility.
They were comprehensively formulated in (Von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1944).
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guess her present occupation. Among the possible alternatives, there
were also the “bank teller” and “feminist bank teller,” while most of
the participants decided that it is more likely that Linda is a “feminist
bank teller” than simply a “bank teller.” Such an assessment is in
contradiction with the axioms of probability theory. The probability
of the conjunction of two alternatives cannot be higher than the proba-
bility of each of those alternatives separately. The conjunction fallacy
in probability assessment is quite common. There were also many
attempts at the explanation why humans make this mistake systemati-
cally. One of the hypotheses presented by H. Gintis (2012) draws our
attention to the applied narratives to which we are very sensitive. Once
the information is included in the task description, we are strongly
inclined to assume that the information is relevant to the solution. If
Linda is presented as a progressive activist, we automatically take that
this feature will have a strong impact on the deemed solution of the
problem. Another good example of our inability to properly apply the
expected utility theory is the famous Pascal wager. Blaise Pascal used
the elements of decision theory for quasi-theological reasoning on
the rationality of the religious stance. In his famous Pensées (Pascal,
2003), he presented a hypothetical wager, which can be formulated as
a decision matrix. One of the alternatives offers a religious stance and
a chance for eternal life, while the other, a godless life and the risk of
eternal condemnation. In the matrix, the existence of God is a determi-
nant of a possible redemption or condemnation and an uncertain event.
Setting against the chance for infinite reward, even the tiny likelihood
of God’s existence makes the religious life a better bet in the wager.
While the reasoning presented by Pascal looks smart and flawless, in
fact, it violates one of the axioms of the expected utility theory, the so-
called monotonicity (Jordan, 2006; Gorazda, 2009). The application
of the infinite values in the decision matrix is not admissible because
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it makes the lotteries (alternatives) non-comparable. In two lotteries
where the reward is of infinite value, it would not make a difference in
expected utility value regardless of whether the probability of winning
is 1% or 99%. In both cases, the expected utility would be equal and
infinite, too, while any rational player would doubtless choose the one
with a 99% probability of winning.

Pascal wager is also an example of the game theory, one of the
most complex patterns of rationality. The game theory will have to
be applied in the circumstances when in our expected utility calcu-
lation, we have to take into account another player or players and
their respective choices. In the case of Pascal wager, the adversary
player is nature itself, and the “choice” means the variable with two
values—existence or non-existence of God. Those are typically other
agents with their strategies in social relations, which must be con-
sidered before our decision is made. The complexity of game theory
leads to paradoxes and mathematically proved multi-solutions or the
undecidability of specific games. Moreover, in many experiments,
it has been demonstrated that, even in simulations of games, which
have undisputable solutions, men do not behave “rationally.” Two
examples should be evoked; The so-called “Prisoner’s dilemma” and
“Ultimatum game.” The details of those games and experiments are
widely described elsewhere.4 Needless to say, that in both examples,
the players, participants in experiments, systematically choose the
collaboration (in case of “Prisoner’s dilemma”) or costly punishment
(in case of ‘Ultimatum game”) against the obvious, game-theoretical
solutions; thus, they act irrationally according to this standard.

In respect to the primary subject matter of the paper, after the
brief outline of the rational choice theory, two questions should be

4 Both games are comprehensively described in most of the handbooks for game theory
e.g. (Straffin, 2002; 2004). They are also outlined in (Hausman and McPherson, 2006).
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coped with. Firstly, the theory, which represents practical rationality
(referred to the decision making), was constructed initially to be
applied in the economic models. It represents economic rationality
with its central assumption that rational decision is aimed at utility
function maximisation. Can we use it in other than market areas of
human life, where the decision are taken too? In other words, how
much the theory can be considered universal. The positive answer is
a foundation of the so-called economic imperialism, i.e. the massive
application of the economic assumptions and methods to beyond-the-
market analysis. They were used among others in reference to law
(Stelmach, Brożek and Załuski, 2007; Posner, 1972); family affairs
(Becker, 1981) and politics (Tullock and Buchanan, 1998). Whether
those analyses were accurate, adequate and useful is another story that
touches the problem of rational choice theory range of application
which will be discussed in the second part of the paper. Secondly, there
is a problem of whether the theory is purely normative or positive.
Does it exclusively represent the rules or instructions for rational
decision-making, or does it also represents the actual behaviours of
agents? The problem was posited by A. Sen, who rightly noticed
that “The first and the most important use of rationality [...] must be
normative: we want to think and act wisely and judiciously, rather than
stupidly or impulsively. [...] Second, the use of ‘rational choice’ in
economics and related disciplines is very often indirect, particular as
predicting device for actual behavior, and this can often overshadow
the direct use of rationality. That indirect program is geared to the
prognostication of actual behavior by first characterising rational
behavior, and then assuming that actual behavior will coincide with
rational behavior, or at least approximate it” (Sen, 2003, p.42). So, he
ascribed to the rational choice theory two functions, normative and
descriptive, giving precedence to the first and conditioned the second
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with the strong assumption of coinciding the actual behaviour with
model rationality. The accuracy of this assumption is at least dubious
and will be the subject of the next section.

Summing it up, however, we may say that the rational choice
theory, with all its problems, paradoxes, multi-solutions or partial un-
decidability, is probably the most mathematically elegant and mostly
decidable and helpful in the decision-making process. Giving pri-
macy to individual preferences and withholding the judgment on their
“objective” value is also devoid of double standards.

Ecological rationality, or what do people maximise

The above-described concepts of rationality constitute the foundation
of contemporary microeconomics and are components of the so-called
Homo oeconomicus. Economic man, which is supposed to maximise
his utility function, is by default rational in terms of one of those the-
ories, depending on the environmental circumstances. The problem
with these foundational assumptions is that real men are not rational,
either because many other variables determine their behaviour beyond
the utility function or because man systematically violates the assump-
tions of rationality. Economists widely recognised the former problem
from the very beginning (Mill, 2007). They acknowledged that man
was emotional, volatile in his preferences, irregular in his behaviour,
and responsive to the particular social environment constituting the
normative system. But, they also claimed that it should not change
the condition rightly identified by Sen about the coinciding of the
observed behaviour with the modelled rationality. Even if the patterns
are not always followed, they are a sufficiently good approximation
of the actual aggregated behaviour of agents on the market and can be
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successfully used in economic models. First assaults against this mode
of thinking came from two directions: From institutional economists,
who rightly noticed the strong impact of socially constructed insti-
tutions on agents way of action (Veblen, 1898), and from the father
of contemporary macroeconomics, J.M. Keynes. The latter claimed
that market instabilities were often caused by a specific feature of
human nature, making us base our decisions on spontaneous optimism
rather than mathematical calculations. The engine for our actions is
our “animal spirit” (Keynes, 2009). They were psychologists who
drove the final nail to the coffin of economic man. Groundbreaking
research was undergone and published by A. Tversky and D. Kah-
neman in (1979). After several experiments, they revealed a set of
agents’ systematic declination from the rationality principles and the
first significant cognitive biases:

1. Certainty effect, according to which agents overestimate results
which are certain over those which are only likely;

2. Reflection effect, according to which agents are risk-averse if
the risk is combined with the potential gain and risk-seeking if
it is followed by potential loss.

3. Isolation effect, according to which agents overestimate the
significance of the distinguishable elements of the alternatives
and underestimate the elements which are common for them.

This research was the beginning of numerous further experiments
revealing subsequent cognitive biases. Apart from the above, they
include ambiguity aversion, risk aversion, status quo tendency, fram-
ing effect, anchoring effect, mental accounting, endowment effect,
sunk costs effect, hyperbolic discounting, probability matching and
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many others.5 Once those effects were discovered, an obvious ques-
tion emerged: Are we chaotic in our choices, or is there another
theory of decision that can be formulated consistently with the experi-
mental findings? The early prospect theory and much later theory of
two systems were attempts at such a unification. However, the most
promising area of research was evolution; as paraphrasing the famous
evolutionary biologist, Theodosius Dobzhansky we may say that in
social sciences (economics including) “nothing makes sense except
in the light of evolution” (Dobzhansky, 1973).

An evolution may give us a clue to understanding the problem
of rationality from a different perspective. All of those normative
theories of rationality and those which may be derived from prospect
theory or two systems’ theory are focused on individual utility. On
the other hand, we know that agents are surprisingly often altruistic
in their decisions, i.e. they seem to care more about the positive and
negative utility of others than their own. They care about positive util-
ity when they mean to increase the utility of some members of their
reference group. They care about negative utility when they are eager
to punish those delinquent or non-collaborative at their own expense.
The above-quoted games like prisoners dilemma and ultimatum game
are good examples. In experiments, subjects “irrationally” choose
risky collaboration and costly punishment over the “rational” reward.6

There were many attempts at explaining humans’ cooperation or altru-

5 There are numerous papers and books where all those effects and experimental
findings are widely described. Among others the recent book of D. Kahneman is worth
mentioning (2011), as well as handbook on experimental law and economics (Arlen
and Talley, 2008) and more popular (Petersdorff and Bernau, 2013; Shermer, 2008).
6 Those experiments and game matrixes in the background are explained in many
handbooks for the game theory e.g. (Straffin, 2002). Cultural differences in results are
widely discussed in (Henrich et al., 2001; Henrich, 2020). We write about them also in
(Gorazda and Kwarciński, 2020).
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istic behaviour, including those which tried to save the utility function
and instrumental rationality by including into the agent’s preference
set those altruistic ones (Becker, 1981). Although compliant with
the concept of revealed preferences, this trick does not answer the
question of why we choose to prefer someone’s good over our own.
From the evolutionary perspective, whenever we observe the repeat-
able and relatively stable pattern of behaviour in the population, we
may assume that it is or used to be adaptive for specific reasons. The
assumption is corroborated by the fact that cooperative behaviours of
agents put them at risk of being exploited by free-riders, other agents
who do not intend to subordinate themselves to the collaborative order
and pursuing their own interests, apply the instrumental rationality
instead. If such a risky behaviour evolved against all odds, it must
have been adaptive even more. The most popular theories on the evo-
lution of altruism include reciprocal altruism, kin altruism and group
selection. The first one can still be considered within the individual
utility paradigm according to the rule you scratch my back, I scratch
yours. In other words, an agent acts altruistically because she counts
on future reciprocity when she could benefit out of others’ altruis-
tic behaviour. It can work, but it does not explain all the actions in
question. It has been proved through experiments that agents choose
cooperative actions, even towards anonymous strangers, whom they
have small chances to meet again. Kin altruism seems to be a more
comprehensive theory that found its mathematical representation in
Hamilton’s equation. The model assumes that our propensity towards
altruism is a function of genetic distance to the possible beneficiary
of our actions; Closer relatives will be more likely to benefit than
farther ones (Hamilton, 1964). Hamilton’s proposal bases on the con-
cept of a “selfish gene,” i.e. that in the biological evolution, those are
genes and their proliferation which determines the value of fitness
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function and not the individual utility (Dawkins, 1976). The shift in
what is maximised here is remarkable, and it will be developed later.
Group or multilevel selection is the most complex idea, which was
firstly suggested by Ch. Darwin as a purely theoretical possibility
and further developed mathematically by G. Price.7 Group selection
assumes that in a specific environment, an agent may bear the costs
of her seemingly irrational behaviour, which at the same time benefit
the whole group and brings about its sustainability. However, without
those costly and unreasonable contributions, the group would not
persist and, beyond the group, an agent’s chances for survival and
successful mating diminish. All of those theories lead to the more
comprehensive theory of inclusive fitness, which encompasses the
direct fitness (measured by a proliferation of agent’s genes) and indi-
rect fitness (measured by a proliferation of other’s genes, while the
kinship distance to those genes matters) (Mouden et al., 2012). It is
worth noting that, as soon as we put inclusive fitness in the first place,
as the main subject of agent’s maximisation, the individual utility
usually composed of our preferences to pursue successful, convenient
and happy life loses its primacy and appears to be a useful social
construct to manipulate our behaviour towards inclusive fitness. The
evolutionary approach also solves the problem of hidden and revealed
preferences partially. Although we may, to a certain extent, decide
according to our desires, we cannot freely choose what we desire.

If inclusive fitness is the leading determinant of our decisions
and behaviour, the concept of practical, instrumental rationality as
presumably “coinciding with actual behaviour” needs to be fundamen-
tally reconstructed towards ecological rationality. There are at least
a couple of approaches to this rationality. Most of them emphasise

7 All those concepts of altruism are well outlined in the scientific biography of George
Price (Harman, 2010).
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the fitness to the given environment as a significant driver of our be-
havioural patterns. To make the idea more familiar, we would focus on
its forerunner and its well-known contemporary proponent. H. Simon
(1955) first noticed that our actual decisions surprisingly often do
not coincide with model rationality. However, it does not mean that
an agent is irrational or chaotic, but rather that she makes a decision
taking into account all the restraints in the access to the required
information and analytical capacity to process them. Those are envi-
ronmental restraints (information accessibility and complexity) and
individual (available time and cognitive ability). Considering those
“transactional costs,” the choices do not need to be optimal but only sat-
isficing, and the rationality produced in such a complex environment
with restricted time and cognitive ability is bounded. The bounded
rationality reveals itself in applying several identifiable heuristics,
i.e. systematic modes of decision making, which are not compliant
with the model rationality but allow users to reach satisficing results
at minimum accessible information and cognitive engagement. Due
to their simplicity, they occur to be especially useful in a complex
environment or situation when there is no time for deeper analysis.
The theory was developed further by G. Gigerenzer, who proposed the
definition of ecological rationality. It has been defined as “the study
of how cognitive strategies exploit the representation and structure of
information in the environment to make reasonable judgments and
decisions” (Gigerenzer, 2000). Consequently, the decision (or rather
heuristic) is conceived as ecologically rational “to the degree that is
adapted to the structure of the environment” (Gigerenzer and Todd,
2012). What counts here is not an ideal model of rationality but a de-
gree of adaptation measured by the inclusive fitness maximisation.
The picture is much more nuanced. Firstly, ecological rationality is
gradable, while classical rationality is, in principle, bivalent. A deci-
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sion is either rational or irrational, while it is more or less adaptive
in the ecological approach. Secondly, ecological rationality loses its
normative dimension. It is foremost descriptive. It studies agent’s cog-
nitive strategies and can merely be supplementarily applied to work
out a better (more adaptive) strategies for future problems. We can
retrospectively assess the particular strategy as more or less adaptive
or even maladaptive. Still, the assessment is valid exclusively in the
given complex environment, which, even with hindsight, cannot be
completely recognised.

Let us illustrate the differences between classical and ecological
rationality using the allegory of an urn and coloured balls, which repre-
sents the worlds with different levels of uncertainty, decisions patterns,
and consequences. In the first example, we draw white and black balls
from the urn, having previous knowledge about the content of the urn.
There are 100 balls, 25 black and 75 white. We do not need to be
a mathematician to bet on the white ball. In this world, anyone betting
on a black ball is clearly irrational. In the second world, we also have
an urn with black and white balls, but we do not know how many of
them are in the urn. We may watch the results of consecutive draws
instead, and we know that after 40 draws, there were 10 black and 30
white balls selected. We apply the same calculus of expected utility,
assessing the likelihood based on hitherto results. This “inductive
method” is fallible, but the accessible alternative assumes pure uncer-
tainty and indifference in betting on white and black balls. We should
rather bet on the white ball based on our hitherto experience and
strong assumption of world rationality.8 In the third world, the rules
change. We still draw the balls for the urn and still watch the 25/75
distribution between black and white balls. However, we are now the

8 The assumption of world rationality or unity of nature according to D. Hume is
a crucial element of justification of inductive method (Hume, 2000).
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member of the playing team. If any team member draws a black ball,
the rewards won by any other team members for white balls bet are
forfeited. Respectively the rewards for an accurate bet on the black
balls are forfeited if anyone draws a white ball. The team which goes
bankrupt (loses all wins after a subsequent draw) cannot continue the
game. My individual strategy should not change. The probability of
drawing the white ball is still the highest, so I should consequently
bet on it. Even if I lose my wins after someone has drawn a black
ball, I will regain my rewards in the next lotteries, . . . unless my team
goes bankrupt. If all the members will act instrumentally rationally,
bankruptcy is inevitable. It can be mathematically proved that the
optimal strategy requires 25% “irrational” bets on the black ball.9 It is
an example of ecological rationality. Suppose we replace the rewards
with the number of offspring in this particular environment. In that
case, the population playing exclusively instrumentally rationally will
soon become extinct, leaving the ecological niche for the apparently
irrational players.

Rationality in small and largeworlds

The fact that in a given example, there is a decidable and calculable op-
timal strategy seems to pour some optimism into pursuing the general
theory of rationality, which could be normative and at least partially
descriptive in Sen’s terms. Knowing that some previously revealed
irrationalities in human behaviour are in fact the expression of a much
wider concept of ecological rationality may indicate the possibility

9 The example is a mathematical equivalent of a story told by A.W. Lo (2017) about
Tribbles and their hypothetical settling strategy. He outlines mathematical proof of
optimal strategy.
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of the theory which can solve many problems at once, optimising the
individual utility and sustainability of a population. It may require
some compromises, but in the end, in a given environment, we might
work out the optimal strategy. Access to such a theory reminds the
“Darwinian demon,” a hypothetical creature who would be able to
simultaneously maximise many different aspects of utility on different
levels (Law, 1979). Unfortunately, the hopes are premature. Even if
we forget about the “naturalistic fallacy,” posited by Hume (2000) and
Moore (2004), (which would simply express itself in the fundamental
question: How do we know that ecological sustainability of a popu-
lation is good in principle?), the “Darwinian demon” seems to be an
unachievable concept. The number of variables that would have to
be included in the equations is too large and makes the undertaking
incomputable, especially if we realise that the “adaptiveness,” being
one of the “utility” to be maximised, is vogue and changeable in time.
The adaptive effects of particular decisions vary in short-, medium-
and long-term perspectives. Needless to say, that retrospective meta-
analysis allows us to construct models which may explain only 2-5%
of the variation between natural populations (Mouden et al., 2012). It
looks like we were not only irrational in classical terms but also unable
to maximise inclusive fitness. Does it mean that we are condemned to
decisional chaos? Not necessarily if we consider the comprehensive
knowledge about the evolutionary processes. The fact that we are
unable to explain a variety of traits in terms of their adaptiveness is
not so astonishing once we realise that the mechanism of evolution re-
quires, in the first stage, a “mutation,” which is, by definition, random.
In the cultural evolution, which shapes our decision patterns primarily,
those “mutations” happen faster and oftener, among others, in the
form of cultural drift, false imitations or innovative emulations (new
solutions for problems an agent faces). Without the environmental
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pressure, those traits may persist as they are adaptively irrelevant. The
anthropological research suggests that the variability of the psycholog-
ical characteristics in modern, western societies is much stronger than
in primordial communities, which are surprisingly unified (Henrich,
2020). The same phenomena may be observed in reference to biologi-
cal traits. Domestication of wild animals, which provides a much safer
environment, which does not demand the permanent fight for survival,
leads to an astonishing biological variety (Hare and Woods, 2020).
The more a random drift influences the investigated traits, the less
evolutionary models can explain them. Moreover, natural selection
acts upon the average consequences of particular traits. To make the
population sustainable, it is not always necessary to reduce the “irra-
tional” or somewhat maladaptive behaviours to null. It often suffices
to reduce them to a certain, evolutionary stable level. Natural selection
also usually prefers “cheap” solutions over perfect ones. Therefore
we watch the surprising success of decisional heuristics, which at
first sight looks irrational but are found unexpectedly successful when
costs of decision-making are considered (Gigerenzer and Brighton,
2009). There are also many traits that evolved as a by-product of
selection for another gene.10

Not everything is lost, however. Even in relatively safe environ-
ments, like modern western societies, there are still spots where the
evolutionary pressure acts strong enough to shape the patterns of deci-
sion and make them eligible for a relatively accurate description of
agents’ behaviour and a robust normative pattern. The circumstances
in which a natural selection reveals its power can be described in four
points (Mouden et al., 2012):

10 Valverde et al. (1995) identify red hair as a by-product of a stronger ability to vitamin
D synthesis from UVB. Boyd and Richerson claims (2005) that low fertility in modern
societies is a by-product of women education.
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1. The decisions and their consequences can be precisely mea-
sured.

2. The choices are simple or routine so that there is no need to
rely on heuristics, or

3. The stake is high so that the costs of decision-making are
negligible in relation to the stake.

4. The individual is in total control of choice.

The circumstances coincide, among others, with market behaviours.
Though they are not resistible for some “irrational” biases, like hoard-
ing or framing effect, the professional market players seem to be
more deliberative in their investment decisions. They are, for instance,
much less susceptible to the so-called endowment effect and much
better at risk assessment (Arlen and Talley, 2008). Trained economists
also seem to be more instrumentally rational in their decisions if they
refer to the subject matter of their studies (Frank, Gilovich and Regan,
1993).

In more general terms, we may say that the quoted elements
constitute the so-called small worlds, where an agent has complete
access to the decision matrix, defining the alternatives, their likelihood
and consequences, and where the decision costs can be neglected. In
contrast, we may define the large world, which can be characterised
by its inherent uncertainty and knowledge deficit or high costs of their
reduction in relation to the stake. If we refer to the example with urn
and balls, we may specify the large world with the following features
(alternatively or in combination) (Gigerenzer and Brighton, 2009):

1. Stochasticity. Balls drawn so far do not represent any pattern
that could be a base for further statistical inferences. Especially
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the variety and number of balls of the same colour are equal
and randomly distributed, thus not allow to reduce the level of
uncertainty.

2. Underspecification. It is the world in which I face the possi-
ble lottery before the urn, but I cannot make any reasonable
bet, as I have no previous knowledge about the content of the
urn and no draws have been done so far, or the number of
draws is highly insufficient to reason on the urn’s content and
distribution.

3. Misspecification. The world in which the assumed randomness
generates confusing patterns. Although there were 100 draws
in which white and black balls reveal a 60/40 ratio, the 40 black
balls happened in the last 40 draws.

The small and large worlds are not dichotomic. There is a continuity
between them, and rarely we can encounter the ideal types. Ideal
small worlds are possible only in mathematics and in isolated settings,
entirely designed by humans and non-inherently-interdependent (re-
flexive).11 Artificially designed lotteries could be an example. Other
worlds would represent large worlds, while some are smaller than
others, like financial markets. The more the environment resembles
a small world, the more an application of the principles of classical
rationality is justified and successful. Growing stochasticity, misspeci-
fication and underspecification pushes us towards more complex and

11 Inherent interdependency or reflexivity is often commented on and investigated
feature of social sciences, where other agents responses to the exogenous variable
in the model change the value of other exogenous variables in the model and thus
makes it impossible to establish the value of the endogenous variable, or where there
is an interdependency between exogenous and endogenous variables (Soros, 2013;
Beinhocker, 2013; Nowak-Posadzy, 2016).
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sophisticated analysis and deployment of ecological rationality, which
by definition is deprived of the normative nature and strongly depends
on the particular environment.

Concluding remarks

Classical rationality expressed the strongest in the rational choice
theory seems to be the most precise and perfect decision theory, fitted
to various contexts and environments, including decisions under cer-
tainty, risk, uncertainty and decisions taken against or in collaboration
with other agents. It has a solid normative component, but it widely
fails to describe the behaviour coinciding with the theoretical predic-
tions. Humans seem not to be rational in terms of that theory. Studying
the systematic declines from classical rationality improves our un-
derstanding of agents’ actual behavioural patterns, among others, by
supplementing the theory with heuristics explained by “transactional
costs” or by the concept of inclusive fitness and collective actions
leading in the end to the ecological approach. The stronger we try to
factualise our theory with empirical findings, the weaker remains its
normative component, to be finally lost in the ecological rationality.
On the other hand, those findings do not significantly improve our
predictions but only make us aware of the subject matter’s complex-
ity. Moreover, the variety of all those models look like they being
applicable in various situations and environments. Thus, applied and
effective models of rationality seem to be situationally dependent and
models are not discovered but rather designed by humans. Choosing
the right model in the large world is highly challenging itself, and no
metarules for such a selection have been proposed so far. We are not,
however, condemned to entirely chaotical actions. In the precisely
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defined circumstances where an agent can measure the decisions and
their consequences, where the choices are simple or routine so that
there is no need to rely on heuristics, or where the stake is high so that
the costs of decision-making are negligible in relation to the stake and
she is in total control of choice, the selected model of rationality can
be effectively applied. The above circumstances constitute the small
world. Beyond the small worlds, rule stochasticity, underspecification
and misspecification and the only reasonable method are consecutive
trials and errors, which eventually may reduce the large world to the
small one. In other words, our optimal strategy is not to discover the
best theory of rationality but to shrink the world.
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Conceptions of paternity and
evolutionary psychology

Wojciech Załuski
Jagiellonian University

Abstract
Evolutionary psychology offers a fairly ‘patriarchal’ picture of sex
differences, according to which men are, ‘by nature’, (a) much more
polygamously disposed, (b) much more desirous of power over the
opposite sex (this desire manifests itself in their more intense sexual
jealousy), and (c) much more aggressive than women. However, the
picture—at least in its components (a) and (b)—becomes problematic
if one looks at the history of conceptions of paternity accepted by our
ancestors. It is argued in the paper that the very fact that our ancestors
accepted various and essentially different conceptions of paternity
casts a shadow of doubt on the ‘patriarchal’ picture of sex differences
(especially if this fact is coupled with the hypothesis that our most
distant-Pleistocene-ancestors accepted the conceptions which deny
or marginalize the role of father in the process of the generation of
children).

Keywords
evolutionary theory, patriarchal ethos, conception of paternity, igno-
rance of paternity, partible paternity.
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1. Introduction

The paper’s goal is twofold: to provide a survey of the conceptions
of paternity assumed throughout human history and to trace the

implications of the fact that these conceptions were numerous and
essentially different for the discussion about differences between male
and female nature. More precisely: regarding the second goal it will
be argued that the fact that human beings throughout their history
adopted various conceptions of paternity (from those which imply
that men play at least as important role in the generation of children
as women do, to those which either deny the role of the father in
the process of children’s generation or minimize his role) may be
relevant for the evaluation of the picture of sex differences offered
by evolutionary psychology (especially if this fact is coupled with
some hypotheses regarding the conceptions of paternity accepted by
our most distant ancestors). The analysis conducted in this paper is
divided into three parts. Section 2 presents four main conceptions of
paternity that were accepted throughout human history. Section 3 deals
with the problem of which of those conceptions was accepted by our
earliest-Pleistocene-ancestors. Section 4 invokes the the conclusions
from previous sections in the discussion about the differences between
male and female nature.

2. Themultiplicity of the conceptions of paternity

If one delves into the history of humankind, one will notice that
our ancestors tended to endorse at least four different conceptions of
paternity. According to Conception 1, which I shall call the conception
of ‘paternal and maternal duo-genesis’, a child cannot come into
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being without the participation of mother and father, and in the process
of the child’s generation neither of them plays a more important
role than the other—the ‘contribution’ of each of them is equally
necessary (and jointly sufficient) for the generation of a child. This
is the conception which we accept contemporarily, and which seems
obvious to us (as it is supported by scientific knowledge). But it was
by no means obvious for our ancestors. Some of them did accept it, but
this acceptance was by no means universal. Three other conceptions
were also endorsed. One of them is Conception 2—that of ‘paternal
monogenesis’1—which assumes that in the process of generation of
children the ‘contribution’ of father is much more important than that
of mother: the former is essential for the identity of a child. Thus, even
though both mother and father participate in ‘giving rise’ to a child,
only father generates/begets the child; mother could be substituted
because she performs the inferior role of just being of ‘vessel’ for
father’s semen; any other woman could replace her in this role without
influencing the child’s identity. This means that, in the process of
child’s generation, father is active and creative, whereas mother is
passive; the only role (subsidiary, as one could say) she plays in this
process is to give him/her nurture and birth. Thus, according to this
conception, “the male is said to plant the seed and the woman is said to
be like the field” (Delaney, 1986, p.495). One interesting implication
of this picture is that sexual infidelity of a woman is particularly
harmful for her husband: the child is above all a man’s child, so if
the husband were to invest his resources in rearing not his own child,
he would invest not (as in Conception 1) in the child of his wife and
another man but simply in the child of another man, so this child
would be entirely alien to him. Consequently, it may not be accidental

1 I borrow the name of this conception from Delaney (1986).
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that the conception of paternal monogenesis was part and parcel of
extremely patriarchal ideologies (e.g., the Muslim), where the control
of female sexuality is particularly strong (through early marriage,
veiling, seclusion, to infibulations and clitoridectomy). According
to Conception 3—that of the ignorance of physiological paternity—
the father plays no physiological role in child generation: there are
no ties of blood between the child and the father (the latter being
only a sociological concept). One could query why this conception is
not called that of ‘maternal monogenesis’. The answer is simple: in
those societies where it is believed to have been accepted, e.g., among
the Australian Aborigenes or the tribes from the Trobriand Islands,
investigated by Bronisław Malinowski (1913; 1927b,a), mother is
not considered to generate a child by herself but with the (crucial)
participation of ancestral spirits (Baloma).2 The conception of the
ignorance of physiological paternity implies that sexual intercourse is
not a necessary condition of pregnancy; it is only helpful, as it is one
of the ways of opening the mother’s birth canal (breaking the hymen)
for letting the ancestral spirit in (the Trobriand Islanders believed
that sexual intercourse could be replaced in this role, e.g., by digital
manipulation). Accidentally, it can be remarked that even though, on
this conception, the role of sexual intercourse in the generation of
children was downplayed, the Trobriand women in fact pursued a very
active sexual life, also before marriage. Conception 4—let me call it,
after Sarah Blaffer Hrdy (2001), that of ‘partible paternity’—assumes
that in the process of generation the ‘contributions’ of mother and

2 I shall omit the conception of maternal monogenesis in my analyses, since there
are no reasons to believe that it was ever assumed, i.e., that it was ever believed that
mother—by herself—can generate a child.
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father are equally important, but one father is not sufficient for the
generation of a child: for this generation to take place, more than one
man must inseminate the child’s mother.

3. Primitive humanity and its conception of
paternity

In order to examine in versatile fashion the implications of the multi-
plicity of the conceptions of paternity for the picture of human nature,
one would wish to know one more fact, viz. what conception of pa-
ternity was assumed by our most distant ancestors.Not surprisingly,
this question is immensely difficult to answer, given the paucity and
the selective character of the available pre-historical data: we can say
with a relatively high degree of certainty in which historical societies
or types of societies a given conception was endorsed but we can only
speculate as to which of them was assumed (more or less consciously)
by our most-distant-Pleistocene-ancestors.

Conception 2 (paternal monogenesis) is characteristic for soci-
eties with an advanced patriarchal culture, in which the role of women
is marginalized. One could also argue that this conceptions is some-
how connected with monotheism: “the doctrine of monotheism is the
fullest expression—the apotheosis—of the folk monogenetic theory
of procreation” (Delaney, 1986, p.502). But it needs to be stressed
that the connection between this conception and monotheism is by
no means necessary. This conception was also assumed, e.g., in the
polytheistic ancient Greece. Its fullest theoretical expression can be
found in Aristotle’s treatise On the Generation of Animals, in which
he maintained that a child’ essence (form) is given by the father’s
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semen—mother gives only the body (matter) to the child.3 The first
philosopher who abandoned this conception was—in the 2th century—
Galen, who endorsed the duo-genetic conception (conception 1): he
posited the existence of female sperm. Now, given that conception 2
seems to be confined to the later stages of the evolution of human so-
cieties, it would be rather implausible to maintain that it was accepted
by our Pleistocene ancestors. For as it was convincingly argued by
Barbara Smuts (1995), a large number of conditions had to be satisfied
for an advanced patriarchal culture to develop. The conditions she
points at are the following: “a reduction in female allies, elabora-
tion of male-male alliances, increased male control over resources,
increased hierarchy formation among men, female strategies that re-
inforce male control over females, the evolution of language and its
power to create ideology” (Smuts, 1995, p.20). In her view, the third
and the fourth conditions (“increased male control over resources” and
“increased hierarchy formation among men”) could not be satisfied
in primitive societies of our most distant ancestors. The male control
over resources could not appear in foraging and nomadic societies: it
could appear only “with the advent of intensive agriculture and animal
husbandry [...], when women’s labor is restricted to a relatively small
plot of land, as in intensive agriculture, or is restricted primarily to the
household compound, as in animal husbandry, it is easier to control
both the resource-base upon which women depend for subsistence
and women’s daily movements” (Smuts, 1995, p.16). As for the “in-
creased hierarchy formation among men”, Smuts writes insightfully

3 One can also add that Aristotle was strongly patriarchal not only because he believed
that women play an inferior role in procreation; he additionally believed that female
nature is deficient in itself because woman’s (deliberative) soul (unlike man’s) does
not have full mastery over body (the physiological basis of this difference was, in
Aristotle’s view, the fact that female soul is generated when semen does not have the
sufficient heat).
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that “the degree to which men dominate women and control their
sexuality is inextricably intertwined with the degree to which some
men dominate others” (Smuts, 1995, p.18). Thus, patriarchal ideology
(whose expression was Conception 2), could develop only if large
inequalities between men had arisen beforehand. One may also notice
that Conception 2 seems to require a large dose of abstract thinking:
indeed, it is by no means easy to come up with a conception that
totally negates the role of woman in the process of child generation.

By contrast, Conception 1 is less ideological and more common-
sensical that Conception 2; it also seems to require a lower level of
abstract thinking. But one must be careful in the evaluation of this
conception. There is no doubt that it is commonsensical (and obvious)
for us (who know, from the science of genetics, that the contributions
of father and mother to the child’s genetic make-up are equal). But it
may not have been so obvious for our ancestors. As already mentioned,
Malinowski convincingly argued that the Australian Aborigenes and
some tribes in the Trobriand Islands ignored physiological paternity
and found the ‘obvious’ Conception 1 (preached to them by the Chris-
tian missionaries) ridiculous. If one calmly considers the arguments
that the Trobrianders invoked for their own conception of the igno-
rance of paternity (e.g., that those women who lead a sexually active
life do not necessarily become pregnant, that ‘ugly’ women who are
avoided—or rather usually avoided—by men nevertheless become
pregnant), one may concede that, from a truly commonsensical or
naïve, point of view, the connection between sexual intercourse and
pregnancy must seem tenuous. Accordingly, one may speculate that it
might have seemed tenuous also to our most distant ancestors. This
hypothesis was endorsed by Malinowski himself: he claimed that
Conception 3 was assumed not only by the Australian Aborigenes
and Trobrianders but also by “primitive mankind”: “This ignorance is
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of general sociological importance, because there are well-founded
reasons for believing that it was once universal amongst primitive
mankind, as may be held to be proved by Mr. E.S. Hartland in his
thorough treatise on Primitive Paternity [...] primitive humanity was
certainly wholly ignorant of the process of procreation” (Malinowski,
1913, p.181, 200). Malinowski invoked also some other scientific au-
thorities to support his claim about the ignorance of paternity among
the primitive humans, e.g., James George Frazer and Arnold van
Gennep. The claim was also endorsed, though in a different form,
e.g., by Johann Jakob Bachofen (1967), developing a hypothesis of
matriarchy (“hetaerism”) as a first phase in human history, Lewis
Henry Morgan (1870) and Friedrich Engels (2004). The ignorance
of paternity which Bachofen, Morgan and Engels meant when they
wrote about primitive societies, was not grounded in a conception of
paternity but was simply a certain fact resulting from (in their view)
the historically earliest form of sexual relationship, viz. “promiscuity”,
that is: “group marriage”—“the form in which whole groups of men
and whole groups of women belong to one another, and which leaves
but little scope for jealousy” (Engels, 2004, p.50). But, needless to
say, neither Malinowski’s particular hypothesis that the Australian
Aborigenes and Trobrianders ignored physiological paternity, nor—
especially—his more general hypothesis that also “primitive humanity”
ignored it, were unanimously accepted by anthropologists.4 Given
that the anthropologists have not reached a consensus on these compli-
cated issues, it would not be prudent to profess any strong opinion on
these them. But if I were to express some tentative opinion, it would
be along the following lines. Malinowski’s particular hypothesis ap-
pears to be convincing. What seems to me to be a particularly strong

4 It was rejected, e.g.. by the Finnish sociologist Edward Westermarck; for a detailed
overview of the discussion around Malinowski’s hypotheses see, e.g. (Pulman, 2004).
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argument for it is a rather puzzling (at first sight) combination of
customs in the Trobriand society, viz. of the very loose sexual moral-
ity for unmarried women and of the condemnation of their having
children. This combination becomes logical only if one assumes that
the Trobriand Islanders ignored (physiological) paternity, i.e., that
they did not clearly see the connection between sexual intercourse and
pregnancy. But it is indeed an open question whether also “primitive
humanity” ignored paternity.

What about Conception 4? Can it be plausibly argued that it was
adopted by our most distant ancestors? The case for the affirmative an-
swer to this question becomes strong if we accept Sarah Blaffer Hrdy’s
description of the primitive societies. The core of her description is
the claim that in those societies men were not “reliable providers
or protectors”, i.e., their parental investment was low. And, as she
argued, “wherever fathers prove unreliable providers or protectors, it
makes sense for mothers—if they are free to do so—to line up one
or several ‘secondary fathers’” (Hrdy, 1999, p.xxiii). In this view,
the main reasons why in primitive societies “providers” could have
been “unreliable” was that “in societies like the Aché adult as well
as child mortality rates are high. Fathers may die; others may sire
their children and then defect. Under some economic circumstances,
it just may not be feasible for one man to provide for a family” (Hrdy,
1999, p.xxiii). This is description of the Aché societies (an indigenous
tribe of Paraguay)5 but it may suit, in Hrdy’s view, also the more
primitive societies, in which our genotype was being shaped. She
argued that, in those societies, women must have developed certain

5 One should add that the presence of the conception of partible paternity was ascer-
tained in “at least eighteen South American cultures, widely separated geographically
[...] Indigenous cultures in India and Polynesia also accept partible paternity” (Hubin,
2003, p.70).
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strategies to cope with the fact that men are “unreliable providers”.
One of their (possible) strategies was the strategy of associating with
multiple males (sequentially or simultaneously) in order to ensure
resources from them and to obtain their protection from other males.
This last protection was important because, as Hrdy claimed, “what
mothers and infants most urgently needed a male for was to protect
them—not just from predators but from conspecific males” (Hrdy,
2009, p.148). Another important female strategy to deal with the “un-
reliable providers” was, in Hrdy’s, view, the strategy of cooperation
with other women in upbringing their progeny: the role of a com-
munity in rearing children was therefore essential: “a Pleistocene
mother responsive enough to make her baby feel secure was likely
to be a mother embedded in a network of supportive social relation-
ships. Without such support, few mothers, and even fewer infants,
were likely to survive” (Hrdy, 2001, p.101). It should be added that
this “cooperative breeding” or “allomaternal care”, as Hrdy calls this
phenomenon, which made women less dependent on men, was not
only a way of dealing with the fact that men were rather unreliable
providers; it also created, as Hrdy (2009) argued, a selective pressure
for developing more general (i.e., manifesting themselves not only in
the context of breeding) cooperative and altruistic traits. The picture
of female nature presented by Hrdy opposes the view that females’
continuous sexual receptivity and concealed ovulation, as well as their
capacity to experience multiple orgasms,6 serve the monogamous
purpose of cementing the pair-bond; they may rather contribute to

6 As Hrdy put it: “The paradoxes of human sexuality—the mismatch between men,
who are transiently impotent after an orgasm, and women, who are not only capable
of multiple orgasms but may prefer them—may not be so paradoxical after all, if
we no longer assume that these traits evolved in a strictly monogamous context. The
physiology of the clitoris, which does not typically generate orgasm after a single
copulation, ceases to be mysterious if we put aside the idea that women’s sexuality
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confusing paternity, and thereby to inducing more men to invest in
a woman’s child (or at least to dissuading them from harming the
child). This picture (contrary to the ‘patriarchal’ one) implies that
women are sexually assertive, and the female intra-sexual competition
and variance in reproductive success is much greater than assumed
or implied by evolutionary psychology, since women compete for the
attention of multiple males (cf. Hrdy, 1999, p.132). Now, if primitive
societies were such as described by Hrdy, “secondary” fathers may
have been indeed extremely useful, even indispensable for the survival
of the offspring, and Conception 4 may have played an important role
in legitimizing the multi-male strategy of women; as Hrdy put it:

A useful biological fiction that fetuses are built up by semen
from several men, widespread in this part of South America,
facilitates maternal strategizing. Data for the Aché of Paraguay
and the Bari of Venezueal indicate that children who receive
gifts or food from several “possible” fathers have significantly
higher survival rates than those receiving food from only one
(Hrdy, 1999, p.xxii).

She wrote in similar vein in her paper The Past, Present, and the
Future of Human Family:

I like to imagine that it was a cagey white-haired grandmother
who first invented—thousands of years ago—the folktale to
beat all folktales in terms of its helpfulness to her daughters.
According to this folk mythology—which by now has spread
over a vast area of South America, encompassing peoples
belonging to six different language groups—each foetus has
to be built up from installments of semen contributed by all

evolved in order to ‘serve’ her mate, and examine instead the possibility that it evolved
in order to increase the reproductive success of primate mothers through enhanced
survival of their offspring” (Hrdy, 1999, p.176).
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the men that a woman has had sex with in the ten months or
so prior to birth. Although in fact women do not bear litters
sirred by several fathers they way wolves, jackals, and other
cooperative breeders do and there is no such thing as a human
baby with more than one genetic father, this biological fiction
about partible paternity has proved extremely convenient for
mothers who needed to elicit extra assistance rearing their
young and getting their children fed [...]. The South American
belief in partible paternity facilitates cooperative provisioning
(Hrdy, 2001, pp.92–93).

Two remarks regarding the above picture of primitive societies should
be made here. First, one could object to this picture by pointing out
that in human societies polyandry is rare. But Hrdy aptly notices that
“across human cultures, polyandrous marriage in the formal sense
is indeed extremely rare. But informally [Hrdy’s emphasis—W.Z.]
everything from wife-sharing and sequential fathers to surreptitious
adultery is far from rare” (Hrdy, 1999, pp.xxii–xxiii). Secondly, it
is not entirely clear what is the direction of causation in this picture:
whether Conception 4 is the cause of women’s seeking “secondary
fathers” and the fathers’ acceptance of women’s multi-male strategy,
or (as Hrdy seems to believe) it is a fiction (and known—at least by
women—to be a fiction) invented by women to justify their multi-male
sexual strategy, which was especially useful in environmental/eco-
nomic conditions in which they lived (clearly, the latter interpretation
adds another dimension to female nature: that of being crafty and
manipulative, capable of outsmarting men, who appear on this picture
to be somewhat slow-thinking and naïve). This point is obscure and
cannot be easily clarified.

Let me summarize. It is clear that due to the paucity or even
inaccessibility of the necessary data one cannot definitely resolve the
question of what conception of paternity was accepted by “primi-
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tive humanity”. As Carol Delany aptly remarked: “despite numerous
ethnographic studies and lengthy discussion, the question has still
not been satisfactorily answered” (Delaney, 1986, p.495). But what
also follows from this declaration of intellectual humility is that it is
arbitrary to assume that “primitive humanity” accepted Conception
1 or 2; it is equally or even more plausible to maintain that “primi-
tive humanity” was ignorant of (physiological) paternity, and thereby
accepted Conception 3; Conception 4—that of partible paternity—is
somewhat complicated, and for that reason arguably less likely than
Conception 3 to have been accepted by our ancestors (though, of
course, it cannot be excluded that it was in fact accepted).

4. Implications for the discussion about sex
differences

In my analysis of the implications of the above conclusions for the
problem of sex differences I shall assume that “primitive humanity”
assumed Conception 3 or Conception 4; this is a hypothetical assump-
tion but, as argued above, there seem to be quite good reasons to treat
it (especially as regards Conception 3) as quite plausible.

Let me start from briefly presenting the picture of sex differences
offered by evolutionary psychology. According to this picture men are:
(a) much more dissolute (promiscuous), and thereby much less sexu-
ally discriminating than women; (b) much more desirous of power (as
such and over the opposite sex) than women; (c) and much more ag-
gressive than women (all these differences between sexes are assumed
to be substantial—hence the phrase ‘much more’). The argument for
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this picture consists of two parts.7 Its first part is a theory of parental
investment (cf. Trivers, 1972), according to which the members of the
sex (male sex in the human and most other species) whose parental
investment in the offspring is lower and thereby whose maximum
(potential) number of offspring is higher will be less discriminating
in choosing the sexual partner, more polygamously inclined, and
more intensely competitive (aggressive) with other members of the
same sex. This part is supposed to explain why men are much more
dissolute and much more aggressive than women (by this kind of
behaviour men, unlike women, can increase the likelihood and extent
of their reproductive success), but it does not explain why men are
considered to be much more desirous of power (as such and over the
opposite sex). This last feature (the desire of power over the opposite
sex) is explained by the second part of the argument, viz. the two-
element assumption that: (a) in the ancestral environments (in which
human genotype was being shaped) parental investment of men in
their offspring was relatively large (mainly because of the prolonged
helplessness of human infants) as compared with the other species
(though, of course, still smaller than that of women), and (b) that
a man cannot be certain of his paternity of the child whom he rears.
In other words, so the argument goes, since men invested relatively
much in their offspring, but could not be certain of their paternity, they
are likely to have developed an adaptation that diminished the risk of
their misplaced (that is: in a child of another man) parental investment.
This adaptation can be most generally described as men’s will of
power over their sexual partners, or as male sexual proprietariness,
or as men’s tendency to treat their sexual partners “as a chattel” (cf.

7 A more loosely formulated version of this argument can be found, e.g., in (Ridley,
1994; Buss, 1998). For a more general and synthetic overview of the types of reasoning
conducted by evolutionary biologists see, e.g. (Kozłowski, 2018).
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Wilson and Daly, 1992). It consists of various more specific ‘mental
mechanisms’, the most important of them being, as is claimed by
evolutionary psychologists, is intense sexual jealousy.8

Now, one can plausibly argue that if natural selection endowed
men and women with proclivities which the patriarchal picture as-
cribes to them, it would be fairly improbable (though perhaps not
impossible) that they develop and endorse at the earliest stages of
human history such conceptions of paternity (Conception 3 or Con-
ception 4) which are evidently contradictory to this picture. In point
of fact, the mere variety of the conceptions of paternity, some of them
being contradictory to the patriarchal picture of sex differences, is
a problem for those who believe that ‘patriarchal’ sex differences were
produced by natural selection (obviously, evolutionary psychologists
do not deny the fact that human nature is flexible, but if this flexibility
oversteps a certain borderline, this constitutes a challenge to their
theory; of course, the question, which I do not propose to answer, is
whether the mere variety of the conceptions of paternity can already
be regarded as overstepping this borderline). But the problem becomes

8 It should be noticed that some evolutionary psychologists present a more complex
and sophisticated picture of sex differences. For instance, David Buss and David
Schmitt (cf. Buss, 1998; Schmitt, 2015; Buss and Schmitt, 2011) developed a ‘sexual
strategies theory’, arguing that both men and women have evolved a complex repertoire
of sexual strategies—a ‘pluralistic mating strategy’: on the one end of the continuum
there is long-term mating (extended courtship, the emotion of love, large investment
of resources), on the other end there is short-term mating (casual sex, one-night stands,
fleeting sexual encounters), and between these two ends: brief affairs, prolonged
romances (cf. Schmitt, 2015, pp.207–271). The choice of a strategy (or their mix) will
depend on such factors as, for instance, opportunity, personal mate value, sex ratio,
cultural norms, or parental influences. But even though the sexual strategies theory
departs from the patriarchal picture of the differences between men and women by
claiming that both men and women may have good (though different) evolutionary
reasons for engaging in short-term mating, it still retains its important element: men are
still regarded as more dissolute and in long-term relationships their desire of control
over the opposite is regarded as stronger than that of women.
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especially acute if these non-patriarchal conceptions were adopted by
our earliest ancestors. For our earliest ancestors can be expected to
have manifested human nature (as it was shaped by natural selection)
in its ‘purest’ form. So if they accepted one of these conceptions and
acted on them, one could hardly assert that patriarchal picture aptly
describes ‘natural’ (evolved) differences between men and women.

If “primitive humanity” accepted Conception 3, and thereby, if
men themselves believed that they cannot be (physiological) fathers,
they could not have been concerned with the problem of the ‘un-
certainty of paternity’; the problem simply did not exist for them.
Consequently, if they did not regard themselves as (physiological)
fathers of their children, their ‘parental investment’ would have been
arguably smaller than assumed by this argument. It does not neces-
sarily mean that they would not have invested at all in their children,
since they could have done so as a ‘side-effect’ of their sexual attach-
ment to the children’s mothers. But this investment would have been
arguably smaller than assumed in the patriarchal picture. As a result,
they would have displayed much weaker sexual jealousy than implied
by this picture. Their jealousy would above all serve the protection of
their access to their sexual partners, not the elimination of the risk of
misplaced (not in their own children) parental investment (and as such
could have been experienced with equal strength also by women):
a man cannot make any conscious efforts to increase his certainty
of paternity if he does not know the very concept of (biological)
paternity.

So far I have traced the implications of the assumption that our
ancestors accepted Conception 3 only from male perspective. What
implications, however, does this conception have for the picture of
our “primitive” female ancestors? Was she, as implied by this picture,
‘coy’, univira? Clearly not. If a woman can be less fearful of male
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jealousy, and is less guarded by men than implied by the picture, then
her sexual license is less risky. On this view, our female ancestors
enjoyed much freedom, and the ideal of female chastity and strict
sexual morality (with respect to women) appeared much later—with
the onset of Neolithic revolution; as Bertrand Russell wrote: “the
discovery of fatherhood led to the subjection of women as the only
means of securing their virtue—a subjection first physical and then
mental, which reached its height in the Victorian age” (Russell, 1929,
p.12).9

The assumption that Conception 4 was adopted by our most
distant ancestors is even more difficult to reconcile with the patriarchal
picture of sex differences proposed by evolutionary psychology; in
fact it is blatantly contradictory to it. First of all, the acceptance
of Conception 4 would have made men behave in a strikingly ‘un-
patriarchal’ way: it would in fact motivate a man who wishes to have
a child to encourage his female sexual partner to mate with other men.
Furthermore, the very idea of rearing a child of another man acquires
a rather peculiar sense if one accepts Conception 4, and thereby
believes that more than one man must inseminate a woman for a child
to be conceived: on this conception, by rearing one’s own child, one
ipso facto rears the child of other man or men. The implications of
Conception 4 for understanding female nature were already mentioned
in section 3; as was argued there, women do not prove to be ‘by nature’
passive or chaste—in short: the coy female is a myth (cf. Hrdy, 1986).
Female nature is multi-layered and complex: it embraces in itself the
capacity to be passive, coy, and chaste, but also the capacity to be

9 One may note that even patriarchal institutions can be seen as an argument for the non-
patriarchal view of women: “There can be no doubt from such evidence [concerning
the various ways in which men strove to control female sexuality—W.Z.] that the
expectation of female “promiscuity” has had a profound effect on human cultural
institutions” (Hrdy, 1999, pp.176–177).
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active, resolute, even libertine.10 Women are able to cooperate with
other females if it is necessary, but also to compete with them. They
may also become more aggressive than implied by the patriarchal
picture: as mentioned, within-sexual competition between women is
likely to be high especially if it is assumed (as in Hrdy’s, account)
that women compete for multiple males.

In summary, the very fact that in the history of mankind various
conceptions of paternity (including those which cannot be reconciled
with the patriarchal picture) were assumed casts a shadow of doubt on
the claim that natural selection produced sex differences implied by
their ‘patriarchal picture’. This argument gains additional strength if it
is true that the non-patriarchal conceptions of paternity were assumed
by our earliest ancestors. However, the positive consequences of
this argument are less clear: the argument assuredly undermines the
‘patriarchal picture’ but it does not have clear implications as to what
other picture is the proper one. Two different pictures come out as
alternatives: the picture which retains, though in a much reduced
form, some elements of the patriarchal view (women as ‘by nature’
sexually more restrained, more coy, and less aggressive than men) and
the picture which presents a radically different view (women as ‘by
nature’ sexually liberated, assertive). Further evolutionary research is
indispensable for deciding which of them is more cogent.

10 A similar picture emerges, e.g., from the excellent paper on ‘female infidelity and
sperm competition’ written by Shackelford, Goetz, Pound, and Lamunyon (2015).
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Report from the philosophical
workshop organized by

The Lvov–Warsaw School Research
Center and Kazimierz Twardowski

Philosophical Society of Lviv
Ewelina Grądzka

Between 11–14 February 2021 the first international Philosophi-
cal Workshop organized by The Lvov–Warsaw School Research

Center (LWSRC) and Kazimierz Twardowski Philosophical Society
of Lviv (KTPSL) took place in the on–line version due to the ongo-
ing COVID–19 pandemic. The working languages of the event were
Polish, Ukrainian and English. The coordinators’ goal was to refer
to the tradition of seminar of Kazimierz Twardowski, who was not
only a distinguished philosopher but also a great educator, to stim-
ulate interest and support for the young generation of researchers
into the heritage of the Lvov–Warsaw School (LWS). It is claimed
that due to Twardowski’s unprecedented didactical engagement he
managed to upbring dozens of Professors like Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz,
Stefan Baley, Leopold Blaustein, Tadeusz Czeżowski, Izydora Dąmb-
ska, Tadeusz Kotarbiński, Stanisław Leśniewski, Jan Łukasiewicz,
Władysław Witwicki.

The Workshop was welcomed in Polish language by Professor
Bogdan Dziobkowski, vice–dean of the Philosophy Department at the
University of Warsaw. He reminded of another similar event, the Lviv–
Warsaw Seminar of Philosophy of Science that has been organized by
Professor J. Jadacki and Professor I. Vakarchuk since June 2000 as
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a part of the East European School in the Humanities that has taken
place in turns—once in Lviv and once in Warsaw. He emphasized also
Twardowski’s effort to create comfortable scientific conditions for
his students that ranged from organization of a well–equipped library
with a reading area up to a development of a work environment based
on hard work, training in clarity of thinking and expression, friendship
as part of e.g. Philosophical Circle.

Stepan Ivanyk, the president of the KTPSL, while welcoming
the participants in Ukrainian, reminded that the anniversary of Twar-
dowski’s death (on 11th February 1938) was a stimulus to organize
the event. It was Twardowski’s students desire to commemorate their
master by annual organizing meetings. The first meeting took place in
February 1939. Unfortunately, the outbreak of the Second World War
prevented any further events. Therefore, Mr Ivanyk asserted that it was
KTPSL’s pleasure to join the initiative of the LWSRC to restore that
idea. He also pointed that the LWS was a school of critical thinking
which is of great value nowadays, in times of information chaos and
politics of post–truth. Secondly, a lot of members of the School spe-
cialized first in other disciplines like biology, physics, mathematics,
linguistics etc. and then philosophy. It was in line with Twardowski’s
vision that to achieve proper understanding of philosophy, a degree
in another discipline is indispensable. Thirdly, the School had a cos-
mopolitical character. Although Twardowski was a great Polish patriot
it did not dominate his vision of philosophy as universal, suprana-
tional. Among his students there were distinguished Polish Professors
but also Jews like Leopold Blaustein, Salomon Igel or Jacob Avigdor
and Ukrainians like Stefan Baley or Hawryił Kostelnik.

The event was opened in Polish language by Professor Anna
Brożek, the Director of the LWSRC, who emphasized that around
eighty people from various academic backgrounds and centers ap-
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plied to participate. She introduced the LWS by presenting its most
valuable aspects: the School, the method, analysis, logic and reason.
The school followed antique tradition of master – apprentice. The
master should be the epistemic authority for the student. Twardowski
was considered even a siege who managed to influence didactical
style of his students. Moreover, there was an equally strong bonding
between the students. They actively cooperated with each other, which
included many creative disagreements. The method acknowledged
clarity of thinking and expression, proper justification of ideas, decent
exchange of thoughts. Unlike in other philosophical schools, Twar-
dowski’s students did not follow his philosophical ideas. They were
rather taught to think for themselves.

The LWS belongs to a larger current – analytical philosophy. They
rejected vague systems and non-scientific speculation. Instead, they
investigated small problems that they were able to state clearly and
language as it is an important tool of cognition. Something that distin-
guished the School among other analytical currents was its respect for
philosophical tradition and some level of epistemic optimism. They
believed that philosophical problems due to meticulous analysis are
solvable or at least better stated. Kotarbiński called it small philoso-
phy. The LSW members considered logic to be divided into formal
logic, logical semiotics and methodology of science. It was considered
organon to help fulfill the postulate of clarity and proper justification.
Twardowski, although influenced by psychologism which accepted de-
scriptive psychology as foundation of philosophy, acknowledged also
logic as second foundation of philosophy. His students, J. Łukasiewicz
and S. Leśniewski, took it further and developed mathematical logic
which stimulated the formation of the Warsaw School of Logic.

Professor Anna Brożek highlighted that their accomplishments
had become ‘export products’ already during the interwar period.
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Mathematical logic was also used to solve philosophical problems.
Descriptive psychology problems were not neglected but rather grad-
ually reformulated into semantic issues. Moreover, logic was consid-
ered an indispensable part of general education and called the morality
of thinking. A person with proper logic education is able to overcome
one’s own biases, mistakes, prejudice, thinks independently and is
resistant to manipulation. Finally, the emphasis on clarity refers to
the postulate of reason which rejects any irrational aspects of think-
ing wherever possible. The anti-irrational program was against any
dogmas or pseudoscientific mystification. They trusted that reason-
able thinking naturally prolongs into rational decisions and effective
actions. Professor Brożek stated that all the points mentioned above
distinguish good philosophy in general and that anti-irrational pro-
gram should rule in any aspect of life. She also reminded the back-
ground of the event and added that for the last thirty years there have
been celebrations organized in Lviv. Firstly, those were lectures after
K. Twardowski. For the last few years, Professor Ihor Karivets have
held Round Table meetings related to the heritage of K. Twardowski
and his School. This year, Warsaw joined the event. Professor Brożek
affirmed that what really mattered for Twardowski was content of
philosophy not the nationality, gender or the worldview of the re-
searcher. Therefore, among his students there was an unprecedented
number (even on the world level) of women but also a large number
of Jews and Ukrainians as well as priests or atheists. Professor Brożek
indicated her joy that Warsaw and Lviv again reunite in the search for
truth and that good philosophy does not have nationality or gender
and does not carry any dominant worldview.

The event was divided into four types of meetings. There was
a Roundtable Session of nine Ukrainian scholars; twelve lectures
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given by distinguished researchers into the LWS heritage; a seminar
with five presentations given by young researchers and two workshops
for undergraduate students.

The part held in Ukrainian language was divided into two sessions.
In the beginning the Roundtable entitled “Kasimir Twardowski and
his Ukrainian pupils” was organized by Professor Ihor Karivets in the
morning on 11th February 2021. The speakers presented the following
papers: Svitlana Povtoreva (Lviv Polytechnic National University)
“Stepan Baley’s psychoanalytic researches into artistic creativity”;
Oksana Chyrsinova (Lviv Polytechnic National University) “Stepan
Baley on the use of technical tools in teaching experimental psy-
chology”; Olga Honcharenko (The National Academy of the State
Border Guard of Ukraine named after Ivan Khmelnytskyi) “On the
influence of Kasimir Twardowski’s philosophy on Yakym Yarema’s
views concerning the “unconscious consciousness”; Yaryna Yurynets
(National University of “Kyiv–Mohyla Academy”) “Lviv Philosoph-
ical School of Kasimir Twardowski and Volodymyr Yurynets: insti-
tutional connection or theoretical and methodological affiliation”;
Ihor Karivets (Polytechnic National University) “Hilarion Sventsit-
sky on periodization of Ruthenian philosophy and spiritual–physical
monism”; Natalia Fanenshtel (Khmelnytsky Humanitarian and Ped-
agogical Academy) “Kasimir Twardowski’s linguistic and didactic
views”; Leonid Mazur (Precarpathian Institute after M. Hrushevsky
of Interregional Academy of Personnel Management) “Lviv-Warsaw
philosophical school: semantical analysis of science’s antinomies and
the essence of moral value” and Andrii Synytsia (Ivan Franko Lviv
National University) “On the essence of historical–philosophical con-
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cepts (on the example of Lviv-Warsaw School1)”. Whereas on the last
day of the event two more speakers presented in Ukrainian language:
again Olga Honczarenko, “The Lviv-Warsaw School and the idea of
the university” and Stepan Ivanyk, “The Lvov-Warsaw School in the
context of the development of Ukrainian philosophy”.

In the evening the second session took place. Maria van der
Schaar, a lecturer at Leiden University, who works on the history
and philosophy of logic and history of analytic philosophy (espe-
cially Brentano’s school) presented a speech entitled “Philosophy
as Critical Analysis; Twardowski’s Criticism of Russell’s Theory of
Judgement”. Her speech was divided into four parts: an introduction
of Twardowski’s method; Twardowski on judgement (1912); Russell
on judgement (1912) and Twardowski’s criticism of Russell’s account
of judgement and truth. Professor Schaar, who is the author of Kaz-
imierz Twardowski: A Grammar for Philosophy (cf. 2016) wondered
what the relation between action and product is and concluded that it
is an internal one and not a relation of cause and effect. The example
given was “John’s death is the product, not the effect of him dying”.
She also referred to the solution of the problem of psychologism and
presented that Twardowski distinguished between judgement in a psy-
chological sense (ein Urteil fällen) and judgement in a logical sense
(das gefällte Urteil). The distinction is a logical and not ontological.
Next, the speaker presented Russell’s Multiple Relation Theory of
Judgement (MRTJ). It states that the act of judging involves a mind,
the subject, and the objects about which we judge and which we bring
into a unity in a certain order as a consequence of our judgement. The

1 Due to historical change of the name of the city from Lwów (until the Second World
War, name is commonly translated as ‘Lvov’) to Львів (after the Second World War,
translated as Lviv) there is a difference in translation of the name of the School into
English used by various scholars.
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example given was: “Othello believes that Desdemona loves Cassio”.
The order here is J (o,d,l,c) and it is true if a belief corresponds to
a certain complex in the world and is false when it does not. In his
lecture series published in 1925 Twardowski (cf. 1999b) criticized
Russell’s theory of truth which means he also criticized MRTJ. “The
definition of truth presupposes a particular perspective on the essence
of judgement” (Twardowski, 1999b). For the Polish philosopher Rus-
sell’s MRTJ is just another variant of the traditional idea of judgement
and the only difference is that judging connects objects but not ideas
and there is no act of denial. Schaar pointed to three other arguments
of Twardowski. The first one is that judging is not a relation. It is
mind’s judging that brings about a relation and it is not itself a relation.
Here Schaar offered an evaluation of Twardowski’s first point against
Russell based on the example of J (o,d,l,c). Secondly, the founder of
the LWS was dissatisfied with too many ambiguities as the terms like
belief, statement, judging and judgement were used interchangeably.
Thirdly, the act of judging is not an act of unifying but rather of affirm-
ing or denying the existence of A (that can be simple or complex). The
speaker emphasized the relevance of Twardowski’s accounts as we
can observe the revival of Russell’s MRTJ like in case of Peter Hanks
or others. They focus on the act of judging as the only truth–bearer
and do not want to acknowledge objective propositions. Professor
Schaar mentioned also Friederile Moltmann due to her proposition
to use the distinction between act and product to account for a less
psychological bearer of truth and falsity. Schaar had already presented
a speech Twardowski on Judgement and Inference with evaluation on
Moltmand’s and Twardowski’s position in October 2019 in Warsaw.
In the Q&A session Professor Bernard Linsky expressed his admira-
tion for Twardowski’s argumentation and interest in reading his text.
Linsky also wondered if Russell was aware of that critique. Schaar
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denied as Twardowski’s lecture was translated into English only in
the 1990’s. Next, Professor Woleński raised a question that generated
a vivid discussion related to Brentano’s critique of the correspondence
theory of truth.

The second speaker of the evening was Dr Guillaume Frechette
from Université de Genève who works mainly on 19th and early 20th

century Austrian and German philosophy. He presented a talk, that
was aimed to suit those who do not have expert knowledge in the
field, entitled Psychology and Philosophy at the turn of the century:
Twardowski and the School of Brentano. It was divided into four parts:
From Kant to Fechner; Quo vadis psychology?; Brentano on philoso-
phy and psychology as a science; Varieties of descriptive psychology:
the case of Twardowski. In the first part Kant’s rejection of empirical
psychology as scientific endeavor was presented and Herbart and
Fechner opposition to Kant. Finally, around 1900 psychology slowly
got independent from philosophy and a discussion on place of psychol-
ogy at university started. There were also two main radical options
of psychologism (Mach, Jerusalem) and anti–psychologism (Husserl,
Frege). However, the most important for the talk, and often neglected
in discussions, was the more nuanced attitude of Brentano and his
school that treated psychology as a philosophical discipline. And as
philosophy is science for Brentano, therefore psychology is science.
Philosophy is speculatively exact like mathematics and psychology’s
exactness does not come from its use of quantitative measurements
(like Wundt wanted) but from that speculative exactness. In his unfin-
ished Psychology from an Empirical Standpoint Brentano stated that
the field of investigations are the contents of consciousness (objects
of sensation, original association, superposed presentations, presenta-
tions of inner consciousness). The goal is to discover the mental laws
(ontology of the mental). Later, Dr Frechette claimed that although the
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famous distinction between action, content and product is attributed to
Twardowski (even Meinong stated that), it had been already present in
Brentano’s works like in his lectures on logic. However, more interest-
ing than paternity of the idea, is the idea itself. Although the example
of a name is used it should not be understood that the distinction
is purely semantic (like in Frege). Dr Frechette advocated that it is
simply one good way to illustrate the distinction and claimed that it is
what Twardowski wanted to say in his Action and Product.

On 12th February 2021 the first session was started by a lecture
of Professor Jan Woleński, philosopher, lawyer, emeritus Professor
of Jagiellonian University, entitled “The Lvov–Warsaw School as
an example of a historical catching up by the Polish philosophical
community.” Professor Woleński’s intention was to present the LWS
engagement in collaboration with international community of philoso-
phers. Although Polish philosophical tradition is around six hundred
fifty years old, Poland has never belonged to philosophical superpow-
ers. Jagiellonian University (JU), the first in Poland, was established
only in 1364. The most significant accomplishment was that of Paweł
Włodkowic, a co–founder of the international law. In the 18th century
Komisja Edukacji Narodowej (The Commission of National Edu-
cation) related to Kołłątaj’s antischolastic educational reforms was
intended to relate to modern Western philosophy. It failed due to the
partitions of Poland at the end of 18th century and partition powers
were not interested in the development of education. Therefore Polish
philosophy was developed outside academia. Great poets took the job
of philosophers like in late romantic period but except of patriotic
thought it was not very original. Most of the ideas we observed at that
time were eclectic. Finally, Professor Woleński reached Kazimierz
Twardowski’s arrival to Lvov. The situation of philosophy in Lvov
was poor until Twardowski’s didactical and organizational efforts
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that led to creation of the Lvov–Warsaw School (and preparation
of at least thirty Professors which is a world record). Without that
didactical—organizational success there would be no international
success. Twardowski was against “Polish national philosophy” (un-
like Henryk Struve) or Warsaw positivism (due to eclecticism and
its devotion to French and British philosophy) and opted rather for
doing “good philosophy in Poland” (relatively independent from other
countries but at the same time in a constant contact with international
community). For example, history textbooks should rather be written
by national historians and not translated. Professor Woleński gave an
example of Tatarkiewicz’s textbook to philosophy which is fair with
all the currents (countries) in philosophy and at the same time includes
Polish philosophers. The arrival of the independence of Poland stimu-
lated works to build developed academic environment. Twardowski’s
program was compared to Janiszewski’s ideas of development of
mathematics. Janiszewski likewise claimed that Polish scientists have
to come up with something original to be internationally recognized.
Therefore, on the one hand Russell’s books were read while on the
other hand Ajdukiewicz developed his own conventionalism. There
were at that time some complains from Roman Ingarden that Pol-
ish philosophy was delayed as phenomenology had been neglected.
The LWS maintained contact with the Vienna Circle. For example,
when their Manifest Wissenschaftliche Weltauffassung: Der Wiener
Kreis was published it was instantly commented in Ruch Filozoficzny
(Philosophical Movement). Rudolf Carnap and Karl Menger (who
later praised the LWS in his diaries) visited Poland and later Tarski
went to Vienna, where he impressed Gödel and Carnap. There was
a conference in Vienna in 1934, where a lot of LWS philosophers
were invited and presented important investigations. That started an
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intensive cooperation which continued through the 1930’s. There was
even a plan to organize an international philosophical congress in
1940 but due to eruption of the Second World War that plan failed.

Next, a workshop was held by Dr. Marcin Będkowski entitled
“Text analysis based on the example of Twardowski’s work O jasnym
i niejasnym stylu filozoficznym [On Clear and Unclear Philosophical
Style]” (cf. Twardowski, 1927; eng. transl. Twardowski, 1999a). He
works at the Institute of Polish Language and is interested in pragmatic
logic, linguistic pragmatics, methodology of humanities, history of the
LWS. His goal was to show general idea of the analysis: “reconstruct
the reasoning process”, “distinguishing significant concepts and their
understanding”, “pointing to divisions and typologies.” He used the
text by Brożek, Jadacki Analiza “analizy” [Analysis of “analysis”]
(2006) and Szymanek O logicznej analizie tekstu [On the logical
analysis of the text] (2010). Dr. Będkowski admitted that although
most of the participants had surely taken course in logic, the challenge
is to apply the skills to text analysis. As an exercise a piece from the
text by I. Dąmbska Lęk przed śmiercią [Fear of death] was used. He
reminded also Kotarbiński’s distinction between method of creative
interpretation vs the global imitative method (cf. Kotarbiński, 1965).
The later method proposes to follow the way the author thinks and the
goal is to imitate that thinking. However, it is not putting the problem
any further. On the other hand, the first method motivates to develop
the problem further and its other possible solutions. After reading
Dąmbska’s text, Dr. Będkowski investigated what the thesis of Plato
was. Later, the structure of justification in that text was analyzed with
the use of a modern tool of rationaleonline.com. It was claimed to be
a very effective and clear, like a map, that shows the relations between
premises and thesis. The speaker also presented a more developed
diagram based on the text of Ajdukiewicz. The final step was to
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refer all that knowledge to the main text, that of Twardowski. The
participants were encouraged to look for the reference conjunctions,
next to state what the main thesis is, what the supportive theses are and
if the main thesis requires some additional assumptions. At the end,
Dr. Będkowski presented a very developed diagram for Twardowski’s
text. Due to engagement of the participants in the discussion, the
session significantly exceed the assumed time.

In the afternoon a session dedicated to young researchers’ in-
vestigations took place. It was the main reason the whole event was
organized. The idea referred to Twardowski’s broad didactical work
that focused on direct contact with students during the meetings of
a Philosophical Circle, proseminar or seminar. That attitude is consid-
ered to be a key to his success and the fundament of the LWS. The
young researchers presented as followed: Ewelina Grądzka (Ph.D.
candidate, supervisor: Professor Paweł Polak, Pontifical University
of John Paul II) “Are Kazimierz Twardowski’s ideas on philosophy
teaching valuable recommendations for the contemporary philosophy
for/with children movement?”; Karolina Kantorowicz (MA, student,
supervisor: Professor Anna Brożek, Warsaw University) “Determin-
ism and criminal liability in the works of Kazimierz Twardowski and
Leon Petrażycki”; Joanna Frydrych (student, supervisor: Professor
Marcin Tkaczyk, John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin) “Boolean
algebra and Leśniewski’s mereology”; Mateusz Lisowski (student,
supervisor: Professor Marcin Tkaczyk, John Paul II Catholic Univer-
sity of Lublin) “Review of the axiomatization of Ł–modal logic by
Jan Łukasiewicz”; Antoni Torzewski (student, supervisor: Professor
Dariusz Łukasiewicz, Kazimierz Wielki University) “Criticism of cer-
tain aspects of the metaphilosophical program of the Lvov–Warsaw
School.”
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The next session was started by Professor Jacek Jadacki, with
another workshop on “How to prepare good summaries?” on 13th

February 2021. In the beginning Martin Heidegger’s text from Kant
and the Problem of Metaphysics and Jan Łukasiewicz’s text Two-
valued logic were presented as two examples of text improper for
summary. In the case of the first work it is too vague and it is almost
impossible to distinguish clear segments, although Professor intended
to expose some thesis, argumentation, even definition and later agreed
that he used a translation that is already some form of interpretation
(in the LWS it was required to read texts in their original language).
Whereas Łukasiewicz’s work represents a text that either gives a sum-
mary in the beginning or it is impossible to take part of the theorem
out. Finally, Professor Jadacki analyzed I. Dąmbska’s text O pojęciu
rozumienia [On the notion of understanding] (Dąmbska, 2016) first
presented at the International Congress of Philosophy in Florence
in 1958. He distinguished eleven segments in the text and offered
his shorter and more detailed summary. The reason was to show that
a properly developed summary can be reduced to a shorter version
if necessary without any loss in understanding. Professor Jadacki
emphasized that text comprehension is always some form of inter-
pretation and it requires openness to discussion and revision. At the
end, the organizers of the event announced a competition for the best
summary of the text by Maria Ossowska O pojęciu godności [On the
notion of dignity], another LWS member.

Next, Professor Ryszard Kleszcz from University of Lodz pre-
sented “Philosophy and a worldview. In the context of the metaphilo-
sophical proposal of the Lvov–Warsaw School”. He is interested in
epistemology, methodology, analytical philosophy, Polish philosophy
of the 20th century and metaphilosophy. First, Professor specified
understanding of the concept of “metaphilosophy” and “worldview”.
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For “metaphilosophy” he proposed a definition from The Cambridge
Dictionary of Philosophy by Paul Moser. Its relation to the problem
of the worldview is interesting, especially in the context of the LWS.
Next, a “worldview” was defined. It generally does not have such
a strong justification like science or philosophy and can always be
questioned (cf. Bocheński, 2016). For the LWS, its synthetic character
and interest in the purpose of the Universe discredited it from philos-
ophy. Finally, Twardowski’s ideas were analyzed. In the beginning,
he followed Brentano’s attitude to metaphysics as an integral part of
philosophy. However, later he decided it is impossible to solve meta-
physical problems with scientific tools and rejected them as part of the
worldview (cf. Twardowski, 1965). Twardowski distinguished three
types of beliefs: rational (scientific), irrational (beyond rationality, not
necessarily against science), unrational/non–rational (against science).
Although Twardowski considered philosophy as part of scientific in-
vestigation that cannot justify any worldview over the other, he did
not underestimate the problem of a worldview. He understood its
importance for practical life and its helpful, informative task of how
to refer to the world, others and ourselves. However, even a worldview
should follow some rules: “lack of internal contradictions, being in
accordance with science, being comprehensible.” Professor Kleszcz
admitted such expectations can still be considered ambiguous. He
also described the attitude of J. Łukasiewicz, T. Kotarbiński and T.
Czeżowski to show that opinions in that subjected varied in the LWS.
Łukasiewicz referred to the problem in two texts: O nauce i filozofii
[On science and philosophy] (1915) and O metodę w filozofii [For
a method in philosophy] (1927). In the first text he distinguished
two types of philosophy – one as a set of disciplines and the other
as a general worldview. In the second text requirements for the first
type of philosophy were established offering a program of radical
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axiomatization. Kotarbiński’s ideas evolved over time. In his text
Filozof [A philosopher] he admitted that although metaphysics is full
of ambiguity this does not exclude it. Moreover, his reism may be
treated as part of metaphysics. In his work he did not separate strictly
those problems. Whereas Czeżowski was a declared Brentanist and
accepted metaphysics as a fully-fledged part of philosophy as science
cannot grasp the whole reality. But there is also “faith” understood as
a worldview and it has another irreplaceable role. To sum up, Profes-
sor Kleszcz postulated that although philosophy and a worldview are
obviously connected, their different methodological status should be
considered on metaphilosophical level and therefore LWS’s attitude
is recommendable.

Professor Paweł Polak, Pontifical University of John Paul II,
whose interest focuses on philosophical problems of computer science
and the history of science and Polish philosophy of nature, presented
his research entitled: “A landscape of Lvov philosophy. Twardowski’s
School and the others—selected examples.” The cases of philosophiz-
ing scientists like two physicists Marian Smoluchowski and Stanisław
Loria, Maksymilian Tytus Huber (Professor of theory of mechanical
engineering); engineers like Stanisław Szczepanowski and Wacław
Wolski (oil traders and thinkers), Bronisław Biegeleisen (psycholo-
gist and engineer); and writers’ circles like Ostap Ortwin or Julian
Edwin Zachariewicz were analyzed. Professor Polak observed that
the LWS is a fascinating subject for historians of philosophy as it
is difficult to make generalizations about it, it causes problems with
setting its frames and it raises a question whether schools should
be conceived as mechanisms or organisms. It is also important to
investigate how the environment influenced the development of the
LWS to better understand why some solutions were accepted over
the others. As an example, the speaker had chosen a controversy over
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Einstein’s relativity theory. The reconstruction of the discussion (in
the form of a presentation of successive papers) explained a lot of
interpretation difficulties and helped to comprehend the differences
in the influences of various works. Like in the case of Zawirski who
actively participated in the discussion or Ajdukiewicz who although
inspired by the dispute, did not engage in it. In the 19th century Polish
philosophy developed mostly outside the universities and, interest-
ingly, the polemics took place in the local press or on various social
meetings. After a short presentation of positions in the discussion,
Professor Polak concluded Zachariewicz and Wolski played a signifi-
cant role in the beginning and development of the polemic as people
like Zawirski, Huber, Loria tried to respond to the problems set by
them (see also Polak, 2016). Secondly, it was acknowledged that in
general the LWS did not engage with other philosophical currents
existing in Lvov in the same time. However, there were members who
sought outside relationships (like Ortwin or Zawirski). Additionally,
Twardowski inspired many non–collaborators and encouraged their
investigations. Polskie Towarzystwo Filozoficzne [Polish Philosoph-
ical Society] also locally stimulated interest in philosophy. Finally,
it was emphasized that the LWS was not particularly involved in the
philosophy of science or nature. This is the reason why Lvov scientists
as well as Zawirski (LWS) tried to establish cooperation with Cracow
philosophers.2

The afternoon session that was dedicated to logic was initiated
by Professor Kordula Świętorzecka, Cardinal Stefan Wyszyński Uni-
versity, with a talk on “More seriously about possible worlds. A little
introduction to modal logics”. Professor Świętorzecka began with
some general introduction of the issue and emphasized that the notion

2 More about historical links of mentioned group to this periodical see (Trombik,
2019).
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of possible worlds is present in pop culture (movies, computer games)
and it draws attention of many (like S. Lem, IT specialists), not only
philosophers. It was reminded that the works of the most influential
figures of the LWS, especially J. Łukasiewicz’s and A. Tarski’s, were
related to modal logic. Although they were not aware of the semantics
of possible worlds. Next, some problems with big notions (actual,
possible world) were presented and a small solution and an example
was proposed, all with logic as a tool. At the end of the speech the
Professor generalized her example to modal logic interpreted in se-
mantics of possible worlds and reminded that in the beginning the
semantics of possible worlds was not related to modal logic. The
meaning of necessity was also considered – in alethic way or to know
something (epistemic notion that allows to formulate logics). Con-
sidering that different people have different kinds of modalities of
necessities, logical tools are used e.g. in thinking about structures
of voting. Professor Świętorzecka concluded that although the idea
of possible worlds seems ridiculous, the tools she presented can be
used for a more down-to-earth investigations like informatics or in
predictions of voting.

The next speaker was Zuzana Rybařiková, Palacký University
Olomouc, who presented a paper entitled “Łukasiewicz’s Concept of
Anti – psychologism.” Łukasiewicz discussed the issue firstly in an
article O stosunku logiki do psychologii [On the relation of logic to
psychology], later in his book Analiza i konstrukcja pojęcia przyczyny
[Analysis and construction of the concept of reason] (Łukasiewicz,
1906) and finally in Logika i psychologia [Logic and psychology]
as well as in correspondence with Twardowski (Łukasiewicz, 1998).
In one of the letters he proclaimed a war against psychologism in
philosophy (later a war against determinism) that he continued his
whole life, although his ideas evolved. The problem of psychologism
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was widely discussed at the beginning of the 20th century but the term
is not well defined and it was differently understood by various users.
Łukasiewicz defined anti-psychologism in Logika i psychologia and
Dr. Rybařiková divided her presentation mostly in accordance with
his proposal: 1) laws of logic are not grounded in laws of psychology;
2) logic is a priori science but psychology is empirical science; 3)
logic as a science does not concern human reasoning but truth and
falsehood and 4) logical terms differ from psychological terms. In
conclusion, Dr. Rybařiková emphasized Łukasiewicz rejected the idea
that laws of logic are certain and consequently the differentiation
between empirical and a priori sciences. Importantly, he also favored
the use of terms like zdanie (a sentence) rather than sąd (judgement)
which was oriented on clear separation of logic from psychology.

The last session of the day was Sébastien Richard, Université
Libre de Bruxelles, who presented “Kotarbiński’s Reism.” In his
Elementy [The Elements]Kotarbiński, following Brentano’s ideas,
claimed that only objects exist. His doctrine, called reism, consisted
of a semantic part as well as an ontological one. From the ontological
perspective only things are accepted whereas from the semantic per-
spective singular, general and empty terms. The three fundamentals
of reism are: “every object is a thing; no object is a property, a rela-
tion, an event; the expressions like ‘property’, ‘relation’, ‘event’ are
apparent terms.” To avoid the problem of events Kotarbiński used the
strategy of paraphrase (common in the LWS). Importantly, the turn-
ing point was K. Ajdukiewicz review with strong criticism of reism
which forced Kotarbiński to reformulate some of his ideas. Reism is
a truism in a reistic language and it is either meaningless or false. Al-
though Kotarbiński accepted Ajdukiewicz’s arguments and instead of
being only a ‘substantial ontological and semantic doctrine’ it became
a methodological program. Lejewski opposed such a development.
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For him such a program is not justified on semantic level unless it
is justified on an ontological level. He offered an argument against
Ajdukiewicz’s claim that “reism is a truism in a reistic language.” At
the end, Dr. Richard referred to Leśniewski’s Ontology (a logical
system) and claimed, after Woleński, that it is neutral as it does not
talk about objects but about the way we talk about objects.

On the last day of the event Professor Marek Rembierz, University
of Silesia, whose interests include philosophy, history of philosophy,
pedagogy, theory of upbringing, and the LWS traditions, presented
“Scientific critique, knowledge–forming discussion and logical cul-
ture as an affirmation of cognitive values (with reference to Professor
Tadeusz Czeżowski’s lectures on general methodology of sciences in
the Department of Pedagogy of Nicolaus Copernicus University in
the academic year 1953/1954).” The Professor noticed that although
Czeżowski’s lectures were related to philosophy they were held at
the Department of Pedagogy as there was no Department of Philoso-
phy due to communist’s restrictions of that time in Poland. He also
emphasized that it is an opportunity to attract attention to the peda-
gogical branch of the LWS and its achievements (the Director of the
Department was K. Sośnicki who wrote Zarys logiki [Outline of logic]
and Zarys dydaktyki [Outline of didactics], like Twardowski). It was
symptomatic that philosophical analysis was applied to pedagogical
inquiry. Professor Rembierz began with introduction of Czeżowski,
who is considered an underestimated member of the LWS, yet the
closest student of Twardowski. It referred to coherence between his
personality and his didactical practice (Socratic style, according to I.
Dąmbska), and on the other hand to his philosophical ideas, the clos-
est to Brentano’s among the LWS. As discussion was one of the key
fundamentals of the LWS method it is not surprising that one of the
lectures was O dyskusji i dyskutowaniu [On discussion and discussing]
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(Czeżowski, 1969b). The subject of the second lecture was entitled
Kultura logiczna [Logic culture] (Czeżowski, 1969a) and referred
to its importance for the LWS. Interestingly, Czeżowski’s texts are
unbelievably concise and clear. He introduced there a term logical con-
science which goes beyond treating logic simply as a tool or skill and
forms part of the logical culture. Logical conscience transcendences
dogmatism and our lack of objectivity, stimulates criticism towards
ourselves and the others. Therefore, it is important part of upbringing.
Additionally, publishing a textbook to logic is considered a cultural
activity. The second text on discussion refers to Twardowski’s ideas
and considers discussion a knowledge–making method. Professor
Rembierz reminded also that Pope John Paul II in his book Mem-
ory and identity: personal reflections (John Paul II, 2005) mentioned
T. Kotarbiński, M. Ossowska and T. Czeżowski as those who managed
to maintain criticism against dialectical materialism.

This conference was an important event for LWS researchers and
I hope to continue it soon.
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Analytic description—according to members of the Lvov-Warsaw
School (LWS) like Czeżowski, Ajdukiewicz, Ossowska, Tarski—

is a powerful and an indispensable tool not only in philosophy, but also
in any natural science—in psychology especially. It should be equally
respected together with empirical analysis and even it is recommended
that it precedes any further research. Therefore, the book Analiza i kon-
strukcja: o metodach badania pojęć w Szkole Lwowsko-Warszawskiej
[Analysis and construction: on the methods of researching concepts
in the Lvov-Warsaw School] can be recommended to philosophers and
scientists as well.

The reviewed book is a consequence of an interesting project
called “Philosophy from a methodological point of view. The con-
dition and perspectives of philosophy in the light of the Lvov-
Warsaw School paradigm”, financed by the National Science Center
(Poland). It is a second publication related to this grant, as the first
one was Antyirracjonalizm. Metody filozoficzne w Szkole Lwowsko-
Warszawskiej [Anti-irrationalism. Philosophical Methods in the Lvov-
Warsaw School] (Brożek, Będkowski et al., 2020b, Eng. transl. 2020a).
The book is also a third volume in the publication series (Brożek, Będ-
kowski et al., 2020a; Jadacki and Cullen, 2020) of The Lvov-Warsaw
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School Research Center1 established in 2020 at the Faculty of Phi-
losophy, University of Warsaw. According to the information on the
website “The aim of the Center is to stimulate and coordinate research
into the tradition of the Lvov-Warsaw School.” (LWS Research Center)
Indeed, in the recent years we can observe a growing interest in the
work and heritage of the LWS and a significant increase in the number
of publications referred to the School’s achievements, also in En-
glish (Drabarek, Woleński and Radzki, 2019; Schaar, 2016; Woleński,
1989; Brandl and Woleński, 1999; Brożek, Stadler and Woleński,
2017; Twardowski, Brożek and Jadacki, 2014; Simons, 1992; Poli,
Coniglione and Woleński, 1993; Kijania-Placek and Woleński, 1998;
Szaniawski, 1989; Chybińska et al., 2016). The Center focuses on
research but also on the organization of various events2—seminars,
symposia, conferences. The Center also offers an “institutional sup-
port for publications on the LWS.” (LWS Research Center)

The author, Anna Brożek works at the Department of Logical
Semiotics at the Institute of Philosophy, University of Warsaw and
is also the Head of the Lvov-Warsaw School Research Center. She
specializes in logical semiotics, methodology, ontology, history of
Polish philosophy as well as theory and philosophy of music.

1 Among members of the Center there are Johannes Brandl (Salzburg University),
Francesco Coniglione (University of Catania), Guillaume Frechette (Salzburg Univer-
sity), Stepan Ivanyk (Kazimierz Twardowski Philosophical Society for Lviv), Jacek
Jadacki (University of Warsaw), Ryszard Kleszcz (University of Lodz), Maria van der
Schaar (Leiden University), Peter Simons (Trinity College Dublin), Friedrich Stadler
(University of Vienna), Jan Woleński (University of Information, Technology and
Management, Rzeszów).
2 The most recent events are: Roman Ingarden and the Lvov-Warsaw School. Inter-
national online symposium October 22-24, 2020; Philosophy Workshop, 1st Edition
Online, February 11-14, 2021 and The World of Values in the Lvov-Warsaw School.
International Symposium, October 21-23, 2021.
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As the author rightly points out in the introduction, “Analyzing
and constructing concepts, although it is a creative and thrilling oc-
cupation, rarely brings brilliant results that have a wide response”
(Brożek, Będkowski et al., 2020a, p.7). The more we should appre-
ciate the willingness to devote research to this issue and to prepare
a book that would enable to appreciate this exquisite work. Undoubt-
edly, the fact that the author identifies with the described method adds
the value to the publication. She emphasizes that “in my philosophical
research I use the analysis and construction of concepts in the style ap-
propriate to the representatives of the Lvov-Warsaw School” (Brożek,
Będkowski et al., 2020a, p.7). It seems significant that Brożek has
learned LWS analytical method “inclusively from the examples in
this book.” This gives additional credibility to the usefulness of the
chosen examples and their effectiveness in conveying the intended
content. This has an epistemic, methodological and didactical value.
The author’s belief that “a gradual progress in philosophical disci-
plines is feasible thanks to painstaking analytical and constructional
efforts” (Brożek, Będkowski et al., 2020a, p.7) encourages interest in
the content of the following chapters. Moreover, the title itself, which
refers to the title of Jan Łukasiewicz’s book Analiza i konstrukcja po-
jęcia przyczyny [Analysis and Construction of the Concept of Cause]
(Łukasiewicz, 1906), confirms the inclination towards the tradition of
the LWS.

The author is right to discern that the “analytic era” did not start
in the 20th century. Indeed, it can be dated back as far as Aristotle
himself, followed later on by Medieval Philosophy. However, it was
the development of logic and its new tools that made a difference.
Although the Lvov-Warsaw School is considered one of the branches
of the 20th century analytic philosophy, it is often not recognized in
companions (cf. Beaney, 2015; Dainton and Robinson, 2015; Mar-
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tinich and Sosa, 2006) or interest into the School’s heritage is quite
neglected in the international philosophical community.3 There is still
a lot of research to be done into logical tools used by its members,
which is probably a consequence of a long period of a Communist
rule in Poland that at the beginning openly attacked the LWS scholars
(eliminating professors from chairs at top Polish universities, clos-
ing academic journals etc.) or, after the thaw, there was simply no
interest in the accomplishments of the School that did not go in line
with the official Marxist-Leninist philosophy (cf. Kuliniak, Pandura
and Ratajczak, 2018; 2019). Nevertheless, some important work has
been done by a few members who were alive like I. Dąmbska, her
student J. Woleński (1985; 1986; 1989). Professor J. Jadacki’s work
is also significant (Jadacki, 1987; 1989). A new wave of investiga-
tions and efforts into the LWS heritage has recently been noted as
a favorable indicator.

The author’s intention is to participate in the general discussion
on the metaphilosophical issues, that in her opinion just recently
gained a considerable attention. However, interest in this subject can
be traced to the works of Plato or Aristotle. Interestingly, in the 1970
a peer-reviewed journal Metaphilosophy was established. It is un-
derstandable that the author refers to (Williamson, 2007; Rescher,
2014; or D’Oro and Overgaard, 2017) and therefore her conclusion.
Although the book does not cover all methodological procedures used
in the LWS, it focuses on one of the most fundamental one, that is
conceptual analysis. Brożek focuses on the reconstruction of their
methodological thesis expressed implicite in their research (not omit-
ting their direct works in this field) as it is claimed to be neglected.

3 However, there are some international scholars interested in the research on the works
of the LWS. (cf. Brandl and Woleński, 1999; Poli, Coniglione and Woleński, 1993;
Schaar, 2016; Simons, 1992).
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It is also thought to be a more effective method of learning. There-
fore, in the book we can find a lot of citations from LWS members’
analysis which gives the book a valuable, practical format and allows
to pervade with the method. It is probably the greatest advantage
of this book. Conceptual analysis was often used in LWS practice.
One of Kazimierz Twardowski’s (student of Brentano, founder of the
LWS,) first students was Władysław Witwicki, whose PhD thesis was
entitled Analiza psychologiczna ambicji [Psychological analysis of
ambition] (Witwicki, 1934) and it was entirely devoted to analysis of
this concept without any additional remarks.

The book consists of three parts divided into sixteen chapters.
In part one, that contains two chapters, we can find a theoretical
introduction to the subject of analysis of concepts and formulation of
definitions. The second part, divided into twelve chapters, is focused
on the presentation of examples of analysis from the works of the
most representative members of the LWS. Brożek states that the key
was to present a variety of branches and philosophical disciplines. The
last part, made of two chapters, intends to critically summarize the
way analysis was done in the LWS and presents the perspectives for
the usage of analysis of concepts in the methodology of philosophy.
Such a division of the book seems clear and allows to follow easily
the author’s reasoning.

In the introduction a short background to the idea of the book and
the hypotheses that guided the author are presented. Later, concise
history, branches, methodological foundations of the LWS along with
current bibliography worth consideration are given. Interesting is
a remark that the most significant results in philosophy were achieved
by those members (K. Ajdukiewicz, T. Czeżowski, T. Kotarbiński)
who engaged equally into the investigations related to psychology
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and logic. Nowadays such an attitude is considered a novelty and
promoted as an interdisciplinary research which is gaining importance
and prestige (p.17).

Part one can be considered a brief introduction or even a short
textbook in logical semiotics—a term coined by K. Ajdukiewicz (an
outstanding Polish logician) (cf. Pelc, 1979). Chapter one in a clear
and simple manner familiarizes the reader with the concept of the
analysis (its objects, tools, method, results). Next, the analysis of
‘the concept’ is presented. It is noticeable that the author being plain
in her explanations refers to the noble tradition of the LWS where
clearance of expression was of greatest value and majority of the
works written, especially by Kazimierz Twardowski, are famous for
simplicity together with the extensiveness of the explanation. Analysis
is considered a way to acquire new knowledge as it enables under-
standing of the object’s structure which, in turn, clarifies the world
view. The analysis, especially in philosophy, is sometimes regarded
as an opposition to the synthesis. Nevertheless, a valuable analysis
should not lose a broader perspective. It might be even a good ad-
vice, especially for representatives of natural sciences who tend to
forget about the general picture of what they analyze. It is worth re-
membering that it is philosophical speculation rather than “synthetic
philosophy” that analytical philosophy stands against. Chapter two
is thought to describe the result of the process of analysis which is
a formulation of definition. Brożek claims that definition should be at
the heart of analytic philosophy, but very often it is neglected due to
the level of complexity of the analyzed concept. Nowadays, a growing
interest into “conceptual engineering” is observed and the book fits
the discussion (cf. Chalmers, 2020; Koch, 2020). Also Philosophical
Problems in Science encourage such type of investigation (cf. Awodey
and Heller, 2020; Piechowicz, 2020).
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Part two is a textbook of its own kind, which distinguishes this
book as it gives examples and refers to the works of the LWS like
the Ajdukiewicz’s concept of meaning, Tarski’s concept of truth or
Tatarkiewicz’s concept of happiness (Brożek, Będkowski et al., 2020a,
p.52). It can be especially helpful in academic didactics in Poland,
but also abroad, where students can get a better understanding of the
achievements of the LWS in context. It is recommended to translate
the book into English so that it can participate in the international
discourse as a valuable source. It might be questioned whether in
a monograph should have such a textbook-like section. Nevertheless,
it seems useful and concise with the whole concept of the book which
hence forms a united and complete entity.

If someone feels does not care at all about the theoretical part,
certainly it can be advised to start from the second one—a kind of his-
torical and practical part, in which results of the research are presented.
Each chapter is dedicated to a different significant member of the LWS
and his/her analysis of one concept (or two in case of Ajdukiewicz).
In the beginning each philosopher is presented with a short biography
as well as a photo portrait which creates an impression of closeness.

The presentation of concepts begins in chapter three which is
dedicated to the founder of the Lvov-Warsaw School, Kazimierz
Twardowski. His migration from highly modernized Vienna, the center
of Austria-Hungary Empire to the provincial Lvov to take the chair at
the Faculty of Philosophy is considered the beginning of the LWS. His
unprecedented effort to establish high-quality research at the university
soon contributed with the growing number of exceptional students
who finally formed a unique School of modern analytic philosophy in
Central Europe. In the book, his analysis of the concept of concept
[sic!] is presented and critically evaluated. It comes from a paper
called O istocie pojęć [The Essence of Concepts] (Twardowski, 1965,
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Eng. transl. 1999) first published in German in 1902. Concepts are
fundamental to philosophy and science, so it is crucial to understand
its nature. Brożek suggests that Twardowski’s intention might have
been to fill the gap between the understanding of the concept of
concept in psychological and logical sense. She points to shortcomings
and offers a valid clarification on what is missing in the definition. It
is a neat and skillful work.

Chapter four is dedicated to W. Witwicki, who participated also in
the creation of the Lvov Psychology School. Here Brożek focuses on
presenting his analysis of the concept of ambition, which was his PhD
dissertation. For Witwicki, ambition is a disposition to have feelings
(positive or negative) based on judgements. Steps taken to reach such
a conclusion are intriguing to read.

Chapter five introduces Jan Łukasiewicz’s, famous Polish logi-
cian, co-founder of the Warsaw Logic School with Leśniewski and
Kotarbiński and one of the first authors of the many-valued logic. This
time it was a habilitation work. Łukasiewicz, being in opposition to
the psychological approach in the LWS, focused on logical analy-
sis. Despite the fact, Brożek notices, that he stood strongly against
psychologization, yet his own concept of concept was more psy-
chological than Twardowski’s. However, she reveals something not
mentioned elsewhere. Both philosophers agreed on the usage of the
inductive-deductive method for construction of real concepts. Next,
Brożek presents stages of Łukasiewicz’s analysis and adds her critical
remarks.

Chapter six demonstrates the analysis of the concept of deed pre-
pared by T. Kotarbiński, famous for the (ontological and semantical)
theory of reism and praxeology (part of its task is an analysis of
concepts related to the theory of action). Due to reism, he practiced
analysis as a part of the theory of semiotic functions of expressions.
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His analysis comes from the first chapter of his book Traktat o dobrej
robocie [Praxiology. An Introduction to the Science of Efficient Action]
(Kotarbiński, 1958, Eng. transl. 1965). Brożek presents thoroughly
steps of his reasoning (and this time sums them up in a schema). In-
spiringly, she compares some of its aspects to Łukasiewicz’s analysis
of the concept of cause (as it is necessary for Kotarbiński’s investiga-
tion) or Czeżowski’s method of analytical description. It is a valuable
work, as it helps to observe how philosophers in the LWS differed in
perspective on various issues.

Chapter seven exposes W. Tatarkiewicz’s analysis of the concept
of happiness presented in the book O szczęściu [Analysis of happi-
ness] (Tatarkiewicz, 1947, Eng. transl. 1976). Although he did not
study directly under Twardowski’s supervision, he identified himself
as a member of the LWS.4 He is famous for the books Historia filozofii
[History of philosophy] and Historia estetyki [History of aesthetics].
The knowledge he gained while preparing and analyzing the materials
for that books made him conclude that there was a need to differen-
tiate between definition and theory. Additionally, his analysis of the
concept of happiness is a consequence of historical analysis of all
the literature related to that issue and accessible to him. He intended
to prepare Summa de beatitudine. Appealingly, Brożek emphasized
that he wrote the book during the tragic war period of 1939–1943.5

Tatarkiewicz confessed that his definition of happiness is an ideal-

4 The problem of belonging to the LWS is one of the highly discussed methodological
issues related to the LWS and research on their heritage (cf. Woleński, 1985, p.338).
5 Interestingly, R. Ingarden, who worked in phenomenology but was partly related to
the LWS as K. Twardowski was his teacher, also despite the brutality of the IIWW
prepared his significant work Spór o istnienie świata [Controversy over the Existence
of the World] (Ingarden, 1947, Eng. transl. 2013). In both cases, the philosophers
managed to create great work despite the times of turmoil.
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ization. Importantly, Brożek indicates that although idealization is
commonly used in natural sciences, in other areas of human activity
it is reluctantly accepted.

Chapter nine deals with analysis of the concept of analysis cre-
ated by T. Czeżowski, who contrary to others from LWS turned from
mathematical logic to descriptive psychology and was called “Polish
Brentanist”. He believed that analytic description is still a powerful
and necessary tool in any academic domain, in psychology especially,
although we can observe an overwhelming domination of experi-
ment. Hence this chapter (and, of course, the whole book) can be
recommended especially to scientists. Brożek reconstructs the proce-
dure of analytic description mainly from Czeżowski’s lecture entitled
O metodzie opisu analitycznego [On the method of analytic descrip-
tion] (Czeżowski, 1958, Eng. transl. 2000). She recalls Twardowski’s
analysis of concept of concept (which encaptures his idea here even
better than in the chapter three) as it was a starting point for Czeżowski.
Next, she successfully takes up the task to improve organization of
the stages of Czeżowski’s work and later offers valuable steps of com-
mentary. This chapter gives an impression of the biggest engagement
of the author. Brożek admits later that the whole book as well as the
final reconstruction in the third part is inspired by Czeżowski’s work.

Chapter nine is dedicated to Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz, one of Twar-
dowski’s favorite students and later his son-in-law, founder of Studia
Logica. This time Brożek makes an exception and presents analysis of
two concepts: meaning and justice. Although the author is the same,
they differ due to the subject (ethical and semiotic), tools and level
of precision. Probably, this chapter could be treated as a crash course
into the analysis of concepts used in the LWS for those with limited
time. Ajdukiewicz opposed Vienna Circle’s idea that only formal and
empirical methods can be called “scientific”. He believed that analysis
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of concepts is equally important. Surprisingly, the paper Brożek ex-
poses here Język i znaczenie [Language and meaning] (Ajdukiewicz,
1960, Eng. transl. 1978). was published in Erkenntnis, journal of the
Vienna Circle.

Chapter ten introduces the analysis of the concept of expression
prepared by Maria Ossowska, one of many female members of the
LWS. She visited England on a few occasions to meet Russell, Moore
and Malinowski. Brożek claims that Ossowska’s paper is a good
example of the change of interest that happened inside the LWS from
descriptive psychology toward semiotics.

Chapter eleven is dedicated to probably the most internationally
recognizable member of the LWS, Alfred Tarski and his analysis of
the concept of truth. As it has already been visible his work did not
appear in vacuum but is part of the rich heritage of the LWS. His
teachers at the University of Warsaw were Łukasiewicz, Leśniewski
(his PhD supervisor) and Kotarbiński. He was actively engaged in the
international community of logicians, visiting Vienna Circle or USA
(during his visit in 1939 the WWII outbroke, Poland was invaded by
Nazi Germany and he never came back to his homeland). Although
he rarely engaged in philosophical problems, he made an exception
for the analysis of the concept of truth. He believed there was a lot of
vagueness in the philosophical concepts, but unlike other members
of the LWS he did not think this was unsolvable. Tarski assumed that
scientists should be more trustful in the worth of the analysis and
changes in the concepts they use for the good of scientific precision
and progress.

Chapter twelve is dedicated to the analysis of the most fundamen-
tal concept in the logical semiotics that is the concept of sign. It was
conducted by another woman among the LWS, Janina Kotarbińska,
wife of Tadeusz Kotarbiński. She luckily survived the WWII (saved
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by the “White Buses” operation from the Ravensbrück concentration
camp). She was interested in the theory of definition she claimed indis-
pensable to make language a better “mirror of the reality”. Contrary to
allegations that analytic philosophers “sharpen logical tools” in vain,
she believed in the explanatory role of such practices. In this chapter
Brożek presents her analysis of the concept of a sign. Interestingly,
Kotarbińska formulated analyses not of one but a few concepts related
to “sign” and offers definitions of various kinds of signs.

Chapter thirteen is dedicated to J.M. Bocheński’s analysis of the
concept of authority (cf. Bocheński, 1974). He was a Dominican Friar
and did not directly belong to the LWS (as he did not write a PhD
under the supervision of any of its members). He did, however, make
contact with Łukasiewicz and other logicians from Warsaw. In the
1930s together with Rev. J. Salamucha and F. Drewnowski he estab-
lished the Cracow Circle motivated to reform Catholic theology with
modern tools of logic. He believed that criticism is useful to fight with
superstitions (understood as unjustified and commonly accepted ideas
that are not necessarily religious). Bocheński complained on the lack
of adequate textbook to philosophical analysis and claimed that there
were three types of analysis of concepts—Russell style, linguistic and
categorical (supposed to be Polish specialty). As Brożek states he
also complained that often the consequence of analysis of concepts
and philosophical problems is its banalization (Brożek, Będkowski
et al., 2020a, p.184). His famous analysis of the concept of authority
is presented in stages together with the final distinction between the
epistemic and deontic authority. However, Brożek suggests that his
works lacks demarcation between objective and subjective aspects
of authority. More on that can be found in Bocheński on authority
(Brożek, 2013).
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The last chapter is devoted to Izydora Dąmbska, a favorite stu-
dent of Twardowski and his devoted assistant. During the communist
Polish People’s Republic, she was twice rejected from university for
political reasons. It is claimed it was a very painful experience for her
as she was strongly dedicated to didactical work. Brożek focuses on
her analysis of the concept of understanding. This concept is prob-
lematic. It is used in common language in various contexts. Dąmbska
investigates those usages and tries to identify what unites them so that
she can form a definition.

The final part of the book is a concise summary, where Brożek
interestingly compares and contrasts all the analysis mentioned in the
book. Although the matter is extensive the work is done very skillfully.
Undoubtedly, it helps the reader to better appreciate the approach of
the LWS to analysis. In chapter fifteen, Brożek concisely reports each
authors’ idea. Next, an important reflection is shared—that not many
philosophers uncover the backstage of their work. Usually, we can ob-
serve the result, but the whole process itself is inspiring and significant.
Brożek maintains that it is almost certain that a lot of the analysis pre-
sented in the book arrived at another destination than initially assumed.
That shows the beauty of sincere analysis and exposes the dispositions
of the character that are necessary for the work of a philosopher. Later,
she intends to reconstruct the model for the analysis of concepts that
can be treated as symptomatic for the whole LWS in three major
stages: an apropriate choice of the corpus for the analysis, the analysis
itself and construction of the definition. Finally, she presents how a cri-
tique of the analysis could be conducted. Chapter sixteen offers a final
reflection on the role of the analysis of concepts in the methodology
of philosophy. Here Brożek confronts the LWS with other modern
analytic traditions. She decisively differentiates between the methods
used in the LWS and by Moore’s analysis of concept or Carnap’s idea
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of explication. It might be especially interesting for the philosophers
related to the Anglo-American analytic tradition as well as the whole
international community. For instance, the LWS did not postulate
“naturalization of philosophy” or understood logic as a combination
of formal logic, semiotics and methodology of science. Moreover,
Brożek criticizes the disappointment with the analysis of concepts in
philosophy and claims that there are neither simply natural languages
nor pure formal languages. However, there are “languages of various
levels of ‘formality”’ (Brożek, Będkowski et al., 2020a, p.220). The
good examples can be language of biology, chemistry or sociology.
She also refers to the recent revival of the thought experiment and the
procedure in the so-called experimental philosophy. Brożek maintains
that they were already commonly used by the LWS.

In the summary of the book Brożek repeats parts of her recon-
struction of the analysis of concepts used by the LWS and reaffirms
her strong belief that although that method is not spectacular it is
efficient.

Evidently, chapters like four (on ambition, W. Witwicki), seven
(on happiness, W. Tatarkiewicz), nine (part related to concept of
justice), thirteen (on authority, J.M. Bocheński) or fourteen (on un-
derstanding, I. Dąmbska) would be more accessible to beginners or
people who are less interested in sophisticated semantical analysis.
For sure, they can be recommended to the psychologists. Chapter
eight (on analysis, T. Czeżowski) together with chapter fifteen seem
to be a valuable introduction into the idea of the analysis in the LWS.
The book should interest academic teachers and students of philoso-
phy as it makes a great example of how theory and practice can be
combined in the academic work. Researchers who did not go deeper
into the problems of analysis in the LWS would find an interesting
reconstruction with valuable remarks and commentaries. Due to com-
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petent introduction into the general history and ideas of the LWS
and, later, short biographies of the key members one can get also an
introduction to a very challenging and intriguing part of history of
Polish philosophy.

One drawback could relate to the layout used inside each chapter
of part two. Each section is numbered but maybe a better idea would be
to give them also titles. Besides, sometimes the division into sections
seems not necessary whereas in other cases the division would help
to distinguish a new issue. However, it does not unable to follow the
main intention of the author.

Definitely, the book is recommendable especially to those who
appreciate the beauty of clarity and investigations of the reality. It is
an important contribution to the research on the Lvov-Warsaw School
and in logical semiotics. Hopefully, the book will encourage more
advanced readers, but not only them, to face the analysis of the authors
presented in the book directly by reading their original works.

Abstract
Analytic description, according to members of the Lvov-Warsaw
School (LWS) like Czeżowski, Ajdukiewicz, Ossowska, Tarski is
a powerful and an indispensable tool, not only in philosophy but
also in any natural science – in psychology especially. It should be
equally respected together with empirical analysis and even it is rec-
ommended that it should precede any further research. Therefore,
the book Analiza i konstrukcja: o metodach badania pojęć w Szkole
Lwowsko-Warszawskiej [Analysis and construction: on the methods
of researching concepts in the Lvov-Warsaw School] can be recom-
mended to philosophers as well as scientists.
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Imagination, geniuses
and thought collectives
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Wojciech Sady, Struktura rewolucji relatywistycznej i kwantowejw fizyce,

Univeristas, Kraków 2020, pp.238.

Talking about the relativistic and quantum revolution in physics
that took place in the first two decades of the 20th century has

almost become a common slogan. However, considering the momen-
tousness of the consequences of this process for the development of
the mentioned discipline and the philosophical implications appearing
almost immediately, it is difficult to speak here of any exaggeration.

Wojciech Sady proposes, in his intentions at least, a thorough
study of one of the central issues in the philosophy of science, namely
the question how the process called scientific revolution takes place.
Its central aim, as the author declares, is an attempt to answer the
question: “how is it possible that scientists start thinking differently
than they have been taught to think” (Sady, 2020, p.26). He makes use
of rich historical material in his undertaking, and conducts philosoph-
ical analyses mainly with reference to the main concepts proposed by
K.R. Popper, T. Kuhn, I. Lakatos and L. Fleck. The last, drawing most
extensively on the achievements of the latter, especially the concept
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of thought collectives, the process of socialisation and sources of new
scientific inspiration in thought collectives.1 In relation to the first two
(Popper and Kuhn) there is a far-reaching polemic.

The historical material researched by the Author is impressive
and constitutes an undoubted asset of his work. It can be divided into
two parts, the first one connected with the formation of the special
theory of relativity (chapters 1-4) and the second one in which the
process of the formation of quantum mechanics is presented (chapters
5-7). Each stage of the presentation of this rich material is concluded
with methodological remarks of the Author, which in his intentions
are to convince the reader of the proposed answer to the previously
mentioned central question.

A brief and somewhat simplified reconstruction of this answer
would be as follows: the source or charge of a potential scientific
revolution is the inconsistencies revealed in the juxtaposition of the-
oretical knowledge of a given period with experimental data. The
issues in which these inconsistencies reveal themselves become a field
of research for (relatively) young scholars who have not yet been
so bound up with the scientific practice of a given community of
researchers that they feel obliged to prefer the classical system of
established laws to a problematic area. It is they—as Sady suggests,
driven by unspecified factors, such as youthful fantasy—who choose
this particular area (the anomalous parts of the protected belt) as the
basis of their own. Thanks to this they were successful in the given
field, which in turn led to systematic research, this time using new
theoretical tools (cf. Sady, 2020, pp.217–219). The author emphasises
here the continuous development of knowledge in a given discipline,
which seems to be the main driver of the following more or less revo-

1 These are of course not the only inspirations of W. Sady—the complete list is included
in the Introduction (cf. Sady, 2020, pp.15–17).
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lutionary changes. He also tries to deal with two myths: the myth of
the role of creative imagination and the myth of genius or, in relation
to specific people: geniuses, which does not play an exceptional role
in the whole revolutionary process.2 The proposal seems attractive
and well argued based on the material considered. The question is: Is
it really so?

Above all, Wojciech Sady cannot be denied courage when it
comes to presenting his own proposal for tackling the issue. Thus it is
not another collection of quotations, but an attempt at a genuine search
for a solution to the problem. Even if the reader does not share the
Author’s conclusions, or does not find his argumentation sufficiently
convincing, he will undoubtedly have an opportunity to reflect on
his own position in relation to the discussed issue of the structure of
scientific revolutions. However, several issues arise that should be
addressed here. It would be great if they would help the Author to
improve the work and perhaps provoke him to write a further sequel.

The first point worth noting concerns the object of Sady’s
research—that is, how the image of the world and the way of thinking
about it among scholars have been radically restructured by the emer-
gence of relativity theory and quantum mechanics. It seems that there
is a need for greater precision here. The Cracow philosopher refers to
the special theory of relativity and to the old quantum theory.3 It may
seem to be an unnecessary detail, nevertheless it has its far-reaching
consequences which will be discussed a little later. It is not clear for
what reason the Author completely silent omitted in the relativistic
revolution the role of Minkowski, who introduced the concept of

2 Some of his remarks on the role of imagination can be found in (Sady, 2020, pp.31–
34, 71–78), and on the genius: (Sady, 2020, pp.219–220).
3 The proper term for the stage described by author is old quantum theory. In the
Polish literature one can sometimes meet with the term primary quantum theory, cf.
(Średniawa, 1981, p.3).
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space-time. The above mentioned clarification—distinguishing the
special relativity from the general relativity is important here for the
reason that—what is even more incomprehensible—the Author com-
pletely omitted in his considerations the general relativity and, what
gives an impression of talking about both theories simultaneously.

He also presented as almost trivial the process of the formation of
quantum mechanics as a stabilised theory. To this last point he liter-
ally devotes several pages (cf. Sady, 2020, pp.203–207).4 Considering
that, when speaking about the revolution connected with quantum
mechanics, it is necessary to note that the old quantum theory—to
which Sady’s analyses actually refer—is in a sense an inherent prelude
to it, but precisely: a prelude. This applies both to the effect on the
change in the world picture and to the radical change in the relation
between the area of reality described by this theory and the means of
description—that is, the mathematical formalism. This is a change
which is definitely deeper than that between non-relativistic and rela-
tivistic models.5 It should also be noted here that the term “quantum
revolution” most often refers to quantum mechanics as the theory pre-
sented by Heisenberg, Pauli, Jordan, Born, Dirac and Schrödinger.6

The above lack of precision with regard to the subject under discus-
sion is all too evident here, as is the statement that: “the formalism of
quantum mechanics was—and to this day remains—one” (cf. Sady,
2020, p.207). It is not quite clear what the Author has in mind here,
the more so, that among formulations of quantum mechanics one can
enumerate (simplifying a bit): a) formulation based on selfaddjoint

4 The statement that reconstructing the process of the emergence of quantum mechanics
would be much more difficult is undoubtedly correct. Unfortunately, it does not weaken
the impression of trivialization of this process by the Author (cf. Sady, 2020, p.219).
5 In this case, Kopczyński and Trautman speak of a cut to the viewability (cięcie
poglądowości) (cf. Kopczyński and Trautman, 1984, p.24).
6 A good discussion of this process is the classic work (Jammer, 1966).
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operators acting on Hilbert spaces; b) path integral formulation; c) C*-
algebra formalism... One can guess that the standard formulation a) is
meant, which most often appears in philosophical discussions—but
this statement is missing.

The lack of any mention of the general relativity and a very brief
reference to quantum mechanics gives the reader the impression that
the author stopped halfway. This is a great pity because, taking into
account the history of the emergence of both theories, he could have
found a strengthening of some of his theses, especially as far as
the role of mathematics in the formation of new physical theories
is concerned. He could also possibly correct his other views on the
interplay between background knowledge, experimental data, and
well understood creative imagination—the topic of which will be
touched upon later—taking into account the process of formation of
the general theory of relativity. This lack of devoting even a few words
to Einstein’s theory of gravitation should be considered a serious
shortcoming.

The next point relates to another two themes that Sady addresses
in his work. Both are closely related, so they will be addressed to-
gether. The first thread concerns the role of imagination in the process
of formation of scientific theories (here: in physics), while the second
thread concerns the role of mathematics in this process. The author
states: “it is impossible to be ahead of one’s time, to fill the gaps
in our knowledge with products of the imagination. In science one
should proceed step by step—also, as we shall see below, in revolu-
tionary periods—and each time assert only as much as results from
the existing knowledge and the results of experiments” (Sady, 2020,
p.34). Leaving aside the apodictic-normative character of this state-
ment, it is difficult to disagree with him. It seems, however, that it
would be necessary at this point to introduce a certain distinction,
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which seems to elude the author. For we should distinguish between
the free creations of fantasy and specifically understood imagination,
which seems to be necessary in practising a given discipline, a kind
of intuition or intuition. There is also a question whether by exist-
ing knowledge the Author means knowledge available only within
a given discipline—in this case physics or also disciplines with which
a given discipline is connected (here mathematics would come into
play)? Assuming that this is the case, the quoted statement would
be highly probable.7 Creative imagination would then refer to the
ability to identify the mathematical structures with which the scientist
wishes to describe physical phenomena. As long as the imagination
“works in this spirit”, it seems that it can be allowed to go to any
lengths, but not to fantasise. It seems that S. Kalinowski aptly put
it, the point is that imagination should provide a certain idea which
organises the whole intellectual effort (Kalinowski, 1916). The cir-
cumstance, repeatedly emphasized by Sady, that only adjusting to
a rigorous guidance through mathematical structures gave a way out
of troublesome situations (e.g. Sady, 2020, pp.71–79) is known, and
is fully confirmed by the well-known methodological instruction of
M. Heller: “Theoretical physicist! When you have other views than
your equations (confirmed by the agreement of their predictions with
the results of measurements), do not move the equations, change your
views!” (Heller, 2011, p.113). It is also worth noting here, which in
a way also follows from the whole of Sady’s book, that the history
of physics becomes, as it were, the history of the adaptation of the
imagination of physicists to the use of increasingly abstract formal
structures. Hence the proposal to distinguish “free fantasising” from
imagination that is shaped by mathematics. At this point, however, it is

7 It would be problematic if mathematical structures were created, as it were, on an
ongoing basis, thus creating a body of knowledge that did not previously exist.
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worth noting that sometimes the peculiar beauty and elegance of math-
ematical structures can be deceptive. After all, the physicist creates
a physical theory and if a given mathematical structure—regardless
of its beauty—does not produce the expected results (predictive or
unifying), deducing the next steps with its help may turn out to be
a dead end.8

At this point, it seems appropriate to propose another clarification.
The author carries out a kind of demythologisation of genius as an
individual who, in a way, by creatio ex nihilo, introduces completely
new theories and, at the same time, breaks the chains of established,
hitherto existing thought patterns (Sady, 2020, p.219). Such a naive
image of genius is untenable. It seems, however, that the statement
that a genius is someone who, in the given state of science, undertook
the right research at the right time, equipped with appropriate mathe-
matical abilities, cognitive passion and desire for recognition, requires
some reflection (Sady, 2020, p.220). It seems that being famous (often
also in the media) is one thing and being a genius in a given discipline
is another. On the one hand, one cannot disagree with the statement
that a genius is someone who undertakes the right research at the
right time. It seems, however, that this statement is insufficient, as
it requires a more precise definition of what exactly is meant by the
term ‘proper research’ and, moreover, is this the only characteristic of
someone considered a genius? In this context, it is worth considering
not only which scientists physicists would name as geniuses, but,
perhaps above all, what criteria they would use to make this choice.

8 A classic example here seems to be string theory (Kragh, 2015, pp.291–323; cf. also
Baggott, 2013; or Hossenfelder, 2018). It is otherwise interesting to note that physicists
were already aware of the illusory allure of mathematical structures at the beginning
of the twentieth century, i.e. in the period covered by the author’s publication (cf., e.g.
Kalinowski, 1916, pp.17–18).
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How is it that the greatest number of physicists who could be
considered geniuses have been identified in this period and not an-
other? This is undoubtedly an interesting research problem—is it just
a matter of the fact that not enough time has elapsed yet, and at the
same time the amount of work by contemporary physicists is too great
to be able to assess their achievements and contributions to science?
Or are there other processes at play here? Maybe the point is that in
order for there to be a sufficient number of physicists who will be able
to point out the right directions of development, there needs to be an
adequate quality of the generally understood cultural background, as
Staruszkiewicz (2001) seems to suggest?

Sady also draws attention to the almost determinant role of the
development of knowledge in the field of a given discipline, which
undoubtedly diminishes the role of brilliant scientists. He also poses
the question: what would have happened if Einstein had not existed
(Sady, 2020, pp.120–121)? Of course, this question can be extended
to other scientists who are commonly regarded as brilliant, or at least
those who made a significant contribution to the development of
physics (or any other discipline). The answer is probably complex.
From the fact that research problems, as a result of the development
of physics, are taken up in many places independently (or almost
independently), the author seems to derive a conclusion (referring at
the same time to the law of large numbers) that in any case the history
would unfold in a very similar way (cf. Sady, 2020, pp.120–121, 213).

This seems to be a fairly well argued conclusion.9 Sady notes,
however, that we are dealing with the history of physics as it happened,
we do not have alternative histories to examine. However, it is worth
making an observation here, especially in the context of remarks about

9 It should be noted here that he is not alone; an analogous view seems to be shared by
(Szlachic, 2010, p.238).
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the possibility of the appearance of (independently) formally identical
solutions to important physical problems.10 The problem, in physics,
is not the appearance of a formal explaining structure. The difficulty
lies in the fact that a formal structure still needs a physical interpre-
tation, i.e. an appropriate connection of mathematical expressions
with physical (measurable) quantities (cf. Heller, 2006, p.109).11 So
it seems that the number of formal solutions, occurring more or less
at the same time, is not yet sufficient justification to state something
with absolute certainty about a possible alternative history of physics.
It seems that far-reaching caution is needed here, even if one gets
the irresistible impression of the necessity of a high convergence of
such alternative histories. In this context, the occurrence of a kind
of “determinism of development of knowledge” seems almost apod-
ictically suggested by the Author almost from the first pages of the
book (cf. Sady, 2020, p.26). Such a situation is controversial though
the main idea of continous development of science does not seem
to raise any major objections. The more so, as both the role of con-
tinuous development of knowledge, without Kuhn’s revolutions, but
with qualitative changes, is known, as exemplified by K. Szlachcic’s
analysis of P. Duhem’s works (Szlachic, 2010, pp.235–240).12 The
lack of any mention of the French physicist’s views in this respect
is puzzling to say the least, all the more so because an analogous

10 This type of situation can be traced back to the history of Einstein’s publication
of the special theory of relativity, when an analogous proposal was also made by
Poincaré.
11 This, at least indirectly, is also the issue of seeing someone as a genius, at least in
physics. The right research work at the right time alone is not enough here—unless
research work is understood very broadly. At least a few words of comment from Sady
would be needed here.
12 Interestingly, Szlachcic’s work also contains an interesting juxtaposition of some
of Sady’s theses, especially about scholars not making hypotheses, which were also
found in Sady’s work under discussion.
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approach, i.e. taking into account the continuity of the development
of physics—thus emphasising the role of intermediate states between
great discoveries—is the method used by the Author himself, who at
the same time sees Kuhn’s fundamental error precisely in the neglect
of such an approach (cf. Sady, 2020, p.13).13

Somewhat problematic, not clearly explained and, it seems, not
justified at all here is Sady’s linking of the quality of scientific devel-
opment with liberal democracy. One can easily see that two problems
arise here. The first one is clear contradiction in theses posed by Sady.
From one hand, there is a kind of determinism of knowldege devel-
opment, which is so fiercy defended by Sady and which seems to
represent an internalist approach to issue of this developement. On
the other hand however, Sady puts forward the thesis which refers to
purely externalist approach to development of knowledge and – in the
way it has been presented – is of doubtful justification. The second
problem is a certain difficulty in comprehending author’s reasoning,
because he does not explains what exactly he means when referring
to liberal democratic system, while statements about its beneficial
influence seem to be of an apodictic nature14 (cf. Sady, 2020, pp.20–
21). Such way of their expression suggests also great importance of
these statements however, this importance—particularly in context
of difficulty mentioned—is nowhere explained. It is also completely
unclear what would be meant by the statement that the attitude of
scholars to the scientific environment is liberal-democratic (Sady,
2020, p.20). At the very least, the praise of liberal democracy in the
context of the work described is questionable, especially since none

13 In an era of an enormous amount of literature in the philosophy of science, it is
almost impossible to take into account all the positions on a given issue. Nevertheless,
in aforementioned context, it would be appropriate to mention at least a few Polish
works on analogous issues, such as (Kokowski, 1993).
14 This term however, would require an explanation.
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of the discoveries described, nor any of the scholars referred to in the
book, produced under such conditions. To say that it is no coincidence
that the appearance of Newton’s Principia and Lock’s Second Trea-
tise on Government (Sady, 2020, p.21), does not seem to be a good
argument in favour of liberal democracy as the optimal environment
for the development of science, since this was precisely not the social
system that prevailed in the late 17th century in the British Kingdom.
Similarly, one can question this thesis in the case of Planck, Einstein
or Bohr (the social system in which they functioned). One can agree,
however, that a certain intellectual freedom and a certain well-being
of a given community (society, state) are necessary for the state of
discipline to undergo a fundamental change, by analogy with, for
example, the history of philosophy and science in Ancient Greece.15

Perhaps, then, what is at stake is not so much this particular social
system as the creation of a certain quality of culture or environment,
within which scholars live and work?

A similar impression is given by the rather vague, yet strong
statements made about social relations and the impact (positive or
negative) that these relations have on the functioning of scientists
significant for the development of physics. It is rather disingenuous to
juxtapose Nazism and attachment to the homeland, as Sady does in
the case of Lenard (Sady, 2020, p.154). However, the two attitudes are
not the same. Similarly puzzling is the statement that: “the progress of
the sciences is fostered by systems of liberal democracy and a sense of
being a citizen of the world rather than of a small or large homeland”
(Sady, 2020, p.154). This is an example of, on the one hand, an
apologia for liberal democracy (already mentioned above) and, on the

15 Interesting insights on the link between the division of labour and the possibility of
developing pure science and technical applications in Ancient Greece are provided by
(Russo, 2004, pp.185-202.).
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other hand, a statement that is at best only partially true. To what extent
the sense of being a citizen of the world influenced Einstein’s pursuit
of science—the flagship example in Sady’s work (2020, p.117)—at
best, should be regarded as very vague.16 However, these Sady’s theses
seem completely inapplicable to other greats of physics, namely Bohr
and, especially, Heisenberg.

It also seems that the rather apodictic nature of some of Sady’s
statements somewhat obscures the presentation of certain issues in
history of science. A good example is the passage in which the Author
reconstructs the way in which Coulomb arrived at the dependence of
the value of the electrostatic force on the distance between charges
and their values. He first notes that we are unable to reconstruct
the exact course of Coulomb’s thought. The reconstruction of the
whole reasoning does not seem to raise any objections, and the Author
leads the Reader to the conclusion that Coulomb’s reasoning was
essentially deductive. He states at the same time that the thesis about
the underdetermination of the theory by data does not apply here, and
if it did—then it could be rejected on the basis of what was imposed
on Coulomb (Sady, 2020, pp.32–33). The defence of the thesis of
undetermination of scientific theory by evidence may, however, as
the author remarks, be justified here by the fact that through any set
of points any number of curves may be drawn. Hence the question
why Coulomb chose the relation inversely proportional to the square

16 It is true that, how Pais put it, giving up the German citizenship in 1895, moving to
Italy and entering freer life and independent work transformed Einstein positively. It is
also however, true that on February 21, 1901 he was granted the Swiss citizenship and
for the rest of his life he remained a citizen of Switzerland. It is the point which makes
that statement of importance influence of being citizen of the world had great on his
scientific work seems to be, at best, unconvincing. Seeing Einstein’s genius in being
revolutionary rebel resisitng authority and free-minded, as Sady seems suget, is also
unjustified (cf. Pais, 2005, pp.38–45).
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of the distance? Sady’s answer is as follows: he chose the simplest
curve (Sady, 2020, pp.32–33). A difficulty arises here, because if it is
a choice, then an objection arises as to the deductive character of the
whole reasoning. What is missing here is a more subtle reconstruction
of the connection between the formal element and the experimental
data gathered by Coulomb. A side issue is the Author’s assertion
that according to Poincaré the criterion here would be beauty, and
according to him simplicity (the simplest curve). The problem is that
one of Poincaré’s criteria for choosing appropriate formal structures
is, in addition to beauty, also simplicity.

It also seems that one of the central determinants of scientificity,
which for Sady is the systematic nature of research, especially in the
experimental field, should be more carefully discussed. On the one
hand, it is difficult to deny that this feature is important for scien-
tific research. However, the question arises as to how important it
is, the more so that—unfortunately neglected—processes within the
framework of which both the general relativity theory of relativity
and quantum mechanics were formed could significantly weaken such
a strong emphasis on this very category.

All the above observations by no means undermine the initial
observation that Sady’s book is certainly worth recommending and
constitutes an interesting proposal for a look at scientific revolutions.
As far as the historical layer is concerned, it remains to be wished
that other presentations of issues from the history of physics will be
equally interesting.

It is also obvious that it is impossible to include everything in any
work—all the more so as the amount of literature produced every day
is staggering, and its search and study has long outstripped one man’s
ability. It is therefore not surprising that the author did not manage to
include everything.
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As far as the philosophical, historical and physical content is
concerned—if the Author had wished to discuss it earlier within the
framework of some interdisciplinary seminar, it would undoubtedly
have been a much better position. One should, however, take into
account the fact that its volume would probably have increased con-
siderably. Therefore, it remains to wait for the second edition of the
work and—if it turns out to be possible—for the second part devoted
to the general relativity and quantum mechanics.

The reader will undoubtedly enjoy a very inspiring position, forc-
ing her or him to rethink her or his own views on the issues raised.

Abstract
In his book Wojciech Sady attempts to reconstruct the structure of the
fundamental transformations that can be described as the relativistic
and quantum revolution. Referring to rich historical material and Lud-
wik Fleck’s reflections on the development of scientific knowledge,
the author tries to explain how it is possible that “scientists began to
think differently than they had been taught.” Sady’s work, although not
devoid of somewhat weaker points, is a brave and thought-provoking
attempt to propose his own explanation of the mechanisms of the
aforementioned transformations.

Keywords
scientific revolution, old quantum theory, special relativity, thought
collective, physics, philosophy of science.
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Novacene: The coming age of
hyperintelligence—James

Lovelock’s vision of posthumanism

Roman Krzanowski
Pontifical University of John Paul II in Krakow

James Lovelock, Novacene: The Coming Age of Hyperintelligence, Penguin

Books, London 2020 [2019], pp.140.

James Lovelock (2021), who is famous for the Gaia hypothesis,1

has written a new book called Novacene: The Coming Age of Hy-
perintelligence (2019). It is an extended argument about an impending
new epoch on Earth called Novacene in which biological life as we
know it will evolve into lifeforms based on cyber technology (i.e.,
cyborgs) built from non-biological materials. Novacene may be seen
as a development of the ideas presented in Lovelock’s earlier book
A Rough Guide to The Future (2014). In Novacene, the Earth will be
populated by cyborgs, which are self-replicating and self-improving
mechanical systems that will eventually dominate and rule the Earth.
These cyborgs will possess intelligence and knowledge beyond our
understanding. To quote Lovelock, “cyborgs. . . will design and build
themselves from the artificial intelligence systems we have already
[sic] constructed. These will soon become thousands then millions
of times more intelligent than us” (p. 29). Despite the vast difference

1 Gaia: A New Look at Life on Earth (1979; 2000, 3rd ed.) and the series of subsequent
books developing the topic of Gaia. The microbiologist Lynn Margulist is a co-creator
of the Gaia hypothesis.
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in intellectual power, the relationship between cyborgs and humans
will be peaceful, at least in the early stages of Novacene, as Gaia
(i.e., the Earth) will need to maintain biological life (including us) to
maintain the thermal balance of its (her?) ecosphere. In other words,
cyborgs and we will need each other, but only at least at the begin-
ning of Novacene (Lovelock, 2019, p.30). Eventually, however, we
will be “no more masters of our creations than our much-loved pet
is in charge of us” (Lovelock, 2019, p.119). All this posthumanism
or transhumanism, or choose your own term, is a product of natural
evolution (i.e., Darwinian-like) of Gaia, similar to how we claim that
evolution created us out of a primordial soup of simple elements and
compounds with some help from natural electricity and the Sun. The
idea behind Novacene is a bit mind-numbing at both the first and
subsequent readings, so it needs a book to explain it. (As a reminder,
in the first approximation of Gaia in Lovelock’s philosophy, the Earth
is conceived as a living organism directing its own evolution (e.g.
Lovelock, 2019, pp.12–17, 70).

James Lovelock is known for his far reaching ideas, breakthrough
inventions (e.g., the electron capture detector (ECD) Lovelock, 2019,
p.38) and research (e.g., chlorofluorocarbons or CFC presence Wylie,
2019, p.38).

Thus, the prophetic visions of a new human–cyber future may not
be a complete surprise coming from him, especially when we take the
book on Novacene as the conclusion of Lovelock’s series of books
about Gaia. One may ask, however, how good is Lovelock’s argument
for the coming of Novacene, knowing that any predictions of a radical
new future (and Novacene really is quite radical) are always rather
dubious? This is maybe especially true when they come from creative
individuals—think about Ernest Rutherford’s “moonshine” or Thomas
Watson’s computers (see Strohmeyer, 2008; or Singer and Franco,
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2021). So, is the idea of Novacene elaborated in Lovelock’s book
a form of moonshine (like Rutherford’s), science-fiction, conjecture,
or a well-argued prophecy based on scientific facts?

Okay, what is Novacene? Novacene is a new epoch of life on
Earth, one that follows the current epoch of Anthropocene, during
which human activity has had a global impact (2019, pp.33–44). In
Novacene, cybernetic life will dominate the Earth. These organisms
will be, as they do not currently exist, living systems constructed
out of electronic rather than organic components. These “systems”
will evolve from their initial state, just as biological life evolved
from primary elements billions of years ago (2019, p.27). Exactly
how this evolution will occur is not explained. By “living system,”
Lovelock refers to a system that is self-reproducing, self-improving,
and autonomous (i.e., self-controlling, self-directing, etc.).

The current epoch Anthropocene is dominated by human activi-
ties, particularly the harnessing of the Sun’s energy trapped in fossil
fuels (2019, p.33). We are also at the threshold of harnessing pure
information, the very stuff the cosmos is made of. In fact, fossil fuels
did not just trap energy from the Sun but also information carried in
light rays. Thus, information processing is more fundamental than
the use of energy. As Lovelock claims, information is the stuff the
universe is made of (2019, pp.87–89), and life does not evolve toward
energy-hungry, information-poor forms (i.e., humans) but rather to-
ward information-saturated forms of life, like cyborgs. Lovelock’s
argument for the coming of Novacene goes as follows.

(1) The Earth is Gaia, a living organism of which we are
products. Gaia is unique in the universe in that it has produced
biological life to sustain itself. There are no Goldilocks criteria
for habitable planets (2019, p.11) that lead to life. Gaia had
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to create life and the living conditions needed to sustain that
biological life: “The truth is that the Earth’s environment has
been massively adapted to sustain habitability” (2019, p.11).

(2) As information rather than energy is the primary stuff of
the cosmos, Gaia drives evolution from energy-based (i.e., us)
life forms to information-based ones (e.g., cyborgs).

(Comment) As we construct complex information systems
like AlphaZero, it is only a matter of time until these systems
become self-aware and self-reproductive. Eventually, their cre-
ated systems (cyborgs) will be capable of self-improvement,
resulting in (almost?) fault-free silicon or diamond-based me-
chanical organisms, at least of sorts.

(3) Mechanical systems, at least at the beginning, will need
us because they will not be capable of self-assembly from the
ground up like biological life was. At some point, however,
they will become capable of “doing it on their own.” This will
be the Novacene epoch.

But why would this evolution of life on Earth from biological or-
ganisms to cyborgs happen? It will happen because the essence of
the cosmos is information, and natural evolution on Gaia is directed
toward the perfection of intelligence. (We human beings were just
a stage in this process, and we are very imperfect.) Or it may be
that by creating information-saturated life, Gaia, or even the cosmos,
gains a perfect understanding of itself. Of course, we may in hindsight
ask why the cosmos would even try to understand itself. To even
ask such a question, the cosmos would need to already have some
understanding of itself, or at least an urge to achieve it! Nevertheless,
such questions do not taint Lovelock’s narrative and argument.

Lovelock claims that “only we are the way in which the cosmos
has awoken to self-knowledge” (2019, p.12). We are not sure how
to interpret how “the cosmos has awoken to self-knowledge,” and
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Lovelock does not explain this further. What is more, cyborgs will
no doubt need more energy than humans, so they will not be such
angelic beings either. If we need so much energy, how much more
will cyborgs require? Information processing generally needs energy,
a lot of it (Landauer, 1961; or Bremermann, 1982; see also Shendruk
and McDonnell, 2021).

So, does Lovelock’s Novacene idea make sense? Probably not
in the literal sense. Gaia is a beautiful concept, and it helps us to
appreciate nature better, but it is hard to view Gaia as a living organism
in the sense of biological life, as Lovelock suggests. After all, this
is the only form of life we know. Are other forms of life possible?
Maybe they are, and such a possibility is not logically impossible, but
reality does not necessarily follow purely logical possibilities. One
could say, “That’s too bad for reality,” but this does not resolve the
argument.

The Earth is certainly a complex system of interlocking depen-
dencies and relations between living and non-living systems. We have
known this for some time, whether from native wisdom that we dis-
regarded (see for example Abram, 1996) or from what Alexander
von Humboldt concluded about the Earth in his studies of the cos-
mos some 200 years ago, which we also disregarded. We also now
have first-hand experience as we face the results of our ignorance
and hubris. Yet this Earth-system is a physical–biological–chemical
complex, not a living thing by our standards. The argument for Gaia’s
self-directed evolution toward some self-awareness, implying some
sort of teleology on a planetary scale, seems like a myth, albeit a nice
one. It would certainly be welcomed by New Age enthusiasts! Gaia
may not be alive, but the self-regulating ability of the Earth’s ecosys-
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tem is rather evident, as is its limited capacity to maintain equilibrium
beyond a certain point. Indeed, humanity’s impact on nature has now
been well documented and understood.

Producing cyber systems with the capacity to exceed general hu-
man intelligence seems rather dubious in the near term for several
reasons. For a start, we do not even know what the bases of human
intelligence are, and we are not sure whether intelligence, meaning
human intelligence because this is the only intelligence we know,
is a medium-neutral property that can be replicated in any physi-
cal system. With some current AI systems like AlphaZero, or even
a handheld calculator, we have already exceeded some capacities of
the human mind, and we will continue to progress in narrow, selective
domains. But we are talking about the whole thing here, not a game
of chess.

A rather important observation is worthwhile here: AlphaZero
is amazing, but it is not even close to human intelligence (e.g.
Wooldridge, 2021, pp.79–85; see also Krzanowski, 2021). Lovelock
is missing this point when presenting AlphaZero as a defining evolu-
tionary step toward Novacene.

We also need to remember that replicating and improving the
human mind may also lead to producing an unlimited capacity for
stupidity, which is part and parcel of human intelligence, in cyborgs.
Thus, the whole idea of electronic systems (i.e., cyborgs) being totally
informed, benevolent life forms who take over their own evolution and
tend to us like (happy) plants to maintain the stability of ecosystem,
as is the role of early life in Lovelock’s narrative, seems too farfetched
and nebulous to argue about in any systematic way. It seems that
Lovelock’s Novacene, as a vision of posthumanism, is rather a dream,
while all the environmental problems we cause for Gaia, whatever
it/she is, are not.
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One would be well advised to compare Lovelock’s idea of cyborg
life with the future of AI systems that is envisioned by AI expert
Michael Wooldridge in his book The Road to Conscious Machines
(2021; cf. Krzanowski, 2021). Wooldridge is quite skeptical about
artificial systems taking over the planet or dominating humanity in
the not-so-distant future. This would implicitly include any kind of
human–computer, self-improving, self-replicating cyborg. Predictions
about how the future may look in the distant future are always very
risky, and Wooldridge, being a scientist and not a fortune teller, does
not venture far into the Wonderland of Lovelock’s transhumanism,
Ray Kurzweil’s singularity (Kurzweil, 2005), or The Terminator and
the related stories that have grown around this movie (The Terminator,
2021). Wooldridge clearly sees the increasing role of digital tech-
nology because it surpasses humans in some aspects of information
processing. However, in no foreseeable future does he envision these
systems attaining human-like awareness or general intelligence, let
alone an ability to procreate or replicate themselves. So who should
we believe? Is it an AI expert with a deep hands-on understanding
of digital technology or the unbound prophecies of an AI enthusi-
ast? Lovelock is certainly the latter, because he is recognized as an
accomplished inventor, atmospheric scientist, geochemist, and scien-
tific visionary but not an expert on AI. Nice, enticing ideas are not
necessarily well-conceived ones.

Setting aside the believability of Gaia and Novacene, Lovelock’s
book is a treasure trove of intriguing concepts. Lovelock is an ideas
man, and we have usually seen these ideas run counter to popular
entrenched knowledge, which is always a refreshing but risky business.
These ideas are worth reading for themselves, in addition to the main
topic of Novacene, and here follows a selection of them.
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Humans are the only “understanders” existing in the Universe.
Nothing else understands the cosmos (2019, p.3). We are alone, like
it or not. We have only the Earth, and migrating to Mars is just
a dangerous phantasm (2019, pp.8–9). Information is “the innate
property of the universe and therefore conscious beings must come
into existence. . . we are the tools by which the cosmos would explain
itself” (2019, p.26). We are too reliant on logical thinking (2019, p.13),
but “with intuition we can now know far more than we can see” (2019,
p.22). Also, “the [our] misuse of science is the greatest form of sin”
(2019, p.49), and “. . . the discovery of new sources of cheap fossil fuel
would not be any better than the discovery of a mine full of heroin”
(2019, p.49). We cannot even measure intelligence beyond our own,
because we have nothing to compare it with. In other words, we do
not know how much better than humans AlphaZero is, for example
(2019, p.80), so we cannot know how much smarter cyborgs would be.
We can only speculate. In hindsight, measuring intelligence among
humans is like a primitive form of counting: one, two, three, and
plenty.

These are just a few samples of Lovelock’s sparks of wisdom. His
book is worth reading if only to encounter these uncommon intriguing
thoughts. We may not agree with all of them, but we should at least
recognize them because they bring rare perspectives on the human
condition and maybe make us rethink some of our perceived concepts.
We read them at the risk of upsetting our comfortable world view,
which is an exercise worth doing in itself.

So, should you read the book? Yes, for several reasons. The book
is engaging and thought-provoking. It discusses concepts that we are
grappling with today, such as the essence of humanity, climate change,
transhumanism, the future of our planet, travel to Mars and subsequent
colonization, and the future of information technology and its impact
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on our civilization. Lovelock’s take on these ideas is far-reaching and
thought-provoking, going counter to the received or popular wisdom.
We may find Lovelock’s argument about Novacene a bit too nebulous,
too stretched to be taken seriously. Yet the core of his ideas is solid:
The future of our life on Earth is threatened by us, because we have
made a mess of the gift that is our planet, and there is no place to hide
(e.g., Mars!). The time to solve these problems is running out. And
what about the cyborgs of Novacene? Only the future will tell, so we
should worry more about the AI systems we are deploying now (see
for example Zuboff, 2019; O’Neil, 2016; or Wylie, 2019).

Abstract
James Lovelock, who is famous for the Gaia hypothesis (1979), has
written a new book entitled Novacene: The Coming Age of Hyper-
intelligence (2019). It is an extended argument about an impending
new epoch on Earth called Novacene in which biological life as we
know it will evolve into lifeforms based on cyber technology (i.e.,
cyborgs) built from non-biological materials. Novacene may be seen
as a development of the ideas presented in Lovelock’s earlier book
A Rough Guide to The Future (2014). In Novacene, the Earth will be
populated by cyborgs, which are self-replicating and self-improving
mechanical systems that will eventually dominate and rule the Earth.
These cyborgs will possess intelligence and knowledge beyond our
understanding.

Keywords
Novacene, posthumanity, Gaia, James Lovelock.
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Mała książka owielkim
wszechświecie

Sebastian J. Szybka
Uniwersytet Jagielloński

Lyman Page, The Little Book of Cosmology, Princeton University Press, 2020,

polskiewydanie:Mała księga kosmologii, tłum. J.J. Borkała, Copernicus

Center Press, 2021.

Lyman Page, autor Małej księgi kosmologii (Page, 2020), profesor
fizyki na Uniwersytecie Princeton, to znany ekspert z zakresu ko-

smologii obserwacyjnej. Na początku XXI wieku Page współkierował
zespołem analizującym anizotropie mikrofalowego promieniowania
tła na podstawie danych z satelity WMAP. Między innymi dzięki
jego pracy udało się wyznaczyć, z niespotykaną wcześniej dokładno-
ścią, wartości parametrów kosmologicznych. W roku 2010 za swoje
osiągnięcia otrzymał, wraz ze współpracownikami, Nagrodę Shawa.
Osiem lat później został współlaureatem prestiżowej nagrody Funda-
mental Physics Breakthrough Prize.

Postęp technologiczny sprawił, iż na początku XXI wieku ko-
smologia przekształciła się w naukę precyzyjną. Lyman Page brał
czynny udział w tej mini-rewolucji. Jego „mała księga” to zwięzłe
wprowadzenie do nowoczesnej kosmologii. Autor w przystępny spo-
sób przedstawia aktualne obserwacje i objaśnia, jak na ich podstawie,
przy użyciu teorii fizycznych, zbudować spójny obraz kosmosu w jego
największej skali. Książka ma charakter popularnonaukowy. Choć
wymagana wiedza matematyczna nie wykracza poza podstawowe
operacje algebraiczne, to autor odwołuje się do nich dosyć często
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i tekst trzeba czytać uważnie. Nagrodą za wytrwałość jest zrozumie-
nie związków pomiędzy omawianymi wielkościami. Jak przystało na
kosmologa obserwacyjnego, Page skupia się na tym, co widzą astro-
nomowie i jak ich obserwacje pogodzić ze współczesną fizyką. Teoria
grawitacji Einsteina odgrywa w tej opowieści drugorzędną rolę. Szcze-
gólny nacisk jest położony na znaczenie i interpretację obserwacji
mikrofalowego promieniowania tła – zagadnienie, z którym związana
jest kariera naukowa Page’a. Niemniej autor nie ogranicza się wy-
łącznie do swej ulubionej tematyki. Choć Mała księga kosmologii
rzeczywiście jest niewielką książeczką – jej główna część ma mniej
niż 150 stron – to poruszono w niej większość najważniejszych za-
gadnień współczesnej kosmologii. Czytelnik dowiaduje się, na czym
polega ekspansja przestrzeni, dlaczego uważamy, że wszechświat był
kiedyś bardzo gęsty i gorący oraz dlaczego podejrzewamy, iż niewi-
doczne składniki wszechświata, takie jak ciemna materia i energia,
istnieją naprawdę. Page omawia również wiele innych tematów, takich
jak: soczewkowanie grawitacyjne, krzywiznę przestrzeni, hipotezę
kosmicznej inflacji, kwantowe fluktuacje jako zalążki kosmicznej
struktury. Autor, na wzór odkrywcy elektronu Josepha Thompsona,
wyznaje zasadę, iż mechaniczny model zjawiska znacznie ułatwia
jego zrozumienie. W książce znajdziemy co najmniej kilka tego typu
analogii. Na przykład formowanie się kosmicznych struktur i tzw.
niestabilność grawitacyjna są objaśnione za pomocą uproszczonego
modelu mechanicznego: nieskończenie długiego jednowymiarowego
ciągu równo rozmieszczonych i nieruchomych obiektów o tej samej
masie oddziałujących ze sobą grawitacyjnie. Intuicyjnie domyślamy
się, że taka konfiguracja nie jest stabilna i łatwo sobie wyobrazić, jak
ewoluują drobne pierwotne zaburzenia w rozkładzie tych obiektów.

Czym Mała księga kosmologii wyróżnia się wśród wielu podob-
nych popularnonaukowych pozycji? Anton Czechow twierdził, że
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„sztuka pisania jest sztuką skracania, a zwięzłość jest siostrą talentu”.
Nie wiem, czy Czechow miał rację, ale kosmologiczna opowieść
Page’a jest zwięzła. Nie ubarwiają jej postacie szalonych naukowców,
opisy dyskusji przy kawie, chwil natchnienia, ludzkich porażek, suk-
cesów. Nie zawiera zabawnych anegdot. Nie znajdziemy w niej głębo-
kich przemyśleń na temat natury świata i nauki, czy też intrygujących,
lecz niepotwierdzonych obserwacyjnie spekulacji. To bezosobowa
opowieść o tym co wiemy, czego nie wiemy i o tym, czego mamy
nadzieję niedługo się dowiedzieć. Autor snując historie o gwiazdach
mocno stąpa po Ziemi. Być może wśród czytelników znajdą się i tacy,
których forma Małej księgi zniechęci do lektury. Moim zdaniem, to
właśnie prostota i rzetelność wynikająca z zakorzenienia w „twardej”
nauce czyni z niej pozycję wartą uwagi. Lecz byłoby niesprawiedli-
wością twierdzić, iż oryginalność Małej księgi bierze się w głównej
mierze z literackiego minimalizmu i suchości narracji. Dzieło Page’a
nie jest podręcznikiem akademickim pozbawionym skomplikowanych
wzorów.

Wszechświat wyzbyty ze swego metafizycznego znaczenia jest
zwykłym układem fizycznym. Jak zauważa Page: „Niewiele jest ukła-
dów badanych przez naukowców, które można opisać tak prosto,
kompletnie i z tak dużą dokładnością. Mamy szczęście, że obserwo-
walny wszechświat jest jednym z nich”. Wielki Wybuch, ekspandująca
przestrzeń wypełniona promieniowaniem reliktowym, tworzące się
struktury, galaktyki i ich gromady, olbrzymie kosmiczne pustki, pa-
rametry kosmologiczne i ich związek z ewolucją wszechświata. Po
wielu latach studiów, w głowie kosmologa wszystkie te elementy
zaczynają ze sobą współgrać. Lyman Page dzieli się z czytelnikiem
swoją fizyczną intuicją, a sposób, w jaki to czyni, jest warty uwagi.
Autor wykorzystuje analogie do zjawisk znanych z codziennego życia.
Ziemię od Księżyca oddziela około 400 000 km – dystans odpowiada-
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jący typowemu przebiegowi dobrego samochodu, zanim się zepsuje.
Rozmiary kątowe Ultragłębokiego Pola Hubble’a odpowiadają roz-
miarom około jednej sześćdziesiątej tarczy Księżyca, czyli jednej
studwudziestej kąta przesłanianego przez mały palec trzymany na
wyciągnięcie ręki. Żarówka, fortepian, włos, mikrofalówka, klocki,
szum na ekranie telewizora, pudełko M&M-sów, policyjny radar, piłki
plażowe, radio samochodowe, fale na oceanie, anteny satelitarne –
Mała księga kosmologii jest pełna analogii, które niewyobrażalne
astronomiczne liczby sprowadzają do znanych nam skal i które po-
zwalają myśleć o abstrakcyjnych procesach w sposób strawny dla
zwykłych śmiertelników. Page, niczym Enrico Fermi – mistrz krót-
kich rachunków, podpowiada nam, jak na skrawku papieru w pro-
sty sposób wyliczyć takie wielkości jak wiek wszechświata czy też
rozmiar jego obserwowalnej części – i to wszystko wyłącznie przy
pomocy „szkolnej” matematyki. W książce poszczególne elementy
kosmologicznej układanki łączą się w całość, uwidaczniając głębokie
powiązania istniejące w naturze.

Lektura książki Page’a daje nam poczucie obcowania z tekstem
napisanym przez kompetentnego autora, eksperta w swojej dziedzinie.
Spojrzenie Page’a na kosmologię to aktualny raport z pierwszej linii
frontu – sprawozdanie osoby, która jest bezpośrednio zaangażowana
w badania. Jednym z najważniejszych źródeł wiedzy o wszechświe-
cie jest widmo mocy anizotropii mikrofalowego promieniowania tła.
Wykres ten, kluczowy dla nowoczesnej kosmologii, jest trudny do ob-
jaśnienia bez odwoływania się do wiedzy specjalistycznej. Page radzi
sobie z tym problemem znakomicie. Bez zagłębiania się w zbędne
szczegóły opisuje, jak taki wykres samodzielnie przygotować na pod-
stawie mapy mikrofalowego promieniowania tła. Dalsze wyjaśnienia
stają się zbędne. Na uwagę zasługuje również rozdział dotyczący po-
miarów mikrofalowego promieniowania tła. Page, kosmolog obserwa-
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cyjny, nie ogranicza się wypisania kto co zmierzył i kiedy. Przedstawia
problem z punktu widzenia eksperymentatora i opisuje w jaki sposób
wykonać taki pomiar, co jest źródłem zakłóceń, jak udoskonalić stoso-
waną metodę. Stawiane w książce pytania trafnie uprzedzają te, które
pojawią się w głowie czytelnika. Skąd wiadomo, że promieniowanie
tła ma charakter kosmologiczny? Dlaczego gęstsze obszary wszech-
świata są cieplejsze? Czym jest „promieniowanie ciała doskonale
czarnego”?

Dla kogo Lyman Page napisał swoją książkę? Ascetyczna forma
przekazu sprawia, że nie jest to książka dla wszystkich. Młodzi miło-
śnicy astronomii, studenci kierunków ścisłych, specjaliści z innych
dziedzin fizyki, filozofowie nauki – inaczej mówiąc, osoby posia-
dające już podstawową wiedzę fizyczną i zdeterminowane do jej
poszerzenia o zagadnienia kosmologiczne – powinni entuzjastycznie
podejść do tej pozycji. Dla nich będzie to lektura łatwa i przyjemna –
niezastąpiona alternatywa względem zaawansowanej sześciusetstro-
nicowej Kosmologii Stevena Weinberga (2008). Dzięki Małej Księ-
dze w jedno popołudnie można pobieżnie zapoznać się z aktualnym
stanem kosmologicznych badań. Jeśli jednak książka znajdzie się
w rękach niezdecydowanego czytelnika, który nie łaknie jeszcze ko-
smologicznej wiedzy, to nie rozbudzi ona jego apetytu. Nauka jest
największą przygodą ludzkości i jak każda przygoda składa się z suk-
cesów, porażek, chwil niepewności. Nauka to proces dochodzenia
do prawdy o świecie, w którym zakręty myśli wiążą się nierozerwal-
nie z wirem ludzkich losów unoszonych podmuchami historii. To
właśnie ta ludzka strona przygody ma swój nieodparty czar i może
zachęcić nieśmiałych podróżników, by wykonali pierwszy krok, od
którego zaczyna się każda wędrówka. Doskonałym przykładem tego
typu popularyzacji są książki Michała Hellera z Ewolucją kosmosu
i kosmologii (1983) na czele, czy też niezrównane Gawędy o sztuce
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Bożeny Fabiani (zob. np. 2021). Dostrzeżenie człowieka stojącego za
dziełem sprawia, iż „nudna” historia sztuki może zafascynować nawet
małe dziecko. Mała księga kosmologii, wskutek świadomej decyzji
autora, nie posiada tego elementu. Nie jest to książka, która uwodzi,
lecz zwięzłe źródło informacji podanych w przystępnej formie.

Jeśli ktoś chciałby poszerzyć i uaktualnić swoją wiedzę na temat
wszechświata, to Mała księga kosmologii Lymana Page’a jest pozycją
wartą polecenia. Jest to relacja badacza, który bezpośrednio uczest-
niczy w obecnym rozkwicie kosmologii, i który potrafi podzielić się
wiadomościami z czytelnikiem. Page twardo stąpając po Ziemi na
każdym kroku przypomina o zasadniczej roli obserwacji i pomiarów.
Popularyzuje wiedzę pewną, wyraźnie rozdzielając to co wiadome, od
tego co ciągle wymaga potwierdzenia. Ascetyczny styl nie przesłania
zachwytu autora nad skutecznością metody naukowej. Choć wiele py-
tań pozostaje otwartych, to dzięki tej metodzie stworzyliśmy potężny
i predykcyjny model wszechświata. Jak zauważa Page: „Nie musiało
tak być, ale natura okazała się łaskawa, pozwalając nam dowiedzieć
się tak wiele”.

The little book about the large universe

Abstract
We live in extraordinary times for cosmologists. A vast amount of new
astronomical data is pushing our model of the universe to its limits.
An interest in cosmology is growing. The Little Book of Cosmol-
ogy by Lyman Page offers a concise, up-to-date, and comprehensible
introduction to the subject.
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Dlaczegometoda krytyczna
Poppera jest fascynująca?

Paweł Polak
Uniwersytet Papieski Jana Pawła II w Krakowie

Zbigniew Liana, Filozoficzne korzeniemetody krytycznej K.R. Poppera:

Metoda krytycznawewczesnym ujęciu K.R. Popperawobecmetafilozoficznej

tradycji neokantowskiej szkoły J.F. Friesa, Copernicus Center Press, Kraków

2021, ss. 168.

Nakładem wydawnictwa Copernicus Center Press ukazała się
długo oczekiwana książka poświęcona analizie metody filozo-

fowania Poppera. Autorem jej jest krakowski filozof nauki Zbigniew
Liana, wykładowca Wydziału Filozoficznego PAT i UPJPII w Kra-
kowie, wychowanek Józefa Życińskiego, znany czytelnikom ZFN
choćby z ostatnich cennych i wnikliwych analiz poglądów swego
mistrza (Liana, 2019; 2020). Tym razem powraca on do fascynacji
myślą Poppera, a dokładnie wczesnym jej okresem, który znalazł swój
wyraz w Popperowskim manuskrypcie Die beiden Grundprobleme
der Erkenntnistheorie powstałym w latach 1930–1933.

Filozoficzne korzenie metody krytycznej. . . jest starannie opraco-
waną analizą tytułowego zagadnienia. Już od pierwszych stron zwraca
uwagę erudycją, skrupulatnością i precyzją. Niemalże każde zdanie
nasycone jest treścią i osadzone w szerokim kontekście dotychcza-
sowych badań myśli Poppera oraz Firesa i jego szkoły. Na pozór
niewielka objętość książki niech więc nie będzie zwodnicza. W na-
szych czasach, gdy łatwość pisania i publikowania tekstów prowadzi
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do nadmiernego wydłużania się prac obciążonych redundancjami i wy-
pełnionych często miałkimi stwierdzeniami, warto sięgnąć po pracę
pisaną klasycznym, skondensowanym stylem. Styl ten pod wieloma
względami przypomina żywo sposób pisania wybitnych współcze-
snych filozofów anglojęzycznych, w zasadzie może więc dziwić fakt,
że praca opublikowana została w języku polskim. Tym bardziej, że ze
względu na znaczenie prowadzonych w niej analiz, powinna zostać
udostępniona czytelnikom spoza naszego kraju. Postaram się tutaj
uzasadnić tę tezę.

Książka składa się z czterech rozdziałów, zakończenia oraz, last
not but not least, obszernej bibliografii; książka posiada również
indeks nazwisk. W pierwszym rozdziale została przedstawiona sy-
tuacja problemowa związana z interpretacjami poglądów Poppera,
zwłaszcza we wczesnym okresie jego twórczości. Wprawnie ukazany
został również spór o Poppera i zarysowane zostały najważniejsze
zagadnienia, które posłużą dalszym analizom, jak np. rozumienie
krytycyzmu, kantyzmu i neokantyzmu w kontekście filozofii Poppera,
krytyka neopozytywizujących interpretacji myśli Poppera, ukazanie
tła historycznego wczesnych publikacji wiedeńskiego filozofa. W tej
części nakreślony został też cel pracy, którym jest „całościowe i syste-
matyczne ujęcie koncepcji metody krytycznej Kanta, Friesa i Nelsona,
ukazujące relacje logiczne, jakie zachodzą pomiędzy jej elementami
[... oraz zamierza] ukazać relacje logiczne pomiędzy metodą kry-
tyczną wczesnego Poppera a metodą krytyczną Kanta w ujęciu szkoły
Friesa w perspektywie systematycznego ujęcia metody krytycznej
jako takiej” (Liana, 2021, s. 35). Zatem to właśnie analiza ewolucji
koncepcji metody krytycznej stanowi oś niniejszej pracy. Autora inte-
resują różnorodne aspekty metody krytycznej, choć najważniejsze są
właściwie przemiany w rozumieniu tej metody, a zwłaszcza twórcze
przemiany dokonane przez Poppera.
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W ujęciu Liany Popper jest wybitnym kontynuatorem neokantow-
skiej tradycji szkoły friesowskiej, choć rozwija ją w tak oryginalny
sposób, że powstaje w zasadzie nowa jakość. Tę istotną zmianę Autor
określa metaforą przejścia „nieliniowego”, zaczerpniętą z teorii ukła-
dów dynamicznych, o tyle szczęśliwą, że w układach dynamicznych
tego typu przejścia odpowiadają za powstawanie nowych jakościowo
stanów, mamy więc do czynienia z analogią. Pytanie, czy Autor nie
rozszerza tu w pewnej mierze pomysłu Michała Hellera postulującego,
że rozwój nauki jest kierowany swoistym systemem dynamicznym
(zob. Polak, 2008; 2004) – tutaj idea byłaby rozszerzona na wyja-
śnienia historii rozwoju myśli filozoficznej. Jeśli taka była intencja
Autora, warto by rozwinął tę intrygującą propozycję historiograficzną
w osobnym opracowaniu.

Wracając do struktury dalszych części pracy to jest ona czytelnie
podzielona na trzy kolejne rozdziały podejmujące kolejno zagadnie-
nie metody krytycznej Kanta w ujęciu J.F. Friesa, następnie w ujęciu
B. Nelsona, a w końcu w ujęciu młodego Poppera w Die beiden
Grundprobleme der Erkenntnistheorie. Trudno szczegółowo przeka-
zać tutaj bogactwo różnych wątków podejmowanych w analizie, zain-
teresowanych zachęcam po prostu do lektury opracowania. Dość po-
wiedzieć, że czytelnik otrzymuje cenne studium porównawcze myśli
Poppera i Friesa oraz Poppera i Nelsona. Chciałbym tylko zaznaczyć,
że książka daje bardzo głęboki wgląd w metodę filozoficzną Poppera,
mamy więc doskonały klucz do filozofii Poppera (wczesnego okresu).
Dla osób, które zajmowały się poglądami wiedeńskiego filozofa, znaj-
dzie się tam z pewnością wiele oryginalnych analiz i spostrzeżeń
oraz cennych odniesień do prac źródłowych. Innymi słowy, książka
ta pomaga w znaczącym pogłębieniu rozumienia wczesnego Pop-
pera, ale i neokantyzmu szkoły friesowskiej. Trzeba jednak lojalnie
uprzedzić, że wymaga ona biegłego poruszania się w literaturze pop-
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perowskiej i o neokantyzmie, aby być w stanie podążać za Autorem.
Z pewnością nie jest to książka dla początkujących filozofów nauki.
Specjaliści będą zapewne również zainteresowani analizami reali-
zmu metodologicznego Poppera – w niniejszej książce zarysowanymi
w paragrafie 4.6., który wyjaśnia budzący nieraz kontrowersje realizm
Poppera. Miejmy nadzieję, że doczekamy się odrębnego, równie wni-
kliwego całościowego studium realizmu Poppera. Książka pełna jest
interesujących i cennych wątków pobocznych, dla przykładu wspo-
mnę tu tylko o kwestii metody nauczania filozofii w szkole Friesa
(Liana, 2021, s. 87), którą miała być metoda Sokratejska.

Wspominałem już, że praca opracowana została niezwykle sta-
rannie. Udało mi się znaleźć zaledwie jedną literówkę na s. 145
w niemieckim tytule pracy. W zasadzie więc jest to książka praktycz-
nie bez błędów, a cytowane są w niej prace w 5 językach. Staranność
opracowania przejawia się również w bardzo precyzyjnym i celo-
wym doborze pojęć stosowanych w analizach. Dzięki tej książce
możemy zwrócić uwagę np. na interesujące zmiany pojęciowe za-
chodzące w tradycji Friesowskiej. Duża zręczność w ukazywaniu
tych przemian pozwoliła zachować jednocześnie spójność prezentacji
głównych zagadnień. Sądzę więc, że osoby, które czytały już wiele
o neokantyzmie i o Popperze, znajdą wiele interesujących uwag do-
tyczących aparatu pojęciowego stosowanego przez tych filozofów.
W naturalny sposób kwestia ta rzutuje też na autorskie przekłady nie-
mieckich filozofów dokonywane przez Z. Lianę. Tłumaczenia są więc
bardzo dobre i językowo, i filozoficznie, a komentarze w nawiasach
ukazują bogactwo oryginalnych pojęć, jednocześnie kierując uwagę
czytelnika ku interpretacjom prowadzonym w książce.

Książka Z. Liany, choć jest niezwykle klarowna, precyzyjna i do-
skonale logicznie ułożona, nie należy z pewnością jednak do prac
łatwych. Wymaga dużej wiedzy zarówno o filozofii Poppera, o kanty-
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zmie i neokantyzmie. Autor zakłada niejawnie, że czytelnik orientuje
się doskonale w zagadnieniach filozofii nauki, a Logik der Forschung
ma wciąż w świeżej pamięci. Obserwacje te tłumaczą, dlaczego
książka jest zaskakująco mała – ogromna jest bowiem wiedza tła,
którą trzeba się posługiwać, aby ją w pełni zrozumieć. Zapewne już
studenci filozofii nauki odniosą z niej duży pożytek, o ile zdobędą
się na poważny wysiłek samodzielnego poszerzania wiedzy. Sądzę
jednak, że jest to prostu książka kierowana do specjalistów. I jako taka
spełnia z nawiązką swe zadanie. I znawcy filozofii Poppera mogą być
wdzięczni, że nie muszą się zmagać z mało interesującymi wprowa-
dzeniami, a mogą się skupić na tym, co rzeczywiście może posunąć
do przodu rozumienie myśli Poppera.

Na zakończenie chciałbym raz jeszcze życzyć Autorowi, aby opu-
blikował wyniki swych badań również w języku angielskim, najlepiej
w czasopismach o międzynarodowym zasięgu. Cenny wkład w rozwój
rozumienia metody Poppera będzie interesujący dla filozofów nauki,
a szczególnie powinien zainteresować współczesnych kontynuatorów
tradycji szkoły Friesa. Wszak niezbyt często możemy się przekonać,
jak fascynująca może być metoda krytyczna sama w sobie.

Why is Popper’s critical method fascinating?

Abstract
This review article presents an important, newly published study of
Popper’s critical method by Zbigniew Liana. The review emphasizes
the very high level of the study, points to its originality, and ex-
plains why the book is recommended mainly to specialists of Popper’s
thought. It is also explained how the book manages to contain so many
original and valuable analyses in a small volume.
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Homo (nie do końca) sapiens

Robert Piechowicz
Uniwersytet Papieski Jana Pawła II w Krakowie

Adam Hart, Niedostosowani. Dlaczego ewolucja nie nadąża,Wydawnictwo

Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, seria #Nauka, Kraków 2021, ss. 334.

Adam Hart jest z wykształcenia entomologiem, wykładającym na
Uniwersytecie Gloucestershire komunikację naukową. Oprócz

działalności naukowo-dydaktycznej tworzy audycje popularnonau-
kowe dla BBC Radio 4 i BBC World Service. Swoją naukową i po-
pularyzatorską pasję realizuje także jako jeden z narratorów bardzo
popularnych cykli, jak Planet Ant: Life Inside the Colony (BBC 4),
Life on Planet Ant (BBC 2) i Hive Alive (BBC 2). Oprócz działalności
ściśle naukowej, której rezultatem jest ponad sto publikacji, Adam
Hart realizuje się także jako autor popularnonaukowy – jego debiutem
dla szerszego czytelnika była wydana w 2015 roku książka The Life
of Poo (Życie kupy).

Refleksja dotyczącą statusu człowieka w świecie, mimo swojej
zacnej i długiej tradycji, niewątpliwie jest ważna i aktualna. Jej waż-
kość wynika z tego, że to istoty ludzkie dokonują tej autorefleksji,
natomiast aktualność jest konsekwencją niekumulatywności filozo-
ficznych rozważań. Co więcej, burzliwy rozwój nauk przyrodniczych
zmotywował filozofów w ciągu ostatniego stulecia do zreformowania
niektórych – uznawanych za oczywiste – konstatacji. Odpowiedzialne
podejście do relacji pomiędzy filozofią a naukami empirycznymi
przynosi bowiem pozytywne konsekwencje zarówno dla jednej, jak
i drugiej dziedziny.
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Książka Adama Harta jest dziełem filozofującego naukowca,
który podjął wyzwanie opisania niektórych elementów ludzkiej kon-
dycji w świecie. Już od pierwszych stron książki czytelnik może
zauważyć, że wypracowanie konsensusu z opiniami głoszącymi, że
„Obecny niesłychanie szybki rozwój naukowo-techniczny zawdzię-
czamy globalizacji nauki oraz wspomaganiu naszych mózgów przez
komputery, w coraz większym stopniu posługujące się sztuczną inteli-
gencją. Lepsze niż obecnie zrozumienie interakcji między ewolucją
biologiczną i kulturową jest jednak niezbędne do wyjaśnienia «niesa-
mowitych właściwości człowieka jako gatunku»” (Kozłowski, 2018,
s. 172) nie jest oczywiste. Czy bowiem czasy nam współczesne dają
podstawy do takiego optymizmu? Według Harta „Istoty ludzkie są
doprawdy zdumiewające [...] jeszcze tak niedawno staliśmy boso
i gapiliśmy się na Księżyc oczyma pełnymi zdumienia; dziś możemy
wziąć do ręki odłamek księżycowej skały [...] żyjemy w świecie od
początku do końca stworzonym przez nas samych, odseparowani od
środowiska naturalnego, zbyt łatwo zapominamy, że jeśli pozbawi się
nas osłonki nowoczesnego życia, okażemy się zwykłymi gadającymi
małpami” (Hart, 2021, s. 9). Zatem tematem książki jest problem
dysharmonii pomiędzy ewolucją gatunku Homo sapiens a skokiem
cywilizacyjnym, będącym jego dziełem. Co więcej, Autor wyraźnie
nie do końca zgadza się w swojej argumentacji z rozpowszechnioną
– także przez naukowców – opinią, zgodnie z którą ludzkie życie
toczy się w wyjątkowo komfortowych warunkach wypracowanych
w oparciu o właściwą dla naszego gatunku inwencyjność.

Jak przystało na empiryka, Autor nie stara się przeprowadzać
ogólnych analiz relacji „człowiek-świat” i w konsekwencji preferuje
interesującą intelektualnie wycieczkę, której kierunek wyznaczają
pojęcia „ewolucji”, „adaptacji” czy też „postępu”. Z tego względu
pierwszy rozdział „Chodząca, gadająca małpa” jest bardzo skonden-
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sowanym wykładem dotyczącym ewolucji gatunku Homo sapiens.
Czytelnik nie znajdzie w nim żadnych wątków filozoficznych, nie-
mniej w kontekście reszty książki niezwykłe zwięzła rekapitulacja
wiedzy o drogach prowadzących do człowieka współczesnego jest
wyjątkowo trafna. Dzięki niej bowiem zrozumiała jest wymowa kolej-
nych rozdziałów, które – z różnych punktów widzenia – wyjaśniają
wybór tytułu książki. Okazuje się bowiem, że znaczna liczba cech,
które posiada współczesny człowiek rażąco odbiega od wymogów
świata, który dla siebie stworzył co skutkuje – wynikającymi z niedo-
stosowania – problemami z którymi musi się zmagać. Tych zaś jest
mnóstwo zaczynając od otyłości i nietolerancji pokarmowych.

„Najnowsze tendencje do globalizacji i „homogenizacji” ludzkiej
kultury żywieniowej, oparte na wzorcach zachodnich, w połączeniu
z niemal powszechną dostępnością oraz atrakcyjnością niektórych
typów żywności, tworzą środowisko, które dla części nas jest po
prostu toksyczne” (Hart, 2021, s. 108). Po raz kolejny okazuje się,
że życie we współczesnym świecie jest dla istot ludzkich nie lada
wyzwaniem. Jak możemy się przekonać na kolejnych kilkudziesięciu
stronach porady dotyczące sposobu na życie – w tym przypadku reali-
zowane przez odpowiednie żywienie – dostarczane przez specjalistów
i laików zazwyczaj nie są zgodne z wypracowanymi przez pokolenia
strategiami metabolicznymi oraz poziomem komfortu, który sobie
aktualnie zapewniliśmy. Komfort dostępności do przetworzonego po-
karmu skutkuje także bardzo skomplikowanymi relacjami z fauną
żyjącą w ludzkim układzie pokarmowym, który wynika z ewolucyj-
nego zapóźnienia pożytecznych dla nas bakterii.

Lektura kolejnych rozdziałów pokazuje, że nie tylko ludzki meta-
bolizm niechętnie współgra ze światem, który uzyskał swój aktualny
charakter dzięki twórczej działalności gatunku ludzkiego. Przede
wszystkim przyczyną wielu chorób cywilizacyjnych – zbierających
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znaczne śmiertelne żniwa – jest stres, co stanowi kolejną egzemplifi-
kację paradoksalności kondycji ludzkiej. Reakcja stresowa ukształ-
towała się bowiem jako mechanizm obronny i dzięki niej gatunek
ludzki (albo przynajmniej dostatecznie wielu jego przedstawicieli)
miało szanse przetrwać w niekoniecznie pokojowo nastawionym śro-
dowisku. W czasach współczesnych naturalne czynniki zagrażające
życiu i zdrowiu ludzkiemu zminimalizowano i w konsekwencji re-
akcje stresowe obróciły się przeciwko ludziom. Jest to cokolwiek
wymowny kontrprzykład dla znanego powiedzenia o konstruktywnej
roli harmonii i konsensusu.

Problem staje się natomiast niezwykle palący w kontekście roz-
ważań zawartych w dwóch kolejnych rozdziałach („Niszczycielski
potencjał sieci” oraz „Wyjątkowo agresywny gatunek”). Autor wska-
zuje, że budowanie zgody ma istotne i naturalne ograniczenia wyni-
kające ze zbyt szybkiego przejścia od konieczności utrzymywania
wymiany informacyjnej z niewielkim gronem odbiorców do współcze-
śnie dostępnej możliwości (a niekiedy konieczności) harmonizowania
poglądów w kontekście grup składających się z tysięcy czy też milio-
nów ludzi. Próba stworzenia konsensusu staje przed nie lada wymo-
giem uwzględnienia wielu, niekiedy subtelnych, różnic w poglądach,
preferencjach czy działaniach.

„Ewolucja przystosowała nas do tworzenia i utrzymywania nie-
wielkich sieci społecznych, które są dla nas źródłem wsparcia i przy-
jaźni, a co za tym idzie – również przewagi selekcyjnej [...] jednakże
w ciągu ostatniej dekady odtworzyliśmy internetowy świat, który
stał się dla większości z nas ważnym elementem realnego środowi-
ska [...], ale interakcje, w które można wejść nawet w stosunków
skromnych sieciach społecznych [...] ze względu na swoją skalę mogą
bardzo szybko przerodzić się w obsesję” (Hart, 2021, s. 204n). Jeśli
uwzględnimy także kolejne ewolucyjne dziedzictwo odpowiedzialne
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za przetrwanie naszych przodków, jakim jest skłonność do działań
agresywnych, nie powinniśmy się dziwić, dlaczego gatunek ludzki
wykazuje się bardzo silnymi skłonnościami niszczycielskimi wymie-
rzonymi w otaczający go świat.

Niezbyt optymistyczny wydźwięk refleksji Harta dopełniają trzy
ostatnie rozdziały, poświęcone skłonnościom ludzi do uzależnień,
łatwowierności gatunku Homo sapiens oraz egoizmowi jako zasad-
niczemu motorowi działań. Mimo wielu interesujących informacji
zawartych w końcowej części książki, czytelnik może odnieść wraże-
nie, że gdy Hart-naukowiec przeistacza się w Harta-moralizatora, to
siła jego argumentów nieco słabnie. Refleksja, jakiej dostarcza Autor,
traci bowiem ogólny wymiar przechodząc niepostrzeżenie w indywi-
dualne opinie wypowiadane na mocy zbudowanego do danego miejsca
lektury autorytetu. Jest to jednak drobny mankament, niejednokrotnie
występujący w publikacjach filozofujących naukowców, który nie
powinien decydować o lekturze całej książki. Niemniej warto zadać
sobie pytanie, kto powinien zapoznać się z książką Niedostosowani?
Pierwsza przychodząca na myśl odpowiedź, to każdy, kto chce zrozu-
mieć doskwierające nam problemy związane z niedostosowaniem do
antroposfery. Hart podejmuje bowiem bardzo aktualne zagadnienie,
przy czym przedstawia je na o wiele bardziej profesjonalnym pozio-
mie, niż ten, do którego mamy najłatwiejszy – dzięki Internetowi –
dostęp. Czy jednak publikacja Harta będzie sukcesem wydawniczym?
W tym przypadku odpowiedź wydaje się mniej optymistyczna. Jak
sądzę, po książkę tą sięgnie niewielu czytelników, a lekturę ukoń-
czą nieliczni. Na zasadność pierwszej konkluzji wskazał sam Autor,
dokonując krytycznej analizy wpływu mediów społecznościowych
i internetowych celebrytów (zob. Hart, 2021, s. 179–180). Poszukiwa-
nie informacji, mimo zdumiewającej łatwości, współcześnie uwarun-
kowane jest czasowym i światopoglądowym komfortem. Dlaczego
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bowiem mielibyśmy szukać informacji rzetelnych, choć niekoniecznie
łatwych w odbiorze, skoro możemy sięgnąć do danych spreparowa-
nych tak, abyśmy nie musieli zbytnio się wysilać?

Jakże bezcelową wydaje się lektura 306 stron książki, skoro oma-
wiane problemy na pewno ktoś poruszył w „sieci”. Problem tego, „jak
odróżnić treści merytorycznie wartościowe od tych mniej zaawan-
sowanych czy wręcz takich, które mogą wprowadzać w błąd?” jest
współcześnie dobrze znany. Co więcej, „Wydaje się, że jest to jeden
tych problemów, dla których trudno znaleźć satysfakcjonujące rozwią-
zanie, niegodzące w tak ważną w przestrzeni internetowej swobodę
wypowiedzi” (Polak, Trombik i Krzanowski, 2021, s. 255). Niestety,
Hart nie pomaga Czytelnikowi w lekturze, gdyż omawiane problemy
traktuje bardzo poważnie i nie trywializuje stosowanej argumentacji.
Dlatego zapoznanie się z treścią jego książki wymaga intelektualnej
pokory, na którą – niestety – wielu z nas nie stać. Bez wątpienia bo-
wiem Autor podjął interesujące i ważne wyzwanie, które powinno stać
się inspiracją dla odpowiedzialnej filozoficznej refleksji dotyczącej
kondycji współczesnych nam przedstawicieli gatunku ludzkiego. Jest
to o tyle ważne, że filozofowie mają naturalną tendencję do zamy-
kania się w dobrze ugruntowanej w tradycji refleksji na dany temat,
ignorując niejednokrotnie nowe, a zarazem niekiedy niezgodne z ich
przekonaniami dane.

Homo (not really) sapiens

Abstract
For millennia, philosophers have pondered the question, “Who are
we?” It becomes a burning question at an age of scientific and techno-
logical civilization and a world full of conveniences, mainly because
human life is still not comfortable. Adam Hart takes up the challenge
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of confronting the evolutionary achievements of the Homo species
and the environment it has produced, showing that our life—for fun-
damental reasons—cannot be the realization of idyllic visions.
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philosophy, evolution, culture, contemporary world.
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Nie-ludzkie emocje
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Frans deWaal, Ostatni uściskMamy: emocje zwierząt i co onemówią o nas

samych, tłum. R. Kosarzycki, Copernicus Center Press, Kraków 2019, ss. 392.

Uczucia, emocje to w dzisiejszych czasach temat aktualny i wielce
pożądany. Nie było tak jednak zawsze. Oczywiście, błędem by-

łoby mniemać, że filozofia czy nauka lekceważyła lub próbowała
wyrugować zagadnienie emocji ze swojego dyskursu. Przeciwnie,
zainteresowanie filozofów emocjonalną sferą człowieka sięga daleko
w przeszłość, do czasów starożytnych. Niemniej, często postrzegano
kierowanie się nimi jako coś „poniżej godności człowieka”, gdyż od
zwierząt miał człowieka odróżniać rozum. Ideałem było więc kiero-
wanie się i życie zgodnie z rozumem i jego zasadami, nie zaś emo-
cjami. Postrzeganie emocji zaczęło się zmieniać w wieku XIX wraz
ze zmierzchem oświeceniowego racjonalizmu, gdy kolejne pokole-
nia uczonych (filozofów, socjologów, psychologów, lekarzy) zaczęły
poważniej przyglądać się emocjonalności, uznając jej istotną rolę
w ludzkiej egzystencji. Dziś już nikt nie ma wątpliwości, jak ważną
funkcję pełni ta sfera w życiu człowieka, i jak katastrofalne bywa jej
niedocenienie i zaniedbanie (Solomon, 2005; Głos i Załuski, 2017).
Jednakże, co ciekawe, o ile dawniej emocje traktowano jako element
natury „zwierzęcej” w człowieku, o tyle obecnie stały się one czymś
tak „ludzkim”, że przestano zwracać uwagę na ich obecność u zwie-
rząt. Dlaczego tak łatwo przyszło nam odmówić zwierzętom czegoś,
co wydaje się tak oczywiste? Jak wygląda świat zwierzęcych emocji?
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Czy są one inne niż te, których doświadczają ludzie? Czy zajmowanie
się i badanie zwierzęcej emocjonalności może nam dostarczyć także
wiedzy o naszym własnym gatunku?

Wokół powyższych pytań oscyluje treść najnowszej książki
Fransa de Waala, jednego z najbardziej rozpoznawalnych etologów
i prymatologów na świecie. Jest to już kolejna książka tego amery-
kańskiego profesora wydana przez CCPress1. W recenzowanej pracy
przedmiotem zainteresowań de Waala jest to, co można by nazwać
„wewnętrznym światem zwierząt”. W swoich badaniach i publikacjach
koncentruje się więc przede wszystkim na zachowaniach społecznych
zwierząt. Badania, które u początku naukowej kariery naszego autora
dotyczyły agresji w zwierzęcym świecie, doprowadziły go do takich
zagadnień, jak problem zwierzęcej moralności czy empatii, czyniąc
go jednym z bardziej uznanych specjalistów w tym obszarze.

Bodźcem do napisania książki Ostatni uścisk Mamy stało się
ostatnie, pełne emocji spotkanie i pożegnanie profesora Jana van Ho-
offa z umierającą Mamą, starą szympansicą w Burgers Zoo. Zwierzę
zachowywało się bardzo „po ludzku”: delikatnie obejmowało pro-
fesora, pocieszająco gładząc oraz poklepując go po głowie i karku.
Całe zdarzenie zostało nagrane, a potem wyemitowane w telewizji
i internecie. Komentarze i reakcje ludzi po obejrzeniu filmu zdradzały
wielkie poruszenie, a nawet pewnego rodzaju szok, związany z roz-
poznaniem tak „ludzkich” gestów i reakcji zaprezentowanych przez
przedstawicielkę odmiennego gatunku. Owo „zdumienie” widzów,

1 Do tej pory nakładem CCPress ukazały się następujące książki de Waala: Małpy
i filozofowie: skąd pochodzi moralność? (2013), Bonobo i ateista: w poszukiwaniu
humanizmu wśród naczelnych (2014), Małpa w każdym z nas: dlaczego seks, przemoc
i życzliwość są częścią natury człowieka? (2015), Bystre zwierzę: czy jesteśmy dość
mądrzy, by zrozumieć mądrość zwierząt? (2016), Wiek empatii: jak natura uczy nas
życzliwości (2019b). Dwie z nich były już recenzowane na łamach ZFN (Sarosiek,
2018; Cygan, 2019).
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zdaniem de Waala, dowiodło tylko „niskiej opinii ludzi o zdolnościach
emocjonalnych i umysłowych zwierząt” (Waal, 2019a, s. 22) oraz
nieświadomości, że „gest, który jest tak bardzo ludzki, w rzeczywisto-
ści, jest powszechny także u wszystkich naczelnych” (Waal, 2019a,
s. 25). Kilka czułych i wzruszających gestów Mamy wystarczyło,
żeby pokazać ludziom, że nie wszystko, co ludzkie, jest też i obce
innym gatunkom, a nas samych łączą z nimi powiązania ewolucyjne
o wiele silniejsze niż się to powszechnie wydaje. Reakcje widzów
na „ostatnie spotkanie” sprowokowały więc de Waala do napisania
książki, mającej jeszcze raz przypomnieć ludziom, że nie wszystko,
co uważamy za specyficznie ludzkie, jest takie w swojej istocie.

Na strukturę książki składa się osiem rozdziałów, z których tylko
pierwszy nawiązuje bezpośrednio do postaci Mamy i jej wyjątko-
wej roli, jaką zajmowała w kolonii szympansów tamtejszego zoo.
Stosunki tej szympansiej matriarchini z resztą stada posłużyły de
Waalowi do przedstawienia złożonych relacji istniejących w szym-
pansich społecznościach. Analizując funkcje Mamy w stadzie, autor
niejako „reinterpretuje” tezę głoszącą, że władza jest zawsze w rękach
najsilniejszego osobnika. Zwraca uwagę, że niekoniecznie chodzi tu
o siłę fizyczną. Ta bowiem może zapewnić wysoką pozycję w hie-
rarchii, ale to nie jest jeszcze tożsame z posiadaniem realnej władzy.
W przypadku Mamy „wszystkie dorosłe samce przewyższały ją pozy-
cją, ale jak przychodziło co do czego, wszystkie jej potrzebowały...”
(Waal, 2019a, s. 51). Mama, pomimo niższej pozycji w stadzie, dzier-
żyła faktyczną władzę, czyli miała realny wpływ na procesy, jakie
zachodziły w grupie. Szacunek i poważanie, jakim cieszyła się stara
szympansica, posłużył uczonemu do ciekawych obserwacji dotyczą-
cych reakcji naczelnych na śmierć innego członka stada. Okazuje się,
że śmierć nie jest wydarzeniem „obojętnym”, wymaga specjalnych
zachowań i swego rodzaju etykiety. Jest ona tym silniej przeżywana,
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im większa była więź emocjonalna pomiędzy osobnikami. „Wszystko
wskazuje na to – konkluduje autor – że przynajmniej niektóre zwie-
rzęta uświadamiają sobie, iż martwy towarzysz już nigdy się nie
poruszy. [. . . ] uświadomienie sobie nieodwracalności wskazuje na
oczekiwania dotyczące przyszłości” (Waal, 2019a, s. 55). Uczony ko-
jarzy zaobserwowane reakcje z poczuciem ostateczności (oczywiście,
nie jest ono tożsame z ludzkim poczuciem śmiertelności).

Kolejne rozdziały książki przybliżają zwierzęce emocje i zacho-
wania, które zazwyczaj kojarzą się nam z cechami wyróżniającymi
nasz własny gatunek, jak: śmiech i uśmiech, zdolność do empatii,
intencjonalnego okrucieństwa, morderstwa z premedytacją, odrazy,
poczucia wstydu, sprawiedliwości, czy winy – czyli do wszystkich
tych emocji, które „czynią z nas ludzi”. De Waal w tych kwestiach
właściwie przypomina, podsumowuje i streszcza to, co już zawarł
w poprzednich swoich pracach. Niemniej tym, co może przyciągnąć
uwagę, są refleksje na temat antropomorfizacji, czyli problemu, z któ-
rym musi się zmierzyć każdy, kto podejmuje się rozważania, opisy-
wania i nazywania emocji zwierząt i ich zachowania. Czy bowiem
naukowiec powinien powstrzymać się przed użyciem antropomorfi-
zmów? I czy w ten sposób uniknie się mylenia tego co ludzkie, z tym
co zwierzęce? Autor, wyjaśniając swoje podejście do tego zagadnie-
nia, wyróżnia dwa typy antropomorfizmu, które (nieco upraszczając)
można określić jako antropomorfizm użyteczny i antropomorfizm
szkodliwy. Pierwszy jest wręcz konieczny, drugi zaś nie do przyję-
cia. Z jednej strony uważa więc, że stosowanie antropomorfizmu jest
szkodliwe i pozbawione najmniejszego sensu. Świat natury odznacza
się bowiem takim bogactwem i różnorodnością, że nie można go
zredukować, czy zamknąć w jednym wymiarze. Proste porównania
ludzi i zwierząt nie zdają w tym kontekście egzaminu. Frans de Waal
protestuje więc przeciwko temu rodzajowi naukowego postępowa-
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nia, które opierało się na porównywaniu poszczególnych gatunków,
a które to postępowanie miało swoje źródło w arystotelesowskiej
koncepcji scala naturae, będącej drabiną hierarchicznie ustawionych
bytów. De Waal twierdzi, że nie da się w tak prosty sposób zhierar-
chizować wszystkich stworzeń, rzeczywistość jest bowiem bardziej
złożona: „Czy nie powinno się oczekiwać, że każde zwierzę ma swoją
własną inteligencję oraz emocje, dostosowane do własnych zmysłów
i historii naturalnej?” (Waal, 2019a, s. 64). Wzięcie tego pod uwagę
czyni antropomorfizację nieuzasadnioną, a przekładanie prostych,
bezkrytycznych kalek nie jest najlepszym pomysłem: „Nieuzasad-
niony antropomorfizm jest zdecydowanie nieprzydatny” (Waal, 2019a,
s. 64).

Z drugiej jednak strony, de Waal stwierdza, że antropomorfizm
bywa użytecznym i ważnym elementem metodologii badań nad zwie-
rzętami. Biorąc pod uwagę nasze obserwacje, intuicje, a także badania
z zakresu etologii porównawczej, genetyki i neurobiologii, okazuje
się, że ludzie i zwierzęta (zwłaszcza naczelne) funkcjonują w bar-
dzo podobny, a czasem nawet identyczny sposób. To zaś sprawia, iż,
zdaniem de Waala, antropomorfizm niejednokrotnie może okazać się
cennym narzędziem poznawczym. Z tego względu dla de Waala więk-
szym zagrożeniem jest raczej odrzucenie antropomorfizacji niż jej
stosowanie, co też przekłada się ostatecznie na jego pozytywne usto-
sunkowanie się do użyteczności antropomorfizacji w badaniach nad
(niektórymi) zwierzętami. „Osobiście – pisze de Waal – postrzegam
odrzucanie podobieństwa ludzi i zwierząt za większy problem niż
jego zakładanie” (Waal, 2019a, s. 64). Stwierdza: „Nasze mózgi po-
siadają tę samą budowę jak mózgi innych ssaków: nie mamy żadnych
nowych części i stosujemy te same neuroprzekaźniki” (Waal, 2019a,
s. 65). Autor podkreśla więc, że zakładane podobieństwo pomiędzy
ludźmi i zwierzętami leżące u początków antropomorfizmu nie jest
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już tylko prostym założeniem, w sukurs przychodzi mu neurobiologia,
która zaciera linię pomiędzy zwierzęciem a człowiekiem. Taki rady-
kalny dualizm jest już, jak przekonuje de Waal, nie do utrzymania,
a „antropomorfizm nie jest nawet w części tak zły, jak ludzie uważają”
(Waal, 2019a, s. 65).

Najnowsza książka de Waala, jak wspomniano wcześniej i jak su-
geruje sam jej tytuł, nie ma na celu wyłącznie przybliżenia nam życia
emocjonalnego zwierząt. Autor nie stara się ani przekonać czytelnika,
ani mu udowodnić, że zwierzęta posiadają emocje czy uczucia (z tymi,
sprawa jest nieco bardziej skomplikowana, ze względu na ich „ukryty”
i „wewnętrzny” charakter), a nawet bardzo bogaty i zróżnicowany
ich wachlarz. Książka, zgodnie z intencją i zamierzeniem autora, jest
napisana nie tylko po to, żeby lepiej poznać zwierzęta, lecz również
by lepiej zrozumieć człowieka. De Waal ze swoim naturalistycznym
zorientowaniem chce pokazać nam, jak bardzo nie różnimy się od
zwierząt. Oczywiście, nie znaczy to, że stawia prosty znak równości
pomiędzy ludźmi i zwierzętami. Wspomniany cel szczególnie uwi-
dacznia się w rozdziale, w którym omawia inteligencję emocjonalną.
Emocjonalność spełnia bowiem konkretne funkcje, nie jest sprzeczna
z racjonalnością i tak zwaną „wolną wolą”. Pomiędzy tymi trzema
elementami istnieje coś w rodzaju „sprzężenia”. Wszystkie trzy siebie
zakładają i potrzebują. Są konieczne do tego, by dany osobnik mógł
sprawnie funkcjonować, niezależnie czy jest on zwierzęciem, czy
człowiekiem. Popularna narracja – jak podkreśla de Waal – ciągle
jeszcze sprowadza zachowanie zwierząt do instynktów, uważając je za
podstawowy mechanizm, jaki nimi steruje. Instynkty to jednak reakcje
odruchowe i – jak przekonuje etolog – w większości bezużyteczne
w ciągle zmieniającym się świecie. Nie znaczy to, że ludzie i zwierzęta
nie działają instynktownie. To się zdarza, ale zachowanie zwierząt
jest raczej zdominowane przez emocje, przez co i zdecydowanie bar-
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dziej elastyczne od czysto instynktownego. De Waal nazywa emocje
inteligentnymi instynktami, ponieważ w pewnym sensie należą do
odruchów, lecz zazwyczaj wywołują pożądaną zmianę zachowania po
dokładnej, choć niekiedy bardzo krótkiej i szybkiej ocenie sytuacji.

Co prawda w pełni nie kontrolujemy emocji, ale i nie jesteśmy
także ich niewolnikami: „Emocjonalne zachowanie ma w sobie pe-
wien element dobrowolności” (Waal, 2019a, s. 248). Emocje nigdy
nie są „tylko emocjami i nigdy nie są w pełni automatyczne” (tamże).
Skorelowane zarówno z ciałem jak i umysłem są również elemen-
tarnym składnikiem naszego poznania, idącym w parze z rozumem
i w pewnym sensie udoskonalającym jego działanie, podobnie jak
i rozum bywa pomocny emocjom. „Czysty rozum” wcale nam nie
ułatwia życia, a beznamiętność, jeśli się niekiedy zdarza, jest raczej
upośledzeniem niż ideałem, do którego powinno się dążyć. Emocje
nie są przeszkodą w życiu, nie rujnują nam życia, przeciwnie – niejed-
nokrotnie mogą je uratować, a na pewno usprawniają nasze działanie.
De Waal podkreśla zatem ogromną poznawczą rolę emocji. Analizuje
zdolność odczytywania emocji u innych, wykorzystywania informacji
przekazywanej przez emocje oraz kontrolowania własnych emocji,
służące do osiągania złożonych celów. Ilustruje to wieloma badaniami
i przykładami, zarówno ze świata ludzi, jak i zwierząt.

Sporo uwagi poświęca Autor zagadnieniu „panowania nad emo-
cjami”. Dotyka ono bowiem problemu „wolnej woli”, o którym wspo-
mniano wyżej. De Waal, włączając się niejako w wielowiekowy „spór
o wolną wolę”, stawia to pytanie także w kontekście zwierząt. Czy
zwierzęta posiadają „wolę”, a w dodatku „wolną”? Na pewno nie
są automatami, którymi kierują proste instynkty, ale jak radzą sobie
z emocjami? Czy zwierzęta potrafią je kontrolować? Czy potrafią
robić to w sposób świadomy? Czy zwierzę jest zdolne do dokonania
wyboru w sposób świadomy i wolny? De Waal odpowiada na te pyta-
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nia wskazując, że zwierzęta (a przynajmniej nie wszystkie) wcale nie
są tak zdeterminowane przez swoje potrzeby, pragnienia i popędy jak
to się powszechnie wydaje. Posiadają one zdolność do samokontroli
tak samo jak i ludzie. Analizując przykłady zachowań zwierząt, które
świadczą o sprawowaniu kontroli nad popędami, de Waal stwierdza,
że: „Zwierząt nie stać na to, aby ślepo gonić z swoimi impulsami.
Ich emocjonalne reakcje zawsze przechodzą przez ocenę sytuacji
i rozważanie dostępnych opcji. Dlatego też wszystkie mają zdolność
samokontroli” (Waal, 2019a, s. 279). Samokontrola i połączona z nią
wola są ponadto sprzężone z racjonalnością, gdyż „zwalczanie im-
pulsu podążania jednym tokiem działania i zmiana go na inny, który
obiecuje lepszy wynik, jest oznaką racjonalnego myślenia” (Waal,
2019a, s. 279).

Książka Fransa de Waala Ostatni uścisk Mamy ze względu na to,
że zawiera w sobie niejako streszczenie całego dotychczasowego do-
robku autora, przynajmniej jeśli chodzi o książki, może być uważana
za prawdziwą „kopalnię” tematów, zagadnień i problemów, których
nie sposób nawet wymienić, a cóż dopiero omówić w jednej recenzji.
Bogate doświadczenie autora w pracy ze zwierzętami przekłada się
na bogatą treść książki i dość swobodny styl narracji, za pomocą
którego pragnie się on swoją szeroką wiedzą podzielić z czytelnikiem.
Jednym z wniosków, do jakich dochodzi autor jest teza, że nie ma
czegoś takiego jak unikatowe ludzkie emocje, których nie posiadałyby
zwierzęta i że są one czymś powszechnym, ponadgatunkowym i uni-
wersalnym. Problem emocjonalności zwierząt niewątpliwie stanowi
wezwanie do przemyśleń i refleksji nad człowiekiem i jego miejscem
w świecie. W związku z tym problemem wynikającym z rozważań de
Waala może być jego naturalistyczna wizja człowieka, opierająca się
na założeniu ciągłości zmian ewolucyjnych. Różnica pomiędzy czło-
wiekiem a innymi gatunkami to dla de Waala różnica raczej w stopniu
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rozwoju, nie zaś w jakości, stąd pewnie jego stanowisko stanowi pole
do polemik, zwłaszcza dla tych, którzy chcieliby widzieć w człowieku
byt o zupełnie nowej jakości, czy wręcz supergatunek. Ponadto sama
problematyka emocjonalności zwierząt związana jest z kwestiami
etyki i moralności. I nie chodzi tu nawet o pytanie, czy zwierzęta
mają moralność (tym de Waal zajmuje się w innej swojej książce), ale
raczej o naszą perspektywę i określenie bądź też zmianę naszego sto-
sunku do zwierząt, sposobu ich traktowania, który wciąż przedstawia
wiele do życzenia. Skoro zwierzęta nie są automatami pozbawionymi
uczuć i świadomości, jak niekiedy chcielibyśmy je postrzegać, to
ciąży na nas wielki dylemat moralny, zwłaszcza jeśli weźmie się pod
uwagę hodowlę przemysłową, praktyki laboratoryjne i wszelkie inne
czynności i nadużycia związane z ich wykorzystywaniem. Książka de
Waala może dostarczyć argumentów za tym, aby szanować wszystkie
formy życia, dostrzec ich „godność”, którą mają przez sam fakt swo-
jego istnienia, interes, jaki każda forma posiada we własnym istnieniu
i przetrwaniu, nie mówiąc już o wrażliwości i zdolności do cierpie-
nia. Z drugiej strony dostarcza także argumentów do tego, że nie
musimy zbytnio idealizować i ulegać sentymentalizmowi. Jesteśmy
częścią tego świata, również świata zwierząt, wraz z całym jego „krę-
giem życia”, i wszystkimi tego, niekiedy brutalnymi konsekwencjami.
Z biologicznego czy ewolucyjnego punktu widzenia człowiek nie jest
ani wegetarianinem, ani weganinem. Mięso i produkty pochodzenia
zwierzęcego stanowiły istotną część naszej diety, bez czego być może
nie bylibyśmy tym gatunkiem, którym jesteśmy. Czy musimy jeść aż
tyle owych „produktów”, ile ich przeciętnie spożywamy, to już inna
kwestia. Na pewno jest ona godna przemyślenia, jak i wiele innych,
do których prowokuje lektura niniejszej książki.

Czytając książkę Fransa de Waala przychodzi na pamięć zdanie,
jakie zapisał w swoich Rozmyślaniach kilkanaście wieków temu Ma-
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rek Aureliusz, że „nic nie powinno się nazywać cechą człowieka,
co nie tyczy się człowieka jako człowieka” (Marek Aureliusz, 2003,
s. 44). Z pewnością, emocje, zdolność do odczuwania czy przeżywa-
nia nie są tymi cechami, które w jakiś zasadniczy sposób wyróżniają
człowieka. Niestety, uznanie tego, że zwierzęta doświadczają emocji,
czy że sposób ich doświadczania niekoniecznie musi się tak bardzo
różnić od naszego, budzi ciągle jeszcze spore kontrowersje. Być może
przyczyną jest to, że zwierzęta nie informują nas o swoich uczuciach,
a może dla wielu istnienie emocji i uczuć pociąga za sobą pewien
poziom świadomości, którego nie są zbyt skłonni przypisywać zwie-
rzętom. W każdym razie, Ostatni uścisk Mamy. Emocje zwierząt i co
one mówią o nas samych, nie jest próbą dowodzenia istnienia emocji
zwierząt, lecz raczej refleksją nad tym, dlaczego ciągle tak mało o nich
wiemy: „[. . . ] pytanie nigdy nie brzmiało: czy zwierzęta mają emocje,
lecz w jaki sposób nauka była w stanie tak długo ich nie dostrzegać?
Nie było tak od początku... Jakim cudem robiliśmy wszystko, by od-
mówić zwierzętom czegoś tak oczywistego?” (Waal, 2019a, s. 335).
Odpowiedź na te pytania, do których przemyślenia autor zaprasza czy-
telnika, jest więc zaproszeniem do rozważań, które mogą rzucić nieco
nowego światła na nasze własne istnienie i postawić nas w obliczu nie-
ustannie podnoszonego problemu o naturę człowieka, o to, „kim jest
człowiek?”. Książka Fransa de Waala jest więc dobrym przykładem
tego, jak zagadnienia naukowe mogą prowadzić do filozoficznych
refleksji.
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Non-human emotions

Abstract
This article is a review of Frans de Waal’s book Mama’s Lust Hugs.
Animal Emotions and what They Tell Us about Ourselves, which
was released in Polish in 2019. The book deals with the problem
of animal emotionality. One of the author’s conclusions, which is
underlined in the review, is that that there is no such thing as unique
human emotions that animals would not have. Emotions are universal;
they are shared by both humans and animals. Although the book
is intriguing, it does not contain anything new in terms of content,
as it deals with the topics that de Waal has previously addressed in
his writings. The publication, on the other hand, can be an excellent
starting point for reflection not just on animals (their emotionality
and rights), but also on people and their place in the world, thanks
to collecting and integrating topics relating to animal emotionality
into a single book. It confronts the reader with the issue of human
nature. As a result, as this review attempts to demonstrate, Frans de
Waal’s book is an excellent example of how scientific issues lead to
philosophical insights.
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emotions, animals, human, behavior, ethology, philosophy, Frans de
Waal.
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Duchowość bez ducha

Michał Borek
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Wesley J. Wildman, Kate J. Stockly, Spirit Tech: The Brave NewWorld of

Consciousness Hacking and Enlightenment Engineering, St. Martin’s Press,

New York 2021, ss. 400.

W rozwiniętych krajach świata, pomimo ogólnego spadku zainte-
resowania i uczestnictwa w tradycyjnych, zinstytucjonalizowa-

nych obrzędach religijnych, nie brak zaangażowania w indywidualne
praktyki duchowe. Taki indywidualny rozwój praktyk religijnych sil-
nie wspomagany jest rozwojem technologii. Już szybki przegląd App
Store ujawnia tysiące aplikacji, które pomogą nam odmawiać róża-
niec, utrzymać oddech w czasie medytacji, okiełznać moc kryształów,
rzucić zaklęcie, uczestniczyć w wirtualnym darshanie, monitorować
swoje czakry lub czytać dowolną liczbę świętych tekstów, w tym
Torę, Biblię, Koran, Bhagavad Gitę lub Guru Granth Sahib. Zagadnie-
nie interakcji technologii i duchowości postanowili zbadać w swojej
książce Spirit Tech: The Brave New World of Consciousness Hacking
and Enlightenment Engineering (2021) Wesley J. Wildman i Kate J.
Stockly.

Wesley J. Wildman jest wykładowcą filozofii, religii, teologii
i etyki na Uniwersytecie w Bostonie. Jest członkiem International
Society for Science and Religion. Jest również założycielem i dy-
rektorem wykonawczym Centrum Umysłu i Kultury, a także jest
zaangażowany w program Liberal Evangelical Project. Poza projek-
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tami badawczymi związanymi z duchowością i psychologią, zajmuje
się również polityką, zdrowiem publicznym, czy szeroko pojmowaną
równością.

Natomiast Kate J. Stockly łączy badania z dziedziny afektywnej
neuronauki, kognitywistyki i biologii ewolucyjnej, próbując konstru-
ować biokulturowe teorie ucieleśnionego rytuału religijnego. Bada
również różnice wynikające z płci w przeżywaniu religii i duchowości
z perspektywy biopsychospołecznej.

Książka Spirit Tech. . . jest zbiorem badań, analiz, doświadczeń
i prognoz dotyczących interakcji zachodzących między technologią
i duchowością. Swoje dzieło autorzy traktują interdyscyplinarnie,
dotykając w nim zagadnień neuronauki, inżynierii medycznej, psy-
chologii, religii i etyki. Nie stronią od wielkich filozoficznych, psycho-
logicznych i etycznych pytań, w sposób szczególny koncentrują się
nad pytaniami o autentyczność, znaczenie, bezpieczeństwo i odpowie-
dzialność społeczną wynikającą z mariażu technologii i duchowości.

Z psychologii poznawczej dowiadujemy się o wbudowanych ludz-
kich tendencjach do wiary w istoty nadprzyrodzone, ustabilizowanych
w długim procesie ewolucji. Jednak z punktu widzenia neuronauk
takie stwierdzenie jest niewystarczające i domaga się pogłębionej
analizy i badań. Analizując doświadczenie duchowe, zauważamy
neurologiczne efekty, które ono powoduje, a które są możliwe do uzy-
skania poprzez odpowiednie technologie, substancje halucynogenne,
czy rytuały.

Faktem jest, że historia religii pełna jest przykładów ludzi używa-
jących wszelkiego rodzaju materiałów, ćwiczeń, artystycznej ekspresji
czy różnorakich substancji, aby przygotować swoje serca i umysły dla
duchowych doświadczeń. W tradycji duchowości powszechne były
mantry, muzyka, kadzidła, ikony, relikwie, taniec, posty itp.
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Dzięki postępowi w technologii, neuronauce i psychologii, je-
steśmy w stanie zmierzyć takie doświadczenia, opisywać je i badać.
Potrafimy dziś ocenić ich funkcje społeczne, konsekwencje behawio-
ralne, jak i wpływ na zdrowie i poczucie szczęścia. Jesteśmy nawet
zdolni do wywoływania takich doświadczeń duchowych, hamowania
ich lub wzmacniania.

Wildman i Stockly nie zatrzymują się jednak na tradycyjnych
bodźcach stymulujących doświadczenie duchowe, ale badają najnow-
sze trendy w stymulacji mózgu. Prowadząc nas przez kolejne roz-
działy poświęcone nowym technologiom, każdorazowo zaczynają od
opisu osobistego doświadczenia uczestników badań, ich przeżyć oraz
wpływu tych technologii na ich życie. Stanowią one wprowadzenie
do części zdecydowanie bardziej technicznej i naukowej. Tej części
trudno jest cokolwiek zarzucić. Przeprowadzone analizy i badania
przedstawione są w sposób bardzo konkretny i rzeczowy. Autorzy
nie uciekają od głębszych wyjaśnień oddziaływań i funkcjonowania
ludzkiego mózgu. Wiele uwagi poświęcają również opisom, poglądo-
wym ilustracjom i zdjęciom urządzeń i stymulatorów, niezbędnych
czytelnikowi w pracy o tak szerokim zakresie.

W kolejnych rozdziałach autorzy analizują: stymulatory mózgu
(bazujące na falach elektrycznych, magnetycznych1, świetlnych i ul-
tradźwiękowych2), metodę neurofeedback (obrazującą aktywność
mózgu w EEG o długościach fal delta, theta, alfa, beta i gamma),

1 W wybranych opisach działania stymulacji mózgu falami elektrycznymi i magnetycz-
nymi naukowcy stawiają hipotezę, że wystarczająco silne pola elektromagnetyczne
bezpośrednio wpływają na ruch jonów, które przenoszą sygnały elektryczne przez
neurony.
2 Możliwe, że wibracje ultradźwiękowe oddziałują na kanały jonowe potasu w neuro-
nach, wpływając na szybkość i napięcie neuronów, albo powodują oscylacje w dwóch
warstwach ścian komórkowych, zwiększając napięcie, co wywołuje tymczasowe
zmiany w ścianach komórkowych, ponieważ warstwy te są rozciągane (Wildman
i Stockly, 2021, s. 37).
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inżynierię poczucia wspólnotowości, technologię VR, substancje psy-
chotropowe (LSD, MDMA ecstasy, psylocybina, ayahuasca, kaktus
San Pedro) oraz technologiczne kierownictwo duchowe. Ostatnie trzy
rozdziały poświęcone są kryterium autentyczności, bezpieczeństwie
i perspektywach rozwoju technologii duchowości. Książka zawiera
również bogaty indeks fotografii, diagramów, wykresów i rysunków,
a także dwa dodatki: pierwszy dotyczący historii rozwoju technologii
duchowości oraz drugi dotyczący sposobu wykonywania pomiarów
i opisu doświadczenia duchowego.

Autorzy dokonali bardzo subiektywnego wyboru opisanych tech-
nologii, określanych przez nich za najbardziej renomowane, najlepiej
przebadane oraz mające największe szanse na rozpowszechnienie
i odciśnięcie swojego piętna na przyszłość technologii duchowości
(Wildman i Stockly, 2021, s. 250). Otrzymany jednak w ten spo-
sób zbiór robi wrażenie niezwykle przypadkowego. Poza tym ciężko
utrzymać nawet takie kryteria autorów, umieszczających na liście
powszechnie zakazane substancje psychotropowe. Trudno uznać je za
renomowane czy przyszłościowe.

W podejmowanych zagadnieniach w poglądach autorów bije duży
optymizm w kwestii rozwoju i stosowania w przyszłości różnorakich
nowinek technicznych mających wspierać rozwój duchowy. Przewi-
dują nawet, że technologia duchowości będzie podążać za trendem
podobnym do masowego ruchu wellness, wieszcząc jej nadzwyczaj
wielką popularność.

Analizowane w książce badania w dużej części potwierdzają od-
działywanie starożytnych praktyk duchowych na strukturę mózgu, np.
medytacja spowalnia jego starzenie i zwiększa plastyczność (Xiong
i Doraiswamy, 2009). Autorzy na różnych poziomach badawczych
wykazują, że nowe formy technologii duchowości wydają się umoż-
liwiać czerpanie tych samych korzyści zdrowotnych i duchowych
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z tradycyjnych praktyk, bez poświęcania im ogromnych nakładów
czasu, energii czy kosztów (Bærentsen i in., 2010; Hasenkamp i Bar-
salou, 2012; Xiong i Doraiswamy, 2009). Uzyskanie efektów, które
kiedyś wymagały wspinania się po wysokich górach dla spotkania
kierownika duchowego, a następnie domagały się lat medytacji i pod-
porządkowania całego życia, teraz dostępne jest w sposób bardzo
prosty i przystępny. Ukazanie rozwoju techniki w tej materii i po-
twierdzenie skuteczności i korzyści płynących z praktyk duchowych
są niewątpliwą zaletą tej książki. Ostatnie osiągnięcia dodatkowo
potwierdzają postęp, jaki poczyniliśmy wpływając technologią na
funkcjonowanie ludzkiego mózgu. W październiku świat obiegła wia-
domość o wyleczeniu 38-letniej Sarah z ciężkiej depresji za pomocą
eksperymentalnego implantu mózgu. Daje to wielką nadzieję osobom
cierpiącym na nieuleczalne choroby psychiczne (Wilson, 2021).

Trzeba jednak zauważyć, że wyleczenie z depresji, stymulowanie
mózgu dla osiągnięcia pewnych korzystnych zmian w jego struktu-
rze, czy nawet wywołanie jakiegoś doświadczenia utożsamianego
z doświadczeniem duchowym jest w tych przypadkach celem samym
w sobie. Autorzy jednak bardzo często idą o krok dalej, używają
tych terminów synonimicznie z pojęciem duchowości. O ile istnieją
pewne przesłanki do takiego podejścia w kontekście religii, w któ-
rych pojęcie Boga osobowego odgrywa drugorzędne (bądź nawet
żadne) znaczenie, o tyle w kontekście pozostałych religii wydaje
się to nadużyciem. Należy pamiętać, że zmiany w strukturze mózgu
czy subiektywne doświadczenia nie są ani celem duchowości, ani jej
centralnym punktem.

Ten problem wybrzmiewa również w kwestii autentyczności i we-
ryfikacji doświadczenia duchowego. Oceniając autentyczność naszych
doświadczeń, koncentrujemy się na jakości doświadczenia, jego skut-
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kach i przyczynach. Autorzy akurat w kwestii przyczyn doświadcze-
nia duchowego zachowują dużą pokorę i pomimo przeprowadzonych
tak obszernych i dokładnych badań zauważają:

Wiemy, że mózg pośredniczy we wszystkich doświadczenia,
ale procesy neurologiczne są tak skomplikowane, że nie jeste-
śmy w stanie powiedzieć, jak zaczyna się każde doświadczenie
(Wildman i Stockly, 2021, s. 230)3.

Przyczyny w doświadczaniu duchowym nie da się zamknąć wyłącznie
do siły wyższej, a trzeba zauważyć, że nawet najbardziej tradycyjne
i historycznie celebrowane doświadczenia duchowe często wiążą się
z zaplanowanym ludzkim działaniem poprzez: muzykę, rytuały, ta-
niec, ułożenie ciała, koncentrację, regulację oddechu itp. I chociaż
w niektórych religiach cały czas podkreślane jest kryterium spon-
taniczności, to wydaje się być ono w tym kontekście przeceniane.
Podobnie zresztą jest w kwestii konieczności ponoszenia wysiłku,
gdyż nawet tradycyjnie stosowane metody miały pomagać i ułatwiać
osiągnięcie doświadczenia duchowego.

Duży sceptycyzm autorzy wykazują również w kwestii koniecz-
ności duchowego przywódcy. Analizując poszczególne warunki do-
świadczenia duchowego widać, jak kolejne kryteria mocno podpo-
rządkowują technologii i nawet takie zagadnienia, jak duchowy prze-
wodnik czy szeroko pojęte kierownictwo duchowe, w wizji autorów
zastąpione będą sztuczną inteligencją.

Co do jakości doświadczenia duchowego, wiąże się ono z uczu-
ciami, treściami, obrazami i wrażeniami. Tutaj technologia w dużej
mierze pomaga opisać je na poziomie neuronów, a techniki takie
jak neurofeedback pozwalają nauczyć się wchodzenia w stan do-
świadczenia duchowego i dodatkowo je stymulują. Podobnie skutki

3 „We know the brain mediates all experiences, but neurological processes are so
intricate that we can’t really tell how any experience gets started”.
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doświadczenia duchowego wspomaganego technologią są jasno wi-
doczne i zdaniem autorów to one przesądzają o autentyczności takiego
doświadczenia.

Autorzy będąc świadomi, że technologia jest obecnie postrzegana
jako zasadniczo różniąca się od duchowości lub nawet jako będąca
z nią sprzeczna, ewidentnie starają się oswoić czytelników z myślą
o ich mariażu. Niestety, czasami robią to aż za bardzo. I pomimo
że we wstępie Spirit Tech. . . zapowiadają, że książka jest zestawie-
niem różnego rodzaju technologii pomocnych w badaniu i rozwoju
duchowości, ostatecznie jednak stają się orędownikami nowego ro-
dzaju „duchowości”; duchowości pozbawionej założeń dotyczących
wiary lub niewiary w to, co nadprzyrodzone, pozbawionej relacji do
sfery sacrum, pozbawionej jakiejkolwiek osobowej więzi z bóstwem
lub Bogiem i odcinającej się od tradycyjnych światopoglądów reli-
gijnych. Taka „duchowość koncentruje się jedynie na specyficznej
sferze odczuć podmiotowych. Zamiast więc badać typowo rozumianą
duchowość, poprzestają na śledzeniu, jak zmiany w systemie psy-
chicznym i fizycznym wpływają na siebie oraz starają się te zmiany
wywoływać i postawić w swoim centrum zagadnienia religijności
bądź duchowości.

Książka Wesleya Wildmana i Kate Stockly Spirit Tech: The Brave
New World of Consciousness Hacking and Enlightenment Engine-
ering to ciekawe zestawienie i analiza aktualnych badań nad technolo-
giami duchowego doświadczenia. Książka oferuje najnowszą wiedzę
w zakresie neuronauk, bardzo odważne prognozy rozwoju techno-
logii duchowości i bardzo daleko idące wnioski w kwestii rozwoju
religii. Traktując o technologii duchowości, niestety staje się w kolej-
nych rozdziałach coraz bardziej księgą technologicznych substytutów
duchowości, będącej synkretyzmem efektów i praktyk starających
się je wywoływać. Duchowości bez ducha. Widać, że współczesne
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neuronauki wraz z inżynierią wytworzyły już nowe obszary relacji
nauka-wiara i technika-wiara. Technologiczne substytuty duchowości
stają się też coraz wyraźniej nowym wyzwaniem dla tradycyjnej du-
chowości i dla religii. Szczególnie zastanawiające w tej pasjonującej
książce jest to, że technologiczne substytuty wiary promuje teolog
chrześcijański.

Spirituality without spirit

Abstract
Wesley Wildman’s and Kate Stockly’s book Spirit Tech: The Brave
New World of Consciousness Hacking and Enlightenment Engineer-
ing is an interesting compilation and analysis of current research on
technologies of spiritual experience. The book offers the latest ad-
vances in neuroscience, very bold predictions about the development
of spirituality technology, and very far-reaching conclusions about
the development of religion. The authors take an interdisciplinary ap-
proach to their work, touching on neuroscience, medical engineering,
psychology, religion, and ethics. They do not shy away from the big
philosophical, psychological, and ethical questions, and they specifi-
cally focus on questions of authenticity, meaning, safety, and social
responsibility arising from the marriage of technology and spirituality.
Modern neuroscience along with engineering has already created new
areas of science-faith and technology-faith relationships. Spiritual
alternatives in the form of technology are increasingly posing a fresh
challenge to traditional spirituality and religion.

Keywords
spirituality, technology, spirit tech, spiritual experience, brain, neuro-
science.
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